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KWW Selects Max Hurt
'Member Of The Year'
Max B. Hurt, a Kirksey native, was
named the Kentucky Western
Waterland "Member of the Year" during the KWW annual meeting Tuesday
at Kentucky Dam Village State Park.
"I was surprised and honored by the
plaque." Hurt said in a telephone conversion this morning "I'm very proud
of the award. I'm just sorry I was not
able to attend the meeting." Due to a
conflict, Hurt was not able to be at the
meeting.
He added the best part of his job on
the KWW board is "working with some
of the finest leaders in the eight best
counties in Kentucky'" Hurt also said
he hopes that residents in Murray and
Calloway County will get more interested in tourism.
Jim Johnson, executive vice president of the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, said the award
was a fitting tribute to Hurt's efforts.
''He Hurt ( has worked harder in
retirement than ever before," Johnson
said.
One of the founders of the KWW and
an original board member, Hurt it
president of the Murray Industrial
Foundation and serves on the state
board of library trustees.
Hurt, a graduate of Murray High
School and Murray State University,
was director and auditor for Woodmen
- of the World Life Insurance Society
from 1942 to 1946, treasurer from 1946 to
1951 and executive vice president from
1951 until his retirement in 1960.
He served as executive secretary of
the Murray Chamber of Commerce
from 1945 to 1949. Also, Hurt was assistant Murray postmaster from 1933 to
1944. He was principal of high schools in
Graves and Calloway County foe 10
years.
A member of the American Legion
and a veteran of World War I, Hurt is a
member of the Kirksey Methodist Church. He has been active in the United
-- • - - • - — -

Max B. Hurt
Fund, Boy Scouts of America, Rotary
Club and the farm bureau.
Hurt is married to the former Mavis
McCuiston, a native of New Concord.
They have one daughter Mrs. Van B.
Dunn.
An avid tfunter and fisherman, Hurt
spends much of his time at his home,
Happy Home Farms, one of the largest
farms in west Kentucky.
Grayson McClure, another Calloway
KWW board director, accepted the
award for Hurt. Nita Ewing, first vice
president and a director from Lyon
County, made the presentation. The
other county director is Col. Tom
Brown.
Featured speaker at the meeting was
Martha Layne Collins, lieutenant
governor.
Collins, •a University of Kentucky
graduate and a former teacher, said
that the state government will be willing to work with the tourism industry.
She stated that the state government
has set aside $1 million for special
tourism events and $400,000 for advertising.
She added the new tourism department will conduct research studies on

Tile To Be Replaced
In Large Park Pool
By Season Opening
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Writer
Replacement of the tile in the large
swimming pool at the Murray-Calloway
County Park will be completed by the
Memorial Day opening of the pool,
parks director Gary Hohman told the
parks board at its Tuesday night
meeting.
The tile in the bottom of the pool's
guttering system will be replaced with
a mixture of concrete and white marble
dust. This mixture is the same
substance which is presently on the
walls and floor of the pool, according to
Hohman. A contractor will pour the
mixture following the removal of the
old tile and grout by parks employees.
Last year it was necessary to close
the training pool for a few days during
June to completes similar repair job on
it. Hohman said that it is not uncommon
in this geographical area for a problem
to arise with the bonding of the tile and
adhesive to the concrete since there is
no way to seal the tile from water
seepage.
"In addition to alleviating a yearly
maintenance problem that we are faced
with," Hohruan said, "the new
substance will provide safer footing for
pool patrons."
In action related to the pool report,
the board approved the hiring of Gordon Carnes, 24, as pool manager for this
season. Carnes, a Murray State University student, served as head lifeguard
last year at the pool.
Hohman told board members that the

application for a $11,228 grant from the
Heritage Conservation Recreation Service for renovation of the large pool and
replacement of bleachers in the old city
park was rejected.
'
The parks director quoted from a letter he had received from Buddy
Renaker, administrative specialist
with the division of planning and grants
for the Kentucky Department of Parks.
According to Renaker, the renovation
of the pool, which involved the replacement of the tile, was evaluated as
"more of a repair problem than renovation" and thus ineligible for funding in
accordance with HCRS regulations.
The other part of the application, the
replacement of the old concrete and
wooden bleachers at the Kentucky
League and Babe Ruth League fields
with five sets of aluminum bleachers.
fell below the minimum project acceptance amount of $5,000, according to
Renaker. The cost of the bleachers is
approximately $3,825, Hohman said.
The parks director indicated that
other means would be sought to obtain
funding for the bleachers. The acquisition of these bleachers would provide
aluminum bleachers for all nine
ballfields in the park complex.
Refencing of the four ballfields in the
old city park is presently being done
and one of the three new all-metal picnic shelters has been erected, Holtman
said. The fencing and replacement of
the old wooden picnic shelters is part of
a $24,000 Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
grant.

Communication Disorders
Screening Is Thursday
A communication disorders screening clinic will be available to senior
citizens from 10 to 11 a.m. Thursday,
April 10,jit the Douglas Center.
The screenings are a part of the services offered through th Environmental
Communication Intervention for the
Aging Project I EC1A from Murray
State University's department of
special education. Since this is a
federally funded project, the screenings will be a free public service.
The purpose of the screenings is to
identify any speech, language or hearing problem which may need further
Most communication
evaluation

disorders found in older persons are
complex and require extensive testing
to identify the specific needs of the individual.
The screenings of speech, language
and hearing will determine if further
testing is indicated. Referral information or suggestions will be provided immediately following the screenings.
The screenings will be done by the
ECIA staff, Debbie Crutelter and Judy
Nantua, certified speech pathologists,
and Donnie Notes, certified audiologist.
Further information may be obtained
by contacting any of the three at 7622446.

keeping and attracting vacationers to
Kentucky and making comparisons
with other states'tourism industries.
-I'm with you. I think tourism is extremely important," Collins stated. "It
is your bread and butter."
The lieutenant governor also said
state tourism has much potential yet to
be realized. Collins added the industry'
and government need to work together
to expand tourism.
Darryl Armstrong, chief of public affairs for the Army Corps of Engineers,
Nashville,introduced Collins.
In the president's report, Jim Suitor,
KWW president and a board member
from Lyon County. said KWW "held its
own" during the past year.
However, he was optimistic concerning the upcoming season. Several successful programs along with new ones
will be featured this summer, Suitor
said.
He added a new gasoline availability
survey will be continued to aid in attracting tourists. Suitor said 50 area gas
stations are surveyed each week. He
said the program was so successful last
summer, its first summer, the Kentucky Energy Department used it.
The KWW office was moved to Lake
City with the official opening Sept. 23,
1979. The move was to centralize the office in the eight-county (Caldwell,
Calloway, Christian, Livingston, Lyon,
McCracken, Marshall and Trigg KWW
region,Suitor said.
Suitor ended his report by asking all
those in attendance by attending KWW
meetings and being active on committees.
Tommy Kron, commissioner of the
new state department of tourism. extended an invitation to those present to
attend the Governor's Spring Conference on Tourism to be held April 14
and 15 in Louisville.
Karen Cissell, executive secretary,
introduced guests in attendance.
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partly cloudy
6

Partly cloudy this morning
becoming mostly cloudy with
widely scattered light showers
developing this afternoon.. Highs
in the mid 50s to around 60. Widely scattered light showers ending
this evening and becoming partly
cloudy tonightLows tonight in
the low 40s. Partly cloudy and
pleasantly cool Thursday. Highs
in the upper 50s to low 60s.
Extended Forecast
Partly cloudy Friday, chance
ot rain Saturday and Sunday.
Morning lows in the 30s Friday
warming to the 40s by Sunday
morning. Highs in the mid 50s to
mid 60s.
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

357.12
357.11

Calloway School
Board Sets Agenda
For Thursday Meet
The Calloway County Board of
Education will meet at 5 p.m.
Thursday, April 10, in the board office
on College Farm Road. according to
Dr. Jack Rose,superintendent.
Items on the agenda include personnel matters, high school early graduation policy, high school correspondence
policy, bid reviews and bond sale
resolution, Rose said.

Routine items On
City Board Agenda
Several routine business items are on
the agenda for the Thursday, April 10,
meeting of the Murray Independent
Board of Education.
The meeting, set for 7 p.m at the
board office building, is open to the
public.
The agenda includes personnel
recommendations and consideration of
meat bids for the month of May.

KWW MEETING - (Top photo,
left) Nita Ewing, first vice president
of the Kentucky Western
Wateriand, presents a plaque
naming Max B. Hurt KWW "Member of the Year" to Grayson McClure, who accepted the award
for Hurt, during the 1 I th annual
VAIN meeting Tuesday at the
Kentucky Dam Vilage State Park.
(Left photo) Lt. Gov, Martha Layne
Collins, the evening's featured
speaker, told the audience that
the state government is helping
the tourism industry. She also
cited the importance of tourism in
the lake area and the entire state.

Murray Civic Music Association
LaunchesApril Membership Drive
As an expression of gratitude to past
members, and an inducement to potential new members, the Murray Civic
Music Association has launched a
special membership drive during the
month of April, according to Norrine
Winter, president.
Mrs. Winter said the association is
calling its April drive a "Spring
Special" because memberships sold
during the month will be at last year's
rates. Memberships sold after April 30,
she said, will be at a slightly higher rate
to reflect the rising costs associated
with bringing major concert artists and
productions to Murray.
"We like to think we are offering this
year's biggest musical bargain," she
said. "People can attend next season's
concerts at last year's rates."
The 1980-81 season will feature inter-

nationally renowned cellist Leonard
Rose, duo-pianists Anthony and Joseph
Paratore, who have been called the
"best two-piano team alive," and the
Western Opera Theatre production of
Donizetti's opera "Elixir of Love,"
sung in English by members of the San
Francisco opera company.
For many the treat of the season may
be the musical adaptation of Charles
Dickeng' classic "A Christmas Carol,"
featuring a huge cast, music by John
Bennett, choreography by Joanne
Cady, costumes by Tom Crisp, and sets
by James Othuse. The Sun Newspaper
chain suggested that audiences for the
production are not just pleased or
delighted by the show, but' thrilled."
In addition to Murray concerts,
members are also eligible to attend all
concerts sponsored by the Paducah
Community Concert Association, as

part of a reciprocal agreement between
the two organizations.
During the month of April membership rates will be $15 for adults,$7.50for
students,and $35 for families. Contributions by individuals and businesses in
excess of the cost of membership are
also encouraged, according to Mrs.
Winter, because such contributions are
eligible for matching support from the
Kentucky Governor's Challenge Grant
program, which is intended to foster
local arts programs.
Tickets can be obtained by writing
the Murray Civic Music Association,
1010 Westgate Drive, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
In addition to membership fees and
contributions the Association receives
support from Murray State University
and the Kentucky Arts Council.

Two Road Sections To Open

1-24 Completion Expected In May
The completion of Interstate 24
through west Kentucky is expected for
May' when two sections between Cadiz
and Kuttawa are slated to open.
James Arnold, construction engineer
for the Madisonville District of the state
Bureau of Highways, said one segment.
from U.S. 68 at Cadiz to Kentucky 139,
already is complete. He added it will
not be opened officially until work is
finished from Kentucky 139 to U.S. 62
near Kuttawa.
The state recently opened a 2.7-mile

segment between the Western KentuckY Parkway and Kuttawa,just south
of Eddyville.
The opening will close one of the two
gaps remaining on the highway that
runs from Chattanooga to St. Louis. The
other gap is the Ohio River bridge at
Paducah. The bridge was closed due to
a steel structure problem. A reopening
date for the bridge has not been
scheduled.
Construction of one of Kentucky's
first 1-24 segments began in 1972 in

Christian County at the Tennessee
border.
A recent Murray State University
study showed that 1-24, along with the
construction of the TennesseeTombigbee Waterway, is expected to
generate nearly $60 million in additional revenues for this region of the
state.
Besides 1-24, west Kentucky has the
Western Kentucky Parkway, an eastwest link, and the Pennyrile Parkway,
a north-south road.

Militants Threaten U.S. Hostages
"We declare to the American people,
with all seriousness, that the responsibility for what we will do would fall
directly on the U.S. government."

By The Associated Press
The Moslem militants occupying the
U.S. Embassy in Tehran today
threatened to kill all 50 American
hostages if the Carter administration
takes any military action againsWran.
Meanwhile, Foreign Minister Salegh
Ghotbzadeh announced Iran has decided to overthrow the regime in neighboring Iraq.

U.S. officials have hinted at a naval
blockade or mining of Iran's ports if
President Carter's new economic and
diplomatic sanctions fail to free the
hostages, who began their 198th day in
captivity today.

"We warn the U.S. government, with
all frankness, that if America launched
any military aggression against 'Iran,
we will kill all the hostages immediately," said the militants' statement, carried by Tehran radio.

Carter has appealed to America's
European allies to join the United
States in cutting off exports to Iran, but
so far none of the allies has shown signs
of giving more than vocal support to the
reprisals.

Ghotbzadeh's announcement on Iraq
was carried by Tehran radio, which
quoted him as saying: "We have decid:
eel to overthrow the Baathist regime of
Iraq." There were no further details.
Hostility between Iran and the proMoscow regime in neighboring Iraq has
been growing in recent days.
Tehran radio reported an artillery exchange across the border Monday night
and Tuesday and said the Iraqi positions were "smashed." Iran, which
withdrew its diplomats from Baghdad
oft Monday, announced that it closed
the offices of the Iraqi diplomatic
representative In Tehran and the Iraqi
news agency.
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BROKERAGE VISIT - Members of the Eighth Grade
Project Independence Class from Murray Middle School
visited with Betty Boston, seated right, registered
representative of First of Michigan Corporation, to learn
about the brokerage business and the purchasing of
stocks and bonds as a part of their unit on careers.
Students watching the Dow (ones averages on the
telequote machine are from left, Ricky Rodgers, Andy
jobs,-Wacy Harrington, and Charles Cella.

Coldwater Church Women
Hold Meeting On Monday
The Coldwater United
Methodist Church Women met
at the church on Monday,
April 7, at 7 p.m. with Mrs.
Bulas Wilson in charge of the
program on -The Family."
Mrs. Sherwood Potts led in
prayer, and Mrs. Gary
Hanehne read the scripture
from Colossians 316-25.
Discussions were given by
Mrs. Potts and Mrs. Bobby
Locke.

"Children Learn What They
Live" was discussed by Mrs.
Jimmy Wilson. Mrs. Bulas
Wilson discussed "What Is
Happiness and the Recipe For
Happiness."
Other members present
were Mrs. Elizabeth Junes,
Mrs. David Lamb, Mrs.
Thomas Smith, and Mrs.
Charles Tipton.
The door prize was received
by Mrs. Jimmy Wilson.
The next meeting will be
held on May 5 at the church
with Mrs. Haneline in charge
of the program.

4--5-110
Adults 119
Nursery 7
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Tony C. Egbert, Rt. 1,
Calvert City; Orea Nell Bumphis, 201 Pine Street, Murray;
Mrs. Evie Todd, 1301 Vine
Street, Murray; Mrs. Deborah
K. Cossey, Rt. 1, Box 271, Murray.
Michael 0. Pollis, Rt. 3,
Martin. Tenn.; Halford B.
Beane. 1300 Sycamore Sti ceet,
Murray; Mrs. Sadie N.
Waters, 1397 Johnson
Boulevard, Murray; Mrs.
Rhupayne L. Adams, Rt. 2,
Box 56C, Murray; Gene
0.Miller, Box 141, Hazel.
Jeremy R. Elam, Box 121,
Wingo; Debbie Melvin, Rt. 8,
Murray; Mrs. Vickie G.
Garland, Rt. 5, Box 2360, Murray; Mrs. Ten-i J. Slavens,
1306 Diuguid, Murray; Mrs.
Lea Harris Bozarth, Rt. 1, Eddyville.
Mrs. Donna R. Colley, Box
27, Farmington; Mrs. Dianne
Tharpe, 1022 Reynolds, Paris,
Tenn.; Christopher M. Jones,
Rt. 3, Box 227, Murray; Mrs.
Linda L. Stubblefield, Rt. 5,
Box 341, Murray.
Hoyt P. Roberts, 809 North
20th Street, Murray; Mrs.
Cora Dumas, 631 Riley Court,
Murray; Starkie C. Colson,
Sr., Rt. I, Almo; Roy L.
Stewart (expired), 1404
Hughes, Murray.
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Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Juanita M. Madding
and baby boy, No. 12 McClam's Trailer Court, Pans,
Tenn.; Tax J. Cole, 311 East
12th Street, Benton; Thomas
M. Teague, Rt. I, Box 303,
Paris, Tenn.; David K. Stom,
Rt. 1, Box 69, Almo.
Julie A. Jones, Rt. 1, Box
120, Hardin; Mrs. Candy Jean
McDaniel, Rt. 2, Box 416,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Kay E.
Thorn, Box 76, Dexter; Donnie
R. Keel, Rt. 3, Box 256A9, Murray.
Mrs. Gladys I. Bebber, Rt.
3, Box 191, Murray; Cherie D.
Moore, Rt. 3, Box 1027, Murray; Albert J. Hary, Rt. 6, Box
223-A14, Murray; James R.
Brandon (expired), Rt. 4, Box
220, Murray.

Murrayan Honored
At Convocation At
Western Kentucky

Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, honored
students on Sunday, March 30,
at the school's annual Honors
Convocation for studens who
excelled academically during
the 1979 fall semester.
Students listed as being
honored from Calloway, Marshall, and Graves Counties are
as follows:
Calloway-Jerome C. Higginbotham, 1203 Kirkwood
4-6-80
Drive, Murray.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Marshall--Donna Gale
Yates, baby girl, (Lisa Bristow and Carolyn Rose
Carol), 400 South 12th Street, Moscoe, Benton.
Murray.
Dwain
Graves--Robert
Haverstock, baby girl, Abell, Jr., and David Andrew
(Gaye), 1106 Poplar Street, Stanley, Mayfield.
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Mr. and Mrs. James L. Baker of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their oldest
daughter, Inda Shaun, to Marc Darnell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Darnell of Murray Route 3.
Miss Baker, a 1978 graduate of Murray High School, attended Illinois State University and Murray State University.
She is presently employed by Minnens, Bel-Air Shopping
Center, Murray.
Mr. Darnell is a 1978 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is presently employed by his father.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, June 21,
at 6 p.m. at the Hazel Baptist Church with the Rev. James T.
Garland officiating. A reception will follow in the fellowship
hall of the church.
Only out of town invitations will be sent. All friends and
relatives of the couple are invited to attend the ceremony and
the reception.
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Your Individual
Horoscope
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Those hot flashes

Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY, APRIL 10, 1980
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what LEO
:
the stars say, read the (July 23 to Aug. 22) 4124
You might get to first base
forecast given for your birth
with a romantic interest, but
Sign.
problems could arise latek„ In
ARIES
other words, don't push your
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)11
4E4 luck.
Social life is happily acVIRGO
cented, but as the party wears
on some tempers could be (Aug. 23 to Sept.22
You're an effective comaroused. Know when to call it
municator today, and you'll
a raw..
make
important
work
TAURUS
progress. Overtime may
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
make you cranky.
You'll make important
LIBRA
career progress. Later, be
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)sure to give equal time to
A new career project will
family
and
friends. bring
financial gain, but
Stimulating news from a
watch
spending
now.
friend.
Romance
is
happily
GEMINI
highlighted, but p.m. friction
May 21 to June 20)
possible.
Harness your originality.
Your thoughts bring new life SCORPIO
.
to a work project. Late p.m. I Oct. 23 to Nov. 21.1 1711 AV
A time to launch new
finds you edgy and prone to
creative projects. Domestic
argument.
harmony could give way to
CANCER
career disputes. Talks with
(June 21 to July 22)
Educational and creative children favored.
projects stimulate your SAGITTARIUS
imagination. Others make (Nov. 72 to Dec. 21)
Mentally you're stimulated.
excuses later, but they're
Find constructive outlets for
probably legitimate.
creative ideas. Don't waste
time on the phone or arguing.
CAPRICORN
111114
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19') id
011
You may indulge yourself in
011116
a pleasant shopping trip, only
100
to be faced later with criticism
$500
by others of your spending
1 C10110
habits or purchases.
OPHIS I It
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)'"S
Investigate new career
options. Your personality goes
over well with others, but in
the late p.m you could
become temperamental.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You'll accomplish much
from behind the scenes. Later,
you could become restless or
lose interest. Stress logic over
emotions.
YOU BORN TODAY are
liable to experiment before
settling on a career. You are
an
individualist
with
executive and intellectual
ability. Though you can work
with others, you're better off
doing your own thing. You're
attracted
reform
to
movements and can be an
effective speaker or writer for
a cause. Often you're drawn to
the professions and you'll find
success in law, medicine,
politics, and banking. You
have creative ability and are
good at promotional work.
Music, painting, and acting
may also appeal to you.

Lawrence L. Lamp,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm a
67-year-old female and for
years. ever since my menopause, I've been getting these
terrible sweats_ My whole
upper torso from my head
down to my waist is drenched
with sweat. Sometimes these
occur every hour. It's very
uncomfortable and my clothes
get soaking wet. I have
friends with the same problem, too, and our doctors can't
help us. Will you?
DEAR READER.- I wish I
could help but it's difficult to
treat this problem. Anyone
who continues to have such a
disorder certainly should have
a medical examination. Hot
flashes with sweats associated
with the menopause phase of
life really shouldn't last more
than a couple of years at the
most.
I'm afraid .the general
understanding of this problem
is limited. There is some new
information, however, that
suggests that these attacks

are associated with some
abnormal function of the thermostat in your brain that
regulates your body temperature. Whenever your body
needs to be cooled, there is a
whole heat-loss mechanism
that is turned on that causes
increased circulatioh to the
skin and sweating. This area
is located very close to the
pituitary gland in the floor of
the brain that's associated
with your hormone system.
Apparently that's why the
whole mechanism gets out of
whack at the menopause time.
Some doctors are now testing the use of progesterone,
the other common female hormone besides estrogen, to see
if it can help control these.
There's also some evidence
that these are associated with
the release of adrenaline.
That can be associated with
stress or perhaps other
factors For this reason, some
doctors are now treating such
disorders with Inderal. Nor-

CHICKEN
DINNER
SPECIAL
$199 rhru may 4

mally this 'medicine is used
for high blood pressure and
irregular heartbeats and a
variety of other disorders.
You might ask your doctor
about this. If he's willing, he
might want to .. try . you on
Inderal and see if that will
relieve your problem for you.
Inderal is not a medicine that
everyone can take, but it just
could be the answer to some
women's problems with
recurrent episodes of hot
Mashes and sweating. You can
take my column along to your
doctor. He won't mind.

Famous Name Brand

WATCHES
s.a.• Ciiiieas
100
/0

DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm
going on a weekend fishing
trip where females will be
present. I'm afraid of cancer.
If it so happens that we do
have sex and one may have a
trace or more, even of skin
cancer, would I catch it? I'm
a good working taxpayer, fair
and square with everyone.
They've asked me to go and I
want to but I need some reassurance about this point.
DEAR READER - It's not
possible for me to tell you
exactly what you might or
might not catch, fish or otherwise. But one of the things you
won't catch is cancer. There is
no evidence that physical contact with a woman who has
cancer will cause a man to
develop cancer or vice versa.

20%
Up To
50% Off

149
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CHAINS ,
BRACELETS'
FASHION
CHAINS
OUR ENTIRE STOCK
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30% OFF
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GOLD AND DIAMONDS
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A PROLONGED OR unexplained cough should not be
neglected. Readers who want
more information can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
The Health Letter number 810, Cough: How and When to
Treat It. Send your request to
Dr. Lamb, in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New York,
NY 10019.
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PADUCAH PATIENT
C'...ade McLeod .;.-Dexte,
has been dismissed from
I-ourdes Hospital. Paducah.
,
PATIENT AT PANICAH
Mrs. Oretha Williams of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah

• Onyz • Opals
• Birthstones
• Masonic • lily
• Garnets • Etc.

Guinn's Discount Shoes

FAMOLARE
Reg. 540-S60

Only $?1*!*
(Unable to Advertise Prices this Low)

•3 Boneless Whitemeat
Chicken Planks*
•Fre.sh Cole Slaw
•2 Crunchy Hushpuppies
•Golden Fryes

ROBLEE
MEN'S

RESS SHOES
Reg. 535-550

ZIP BOOTS
Reg $60

Si1 95

1 9e0 long John SIN., s Inc An oghts rosorrAcl

-YohnSilveres;„
SEAFOOD SHOPPES
'711 South 12th St.)
Murray, Ky.

52995

YR

GUINN'S
$54
:
7:;9" DISCOUNT SHOES
LOtor

Returns

$29.
$36

I

207 North Brower Shiva, Ilawntovra Paris

4

a
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Happenings In Community

1

Wednesday, Apr119
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Ruth Wilson
at church parlor at 7:30 p.m.;
Wesleyan at church at 6:30
p.m.; Hannah with Mrs. Bill
Page at 7:30p.m.

ERS
2 OFF

Free income tax preparation and assistance will be provided to elderly, lower income
persons, and students of the
community in Rooms 206 and
2211, Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University.
MurrayT3Z7d7I, will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.

4-.

TAIRES
i0io

OFFICERS ELECTED - Elected as officers for 1980-81 for the Carter School ParentTeacher Association were, left to right, Carol Thurman, secretary, Judy Rose,
treasurer, Vickie Shell, president, and Bettye Baker, vice president. Frances Galloway,
president, presided at the March 25th meeting. Gary Hohman and Kathy Newton gave
a report of the Playground Projects committee, and the membership voted to buy a
piece of playground equipment for the school. Doralyn Lanier, director of curriculum
for the city system, and Mary Ryan, principal of Carter School, spoke on test scores
and plans for educational improvements in the system. At the close of the meeting
Jean Hurt made award presentations to winners in the Science Fair.

HOSPIIAL NEWS

,-Mademoiselle
Shop

4-7-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

Court Square

. SETS
RIOS

AFTER

EASTER

)OFF

LE

select groups of

dresses
costumes
sportswear
Now Reduced

1/
3
OFF
pi, soles finoi,

Thursday, April le
. Welcome Wagon Club will
meet at 1 p.m. at the First
Christian Church and will go
at 2 p.m. for a tour of the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.

Howard, baby boy,(Mary),
Rt. 7, Mayfield.
Phillips, baby girl, (Bernie), Canton.
English, baby boy, (Mitzi).
Rt. 1, Box 224D, Benton.
boy,
Henson, baby
(Phyllis), Rt. 5, Box 162A,
Benton.
DISMISSALS
Jerry D. Carroll, Rt. 6, Murray; Mrs. Jannifer Williams
and baby boy, Rt. 1, Henry,
T,enn.; Mrs. Marilyn K. Flood
and baby girl, Rt. 4, Box 812,

Murray; Allison D. Pritchett,
Rt. 1, Dexter.
Mrs. Ruby,M. Reid, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Mrs. Clara B.
Coomer, Rt. 1, Benton; Hoy L.
Higgins, Rt. 1, Box 332, Murray; Mrs. Sandra S. Henry,
1308 Poplar Street, Murray;
Cheri A. Gamble, Rt. 5, Benton.
Roland F. Byrne, 701 Vine
Street, Murray; Mrs. Sandra
F. Mitchuson, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Myrtle A. Hopkins, Rt. 1,
Box 289, Almo; Mrs. Katie I.
Overcast, aoo North Fifth
Street, Murray; Mrs. Gertie
L. Wells, Rt. 3, Murray.

Artcraft Photography
Weddings
Frames
Portraits
One Day Processin

please

118 So. I2th
753-0035

ame Brand

CHES
Citimns

troductor*
Conce.rt

%

To
Off

44S
pping
_

Thurman Furniture is now the area dealer for

Mr. Tom Miller, Kimball Artist will be in our
store Friday Night, April 11th at 7:30 p.m. to
introduce to you the exciting sound of the

IPY AVAILABLE

Tiarsday, Apg9 IS
Mothers Day Out wia be
held at the Fire Baptist
Church at 9 a ni
Meals for Nutrition Program for the Elderly will be
served at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center.
Activities by the Hazel
Senior Citizens will be held
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
Hazel Center with lunch served at 1145a.m.
New Concord and Hamlin
Senior Citizens will meet at 1
p.m. at Conners Korner, New
Concord. Phil Jackson will
speak on "Medigap" and a
blood pressure check will be
held.
Grove 6126 of the Woodmei.
of the World will meet at 6
p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant.
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
the World will meet at 6:30
p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant.
Janette Doyle Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meeet at 9:30 a.m, at the home
of Mrs. Vaughn Vandegrift.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will have
a salad supper at the
Fellowship Hall at 6:30 p.m.
Progressive Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Norma Paschall, 2219 Edinborough Drive. at 7 p.m.
Lecture on "Misconceptions
of Human Sexuality" will be
pesented by Dr. James Frank,
professor of recreation, at 9
p.m. in Hester Hall, Murray
State University. This is free.
The film, "Pilgrims Progress," based on the novel by
John Bunyan, will be shown at
7 p.m. at the First Assembly of
God. South 16th Street and
Glendale Road. This is free
and open to the public.

Metcalf& Oliver
Wedding Is Planned

Friday, Apra 11
Meals for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly will be
served at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center.
Percussion recital by Tom
Vanarsdel, music instructor,
will be at 7 p.m. at the Recital
Hall Annex, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Faculty
contemporary
recital will be held at 8: 15 p.m.
at the Farrell Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. This is free
and open to the public

—
1-0

American Quarter Horse
Awiriation Show, sponsored
by
Murray
State
Horsemanship Club, will open
at 7:30 p.m. at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition- Center. For information
call 767-4553.
Third aninnual Area Collegiate Chemistry meeting,
sponsored by Student Affiliates of the American
Chemical Society at Murray
State and University of Tennessee at Martin, will open today at the Racer Room,
Stewart Stadium, Murray
State.
Exhibitions by Janet M.
Goss, Louisville, weavings,
prints and
paintings;
Katherine R. Capps, Providence, graphics; and
Patricia D. Johnston, Harrisburg, Ill., graphics, will
open today at the Clara Eagle
Gallery, Murray State University. They will be on display
through April 23.
On exhibition starting today
and continuing through May 4
will be the best of the current
student.work at Murray State
as judged by professionals.
The public is invited.

ifass Sarah Lynn .11etcalf
and William Harold Oliver
Mr. and Mrs. George P. Metcalf ID of Middlebury, Ver-

mont, announce the engagement of their daughter, Sarah
Lynn, to William Harold Oliver, son of Mr. and Mrs. William
H. Oliver of Paducah.
Miss Metcalf is a 1978 graduate of Middlebury Union High
School and is attending Murray State University majoring in
music education. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Milton G. Mitchell of Louisville and of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
C. Metcalf of Duxbury, Mass.
Mr. Oliver is a 1973 graduate of North Marshall High
School, a 1978 graduate of Murray State University with a
Bachelor's degree in music education, and will receive his
Master's degree in applied music from the University of Illinois in May.
He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Tosco E. Wilson of
Hazel, and of the late Mr. and Mrs. William Alvie Oliver. He
is also the great grandson of Mrs. Rena Clark of Hazel.
An August wedding in Middlebury, Vermont, is planned.

HARGROVE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
Murray Chapter No. 92 Hargrove of Murray Route 2
Royal Arch Masons is schedul- are the parents of a baby girl,
Rebecca Ann, weighing nine
ed to meet at 7 p.m. at the
pounds seven ounces, measurlodge hall
ing 20L2 inches, born on SaturDexter Homemakers Club is day, March 29,
at 11:24 a.m, at
a.m.
9:30
scheduled to meet at
the Murray-Calloway County
at the Dexter Center.
Hospital.
They have another
Murray Senior Citizens will
daughter, Alicia, 2. They
have activities at the Ellis
father is employed at Ryan
Community Center from 10
Milk Company.
a.m. to 3 p.m. with devotion at
Grandparents are Mr. and
10:05 a.m., second lesson on
Mrs. T. C. Hargrove of Mur"Calico Flowers" at 10:30
ray Route 1, and Mr. and Mrs.
a.m. and each to bring sharp
J. Terry Cavitt of Murray
scissors, followed by lunch at
Route 2. Great grandparents
12 noon and blood pressure
are Mrs. Alma Cooper, Mrs.
check.
Virgil Nanney, and Mr. and
International film festival Mrs. Curtis Overby, all of
present "Seven Murray.
will
Beauties," an Italian film, at
WORK BOY
2:30 and 7 p.m. in the Student
Justin Keith is the name
Center Auditorium, Murray
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
State University. This is free
Work. Farmington, for their
and open to the public.
baby boy born on Monday,
March 24, at the MurrayDavid Brien, veterans
Calloway County Hospital.
counselor of the Department
Grandparents are Mr. and
for Human Resources, KenMrs. Macon Work, Mayfield,
tucky Center for Veterans Affairs, will be at the Depart- and Mr. and Mrs. James
ment for Human Resources, England, Mayfield Route 1.
Murray,to assist veterans and
their dependents from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m.
Communication Disorders
Screening Clinic will be
available to senior citizens
from 10 to 11 a.m, at the
Douglas Center,

•
res•
•4.

FERN TERRACE LODGE
lin STAMM vote., par.
.
, • • P1490. 71.7.10. •

MODEL 4462
I eh& n Fkoron•lai Walnut

urmell

......

Olympic Pious

Open 9:30 to 100 Daily 1-5 Sunday

Ust

Western Shirts
Chambray or
Gingham Check
Pearl Snaps
Reg. $18.00

$988

Paper Plates

69c
p.k.,.

9"
Reg. 89'

Men's

Spring Jackets
Rain or Shine
Denims,
Terry lined
Machine Wash
leg. $21.88

Benton Ky

100 Count

$1600

Denim Jeans
P. N. Hirsch
Flare
or
Big Bell

$9e4

Coupon
4

4

Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
:21441a.m.for morning shopring and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping
HazerSenior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch served at 11:45 a.m.

1•111•••./C• r

OPEN HOUSE MEETING
A meeting will be held to the public on Sunday
April 13 at 3:00 p.m. at Fern Terrace Lodge, 1 505
Stadium View Drive, Murray.
This meeting is being held to all in the community
who are interested iirfintfing put all details about a
Personal Care Home & Fern Terrace Lodge. Many
times people will ask themselves, what is a personal care home and how could I be a resident of a
personal care home, but put off finding out more
about it. Many of you who are living alone would
rather be living where you can have companionship
and meals cooked for you but hesitate to find out
more about it.
If you are interested in finding out how you or a
loved one of yours could become a resident of fern
Terrace Lodge this meeting is for you.
Mrs. LaVerne Tapp, administrator at Fern Terrace
Lodge will be conducting the meeting. Everyone
who is interested is invited. Information is also
available 7 days a week by calling 753-7109 between the hours of 9-5.

Ladles

Horne SW(110

"

14

Ladies "Levi"

Membership social will be
held at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray Country Club.

Registration for a Workshop
For Those Who Minister to the
Elderly on April 29 at Stewart
Stadium, Murray State
University, should be made by
today to Pamela Underwood,
JP-AHFS, Room 310, Ordway
Hall, Murray State University, or call The Rev. John
Chuchwell, Hazel, or the Rev.
Dr. David Roos, Murray.

• ---

=NMI

P.N.HIRSCH & CO.

Murray Ky.

Friday, April 11
Gospel singing featuring the
Liberty Boys and Sounds of
Faith will be held at the Oak
Cumberland
Grove
Presbyterian Church at 7 p.m.

Greater Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will meet at
the Etecetera Club, North
Eighth Street, Paducah, for
dinner and dancing.

_
sit.—‘11.6-10411•I'
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

inion Page

Ground was broken here for the new
$1,068,000 general services building at
Murray State University
Deaths reported include B. F. Brandon and William Roy,Jr., 20.
The Murray-Calloway County Shrine
Club will sell a special Shrine edition of
The Ledger & Times on April 13 with
funds to go into the Shrine general fund
to support 20 Shrine children's
hospitals, according to Joe Dean
Watkins, club president.
Winners from Murray High School in
the Western Kentucky Regional
Science Fair held at Murray State
University were John Harcourt, Vickie
Cathey,-Jay Pitman, Tricia Kline, Torn
Engle, Mike Conners, Rita wiLson, Patti
Miller, Karen Hussung,and Van Perry.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William Lee Conners on April
6.
Elected as new officers of the Austin
School Parent-Teacher Association
were Mrs. Margaret Porter, Mrs. Allen
Russell, Mrs. Raymond Wright, and
Mrs. Dossie Wheatley.

Jimmy's Georgia Address

29

)0
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By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON 1 AP I — There is only
one house on Woodland Drive in Plains,
Ga. It belongs to Jimmy Carter.
You might assume that the US.
Government would know the address of
the president's comfortable brick
rambler in a town where everyone
knows everyone else.
But the Carters — Jimmy, wife
Rosalynn and 12-year-old Amy — might
have been missed in this year's census
if the Census Bureau and the Postal
Service hadn't staged a dress rehearsal

Bible Thought
in the beginning was the word and
the word was with God, and the
word was God John 1:1
The fact of the eternally of a Ti,
une God is supported throughout
Scripture. There is never a question
about it

ABOUT THis PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger Si
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers,.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the 'general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.

Washington Today

earlier this month of their planned
mailing Friday to practically every
household in the United States.
On March 5, the district census office
at Albany, Ga., about 30 miles from
Plains, mailed a test questionnaire addressed to "President James E. Carter,
Woodland Drive, Plains,GA 31780."
A few days later, the Carter questionnaire was returned stamped:
"Undeliverable.Show Box Number."
Gus Saul, a spokesman for the Postal
Service, explained that there is no city
delivery in Plains. Therefore, residents
must get their mail in rural roadside
mailboxes or at the Post Office. The
Carters for years have had a lock box at
the local Post Office and, since Jimmy
became president, their mail has been
forwarded to the White House, the
spokesman said.
"Of course they knew where the
president lives," Saul said in defense of
the mail deliverers. "And when they
returned the form, they sent along a
blue card with the box number, so the
bureau could correct its records before
the mass mailing."

20 Years Ago

111EARTliNE,

Do the people who schedule Carter's
Heartline is a service for senior
official appointments speak to those
citizens. Its purpose is to answer queswho line up his political activities,
tions and solve problems — fast. 11 you
limited as those activities have been?
have a question or a problem not
The question arises because Carter's
write
announced schedule for last Friday , answered in these columns,
Heartline, 119 E. Dayton St., West Alexended at 3:05 p.m. with the president
andria, Ohio 95381. You will receive a
slated to board a helicopter for Camp
prompt reply, but you must include a
David, Md.
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
Early Friday afternoon, however,
most useful replies will be printed in
reporters were told that Carter's departhis column.
ture would not occur until 4:30 p.m.
HEARTLINE: In a recent article you
These being days of global uncertaingave some very good advice about comty, the White House press corps scurmunity services for the elderly, but you
ried to find out if sorne unexpected
missed one of the best resources in
development had prompted the change
.most communities — the-public library.
of plans.
Public libraries have many services
As it turned out, someone had failed
available. I think you should point this
to insert into Carter's announced
out to your readers. — N.S.
schedule enough time for separate and
ANSWER: Yes, there are many serunannounced presidential interviews
vices available through most libraries.
with representatives of five New York
Too often people think of the library as
television stations.
just a place to get books or a quiet place
The interviews, hardly spur-of-theto read or study. It would be a good idea
moment affairs, had been arranged
to visit-brouse around and find out what
several days earlier as part of the presiservices are available to you.
dent's "noncampaigning" in advance
HEARTLINE: I am inquiring about
of Tuesday's New York primary.
railroad retirement benefits. I am now
receiving a widow's pension. What I
want to know is would I be entitled to
anything in the way of railroad benefits
since I worked on the railroad in 1943 to
1944? I would appreciate any information you can give me. — L.D.A.
ANSWER: We are sorry, but no, you
would not be entitled to any railroad annuity. The minimum requirement for
entitlement 'to any annuity 'under the
Railroad Retirement Act is 120 months
of railroad service. Since you stated
by precinct, county by county, state by
that you only had two years of service,
state. He couldn't even count on many
you would not be eligible. The railroad
of his primary supporters in this effort,
retirement laws, Like the Social Securifor at least some of them are loyal
ty laws, do not allow for the withdrawal
Republicans who would be loath to turn
or refund of any employees retirement
against the GOP.
taxes.

Anderson To Tackle Several
Roadblocks On Campaign Trails
An AP News Analysis
By EVANS WITT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON CAP) — If the
obstacles to John Anderson's winning
the Republican presidential nomination
are imposing,the roadblocks to his taking the White House as a third-party
candidate are positively breathtaking.
First, he would have to comply with a
maze of legal requirements in 43 states
just to get on the November ballot. For
legal reasons, Andersonlican't make it
on the ballot in the other seven states.
At the same time, he would have to be
building a national political organization from the ground up.
And after all that, Anderson would
have to be right in saying that Jimmy
Carter and Ronald Reagan are unacceptable to Americans,so unacceptable
that they will shed decades of tradition
and vote for a third-party candidate.
The moderate Illinois congressman
spent the weekend resting in California,
and he had told one interviewer that he
might emerge from his hiatus with a
decision on whether to run a long-shot,
third-party campaign.
Anderson's bid to be the GOP
nominee faltered in the past two weeks,
as he failed to win primaries in either
his homestate or in Wisconsin. Reagan
is well on the road to nomination.
As his GOP bid has faded, Anderson
switched from his firm disavowal of a
third-party candidacy to an admission
that he's thinking about one and the
problems it would pose.
There are a lot of them.
To begin with, a third-party candidacy needs brilliant administration to
comply with the state election laws.
This is yet another reminder that a national presidential campaign is really
51 separate elections with 51 different
sets of rules.
Anderson can't comply with the laws
in seven states — either because the filing deadlines are passed or because he
is barred from running as an independent where he was a candidate for the
Republican nomination.
In the other 43 states and the District
of Columbia, he has to collect about
675,000 signatures on petitions and file
them with the county clerks or state
election officials. Some of those have to
be on paper by late April, but some are
nqt due until September.
Even as so much energy would be going into complying with the laws,
Anderson would have to be putting
together a campaign machine, precinct
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Business Mirror
Others Also Have Silver Pains
By ROXINNE ERVASTI
Associated Press Writer
JUNEAU, Alaska (AP,C — Nelson
Bunker Hunt and his brother W.
Herbert aren't the only ones who got
hurt when the price of sliver collapsed.
A lot of small investors looking for a
quick profit also are in pain.
Like me.
The Hunt brothers, usually described
as Texas oil billionaires, haven't said
how much they lost when prices slid
from more than $50 an ounce in
January to about $14.50 this week. But I
know my investment now is worth less
than a third of what it cost me.
I've always been One to turn my head
to get-rich-quick schemes and to be continually amazed by those who fell prey
to them.
As .a kid, I stayed away from the
nickel toss and shooting galleries at
carnivals, preferring the guaranteed
return of a ride or cotton candy to the
risk of winning trinkets and stuffed
animals.
As an adult, the closest I've gotten to
spreading my money around was buy-
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ing a few financial advice books.
So in December, when another
reporter in the pressroom at Alaska's
Statehouse got off the telephone and announced he'd arranged to buy several
thousand dollars worth of silver, I took
the bite.
I'd been reading about how silver
prices were soaring, how they'd
multiplied eightfold in just a few months time, but it all seemed so far away.
My colleague's decision to buy brought
home the possibility that yes, inflationbattered and exasperated, I too could
jump on the bandwagon.
"You have to look at it as a long-term
thing," he said. "It can't go down, and
even if it does, it'll go back up. What are
you earning,5c4 percent interest? At an
inflation rate of almost 20 percent?"
I told him to arrange to buy about
$2,000 worth.
I figured I would just hang onto the
silver for a few months,let it go ups little bit, then cash in and have a little
more money for an investment not, so
speculative.
At the bank,I handed over a check for
40 ounces of silver — at $47.75 an ounce
— and was told the two bars would arrive in a month.
By the time I got back to the office,
The Associated Press wire reported
that silver had closed for the day at $46
and change.
Ouch!
It's gone down steadily. I got to the
point where I refused to even read the
daily silver price reports. But,
somehow,! was able to laugh.
Until the stories broke about the
Hunts' misfortunes — and the plunge in
silver prices to $11.60.
Those 40 ounces that cost me $1,910
now are worth a little less than $600.
Now, it's only knowing that there are
others in the same boat that keeps me
joking that I'll have the bars hammered
into a beggar's cup or take them with
me on my next trip to the dentist.
John Cunniff Is on vacation.

making three calls to our local Social
However, the railroad retirement
Security office we were told that there
credits of former employees with less
was a special form for out-of-thethan 120 months service are transferred
country services.
to the Social Security Administration
The next day we went to our social
and treated as Social Security credits
when these-formerraifroed employees -— security -office to obtain such a claim
form. The first two Social Security peoapply for Social Security benefits.
ple we talked to did not know what we
HEARTLINE: On vacation my huswere talking about. They never heard
band and! went to Alaska last summer.
of such a special form. We kept inWe drove through Canada a great deal
sisting that someone in that very office
of the way. On the way home we did
had told us of such a claim form. Finalstop to visit with our daughter only for a
ly after making us feel like a nuisance,
day or so. However, while at my
another person who knew what we were
daughter's in Saskatoon, Saskattalking about came out. We filled out
chewan, my husband suffered a heart
the claim and sent it in. Ndw nearly two
attack.
months later we get a letter saying that
He was hospitalized for near,ly six
none of 'the services, are covered,
weeks. When we got home we sent in a
because they were administered in
claim. After waiting four months and
Canada and Medicare does not cover us
in Canada.
We are at wit's end, I was told by a
6IR AFFn
it
I
‘Ic,su.n
d
n
Social Security representative that
Medicare is good in Canada if you're
coming from Alaska. Can you help us?
—J.E.
ANSWER: We checked with your
carrier. It was determined that you
were not on direct route from Alaska to
the United States. Since you live in
Oregon, your daughter's home in
Canada would be considered too far out
of the way to be on direct route from
Alaska to your home.
We are sorry, but Medicare will only
help cover medical services in Canada
if you are: IC on direct route from
Alaska to your home, or 2 in case of
emergency if you live near the Canadian border and a Canadian hospital is
closer to your home than an American
hospital.

VRE
Too vat
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Calloway County
1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Cepyriglit. 11171
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Teeing off for the usual four-year round of county politics
focussed the customary scramble for the softer jobs. Although
veterans of World War II had run a poor second in the previous
quad-year process, they grew more to size in 1953, bringing down
a few old pols who never quit but by defeat. The August tally
sheet recorded Democratic nominees: R. _Hall Hood, county judge,
Bob Miller, county attorney; Randall Patterson, county court clerk;
Brigham Futrell, sheriff; Robert Young, tax commissioner, Ed Burkeen, jailer, and Cordie Rushing, Murray city judge.
Sunshine in victory vanished in the darkness of sadness for Randall Patterson, county court Clerk nominee, when his father, former
Sheriff Wendell Patterson,,collapsed at his east side home and died
from a heart attack Aug. 15, 1953. The kindly Wendell had a
host of friends throughout the county to mourn his passing for he
truly, had been a competent county officer as had also his father,
Judge Will Patterson.
The first major strike occurring in Calloway County happened
when production workers of the UAW walked off their jobs at the
Murray Manufacturing Company in June before winning an acceptable settlement Aug. 29, 1953. The controversy became a community
issue with both management and workers making liberal use of
information media to present pros and cons. Back to work orders
were issued by Howard McNeely, president of tilt/ union local, after
the union endorsed the contract on Saturday and work resumed
Monday. Scarcely had the force got into the rhythm of regular
pay days before management laid off 156 workers at the end of the
year as result of declining stove sales. (Minor previous strikes had
occurred at the Griffin & Pitt tobacco prizery and the Murray Hospital nursing staff.)
The changing business scene brought younger faces to the forefront. Among the newcomers was T. C. (Ace) McReynolds, the
hustling assistant in the partnership of Corn & Austin, uptown men's
clothiers. Another marketing event occurred when J. 0. Parker
and son Joe Parker (Red Hollow Band impresario) opened Parker's
Food Market in uptown Murray on South 5th Street. Featured
sale items for the supermarket included Pink Chum Salmon at 37
tents for tall can, yellow onions 3-lb. - bag 19c;--ami
lb. 39c to make your pursestrings tremble, Red Hollow Joe is still
on the go in 1980,
"

To Be Continued
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Local winners in the Purchase
District Future Farmers of America
contest held April 7 at Murray State
College who will represent the district
at the Kentucky contest include Billy
Wilson, Hazel High School; .11arold
Turner, Almo High School; Pat Butterworth:Lynn Grove High School; Hamp
Brooks, Charles Eldridge, Don Oliver,
Gary Hargis, and Wayne Ezell, Murray
College High School.
Deaths reported include Felix
Worley,86.
Marjorie Shroat Huie, assistant
cashier at the Bank of Murray, will
preside at the opening ceremonies of
the annual meeting of Kentucky Group,
National Association of Bank Women,
being held today and tomorrow at Kentucky Darn Village State Park, Gilbertsville, and Hotel Irvin Cobb, Paducah.
Dr. Will Frank Steely, Murray State
College, will be one of the featured
speakers.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Buel Burkeen.
Dianne Larson, Nancy Ryan, Lynnette Lassiter, Carol Quertermous, Kay
Winning, Tina Sprunger, and Sally
Sprunger, Senior Girl Scouts, and their
leader, Mrs. Arlo Sprunger, spoke on
the Colorado Roundup they attended
last summer at the meeting of the Delta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club held at the club house.

30 Years Ago
An estimated 500 high school students
were on the campus of Murray State
College on April 7 and 8 for the annual
regional music festival,according to M.
0. Wrather at MSC.
Don Collins, seventh grade student at
the Murray Training School, was Winner of the weekly safety slogan contest,
sponsored by the Calloway County
Parent-Teacher Association Council.
His slogan was "Roses ate red, violets
are blue, they'll look pretty at your
funeral too."
Bobbie Sue Orr, daughter of Mrs.
Laverne Orr of Murray, senior at Murray State College, was named "Girl of
the Year" by the Alpha Chi chapter of
the SigmaSigma Sigma social sorority
at Murray State.
William Smith, Donald Starks, Jean
Farris, Letitia Maupin, Lochie Faye
Hart, and Paul Blankenship, students,'
were members of the panel on "Teen
Age Problems of Today" presented at
the meeting of the Murray High School
Parent-TeaCher Association.
Approximately 400 persons are expected to attend the Purchase District
Homemakers annual meeting to be held
in Fulton on April 30.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. April 9, the
100th day of 1980. There are 267 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On April 9, 1968, thousands attended
funeral services for slain civil rights
leader Martin Luther King, Jr., in
Atlanta,
On this date:
In 1865, Confederate Gen. Robert E.
Lee surrendered to Union Gen. Ulysses
Grant to end the Civil War.
In 1682, the French Explorer La Salle
reached the Gulf of Mexico after traveling down the Mississippi River,
In 1939, 75,000 people crowded around
the Lincoln Memorial to hear black
singer Marian Anderson after she had
been barred from Constitution Hall.
In 194054Terman forces invaded Norway and benmark in World War II.
Ten years ago, a gas explosion and
fire at a subway construction site in
Osaka. Japan killed 73 people.
Five years ago, the White House said
President Nixon had given South Vietnam private assurances in 1973 that the
United States would react vigorously to
any communist violation of the Vietnam peace treaty.
Last year, making his first public appearance since cancer surgery three
months earlier, John Wayne presented
the "best picture" Oscar at the
Acitierny*Awards..
Thought for today: Courage is the
first of human qualities because it is the
quality which guarantees all the others.
-- Sir Winston Churchill 1874-1965 )
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TVA Halting All But Essential
Outlays On Dam For Funding
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP )
— The Tennessee Valley
Authority, spending money it
did not have, has halted all but
essential outlays on its Tellico
Dam to await money from
Congress.
The setback is the newest
for the often-stalled Tellico
project, delayed for a decade
by court battles. They
culminated in the U.S.
Supreme Court's ruling in
June 1131 that the dam
threatened the natural habitat
of the snail darter fish, protected by the federal Endangered Species Act.
Spokesman Louis Gwm said
Tuesday that TVA has already
spent on Tellico about $2
million of a $20.7 million supplemental appropriation the
utility had believed Congress

was about to approve He said
congressional subcommittees
assured TVA in February that
the money was on the way
after TVA officiaLs said they
needed it to comply with Congress directive to complete
the dam not withstanding any
Laws.
TVA'S three board members
Tuesday told about 20 supporters of the Tellico and Columbia Dam projects that if
Congress doesn't provide the
money, TVA may have to
cover its Tellico spending with
money earmarked for Columbia.
''If we do not get the supplemental appropriation,
Tellico will be in the position
of borrowing from Columbia.
But that is something that we
just do not want to do," board

Accidential Releases
Of Toxic Gases Send At
Least Seven To Hospital
By THOMAS S. WATSON
Associated Press Writer
LOLTISVILIF, Ky. (AP) —
Officials said that two incidents of accidental release
of toxic gases resulted in
hospital treatment for at least
seven people in Louisville and
Jefferson County.
A hose connecting two tanks
at the Du Pont plant in
Juthwest Jefferson County
ruptured about 11:15 a.m. EST
Tuesday, releasing a cloud of
potentially
deadly
hydrochloric acid fumes, officials reported.
And, at Louisville police
headquarters, a cannister of
toxic
an
unidentified
substance was dropped,
releasing fumes that forced
evacuation of the building and
sent six people to University
Hospital. A hospital
spokesmen said none of those
treated for inhalation of fumes
would be admitted.
The hydrochloric acid leak
was capped off by 2:12 p.m.,
said Richard Tauscher, director of press relations for Du
Pont.
"We had to go in and blank
the ends of the lines,"
Tauscher said. -Workmen
wore air packs and chemicalprotective equipment."
While there were no injuries

to workmen at the Du Pont
plant, Tauscher said he was
notified that an employee of a
nearby Ashland Oil Co. barge
facility on the Ohio River was
taken to a hospital for examination and treatment.
The US. Coast Guard halted
river traffic until the gas cloud
dissipated, officials said, and
Floyd County, Ind., school officials refused to allow
children to go outdoors until
the danger had passed.
Shortly before noon Tuesday,a worker in the Louisville
police department property
room accidentally knocked a
cannister from a shelf, according to police spokesman Carl
Yates. When the container
broke on the floor, it released
what was first thought to be
potassium cyanide, Yates added.
The basement and first two
floors of the police department
were evacuated for 30 minutes
until firemen could ventilate
the building, Yates reported.
Yates said that although the
substance is still unidentified,
it has been determined that it
was not cyanide. He said the
narcotics unit had seized the
cannister as evidence_ •
Whatever the substance was,
Yates added, it was used as a
mixture with drugs.

THE ACES

NORTH

All is mystery; but he is
a slave who will not struggle to penetute the dark
veil."-- Benjotin Disrali.
A recently published book
combines the mysteries of
espionage and the game of
bridge. Entitled "The Great
Bridge Conspiracy" (Terry
Quinn: St. Martin's Press,
New York City), the book
contains some interesting
hands to go along with a spy
story. Today's exciting hand
is a good example of the
derring-do of Captain Diggery Piper.
West led the club king
and, when East played the
,deuce. West shifted to the
heart jack. Declarer won
the ace and led another club
and West wondered for a
second time whether he
should switch to a trump to
kill a possible club ruff in
dummy
- Well, it was too much to
lead from the trump queen,
so West led a second round
of hearts. East rose with his
trump jack to force declarer's king and it was. now
that West pronounced that
he would set the contract
He claimed two spade tricks
with his Q-9-3 behind
declarer's holding.
time;
show
-It's
announced our hero Diggery
Piper You can't beat me if
you have what I think you
have."
First he sashayed to dummy with a diamond and
ruffed a heart Another diamond and then another
heart ruff, repeating the
Fee latonsinisa
Itopardlag

RA G CORN, JR
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Q 98 5 4 2
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+12
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'
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Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer East. the bidding:
East
Pass
Pass

Sash
1*
4•

West Norte
Dbl.
Rdbl
All pass

Opening lead. King of clubs
shameful routine. Next the
club eight was ruffed in
dummy and yet another
heart ruff reduced the hand
to only three cards.
With everything set, Diggery Piper led the trump 10
from his A-1 0-8 and West
was stuck. He won with his
queen, but the forced trump
lead to declarer's A-8 held
the defense to three tricks
while Piper made his
contract.
Bid with Corn
South holds

4-9-B

+15101761,
•A
41 7 6
4.865
South
I•

North
2•

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Renoir& of Hak.
Can

753-8856

ANSWER: Four spades If
it makes. fine 1F not perhaps
the opponents have a make
with their cards
91erl4 bodge quedirono to Tbo Area
P0 Boo 11143 Deno to.o 7522s
with self addressed damped eovelopr
for reply

Chairman S. David Freeman
said.
Gwin said the Columbia supporters were concerned, but
both groups indicated they
will try to convince Congress
to approve the Tellico funding
Earlier Tuesday, Freeman
said in a speech that TVA's
commitment to keeping
nuclear power generation safe
means customers can anticipate annual electric rate
increases.
"Low risk nuclear power is
quite expensive, as compared
to today's rates," Freeman
told a joint meeting of the
American Nuclear Society
and European Nuclear Society
in Knoxville. "Anybody who
favors safe nuclear power
must favor rate increases.
The two are Siamese twins,
and anyone who says otherwise is either uninformed or
deliberately misleading the
public."
He said TVA's nuclear expansion program, the nation's
largest, makes annual rate increases inevitable. The utility
now operates the Browns
Ferry nuclear plant near
Athens, Ala., is hoping to get
its Sequoyah plant near Chattanooga operating at full
power this summer and is
building five other atomic
generating plants.
Freeman said in February
TVA ratepayers may experience rate increases totaling 30 percent this year. The
utility's customers began
April 1 to feel the pinch of a
10.8 percent increase.
Gwin said TVA board
members.conversed last week
with congressional staff
members about the Tellico
funding, but he said there is no
indication when Congress
might approve it.

He said no money is in
TVA's 1980 budget for Tellico
because its future was uncertam when TVA requested
budget appropriations. The
utility has already spent $120
million on the Little Tennessee
River project, southwest of
Knoxville.
TVA, since dosing the
dam's gates in November, has
done more work on the gates,
a dam road network and a
canal from Tellico Lake to
Fort Loudon Lake, formed
behind like nearby Fort
Loudon generating dam. The
Tellico Dam does not have
generators but was intended
to encourage recreational and
industrial development with
the lake it created.
George Kirnmons, TVA's
manager of engineering,
design and construction, said
Tuesday that it is esSential —
despite the lack of funding —
to seal more permanently
some sluiceways now closed
with temporary gates.
TVA closed the Tellico's
gates after Congress passed,
and President Carter signed,a
bill authorizing the project's
completion notwithstanding
all other laws.
TVA has in its 1980 budget $8
million available for spending
on the Columbia Dam on the
Duck River in Middle Tennessee. Gwin said the utility
has not spent that money
because the dam is stalled
while TVA tries to obtain a
permit the federal government requires when dredging
is done on an inland waterway.
He said another $17 million
in Columbia appropriations
are tied up by the federal Office of Management and
Budget until TVA obtains the
required permit.
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By Abigail Van Buren

Reader,Positive
She Was Negative

PROgyea

BANANAS

3

Lbs.

4

99

TOMATOES

CARROTS

DEAR ABBY: Regarding ALL TORN UP: It is absolutely
appalling how ignorant some doctors and others in the
health field are! There are countless reasons why a person
would have a false positive test for syphilis, and that poor
girl should have been set straight immediately. Those who
have had malaria, TB, scarlet fever, infectious mononucleoitis, lupus erythematosus (and many more diseases:
are apt to have false positives
Please pass the word, Abby.
R.M.M., ROCK ISLAND, ILL.

CABBAGE
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ONIONS
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Yellow
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SEED POTATOES
Ken nebeck
Irish Cobbler
Red Pontiac

DEAR ABBY: About the woman whose blood test came
back positive and she swore there had to be a mistake:
Fifteen years ago my son, who was to be married in two
weeks, took a blood test and was informed that he had
syphilis!
His fiancee's father gave me the news and told me what a
rotten son I had. He asked what they were going to do about
the $5,000 deposit they had paid the caterer, etc.
My son took more blood tests, and finally the N.Y. State
Health Department advised us that some other factor in his
blood caused the "false positive." Woudn't you think most
doctors would be familiar with this? Well, they weren't.
F. IN NY('
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lb.
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DEAR ABBY: Was I ever glad to see that letter in your
column from ALL TORN UP. The same thing happened to
me — only I was married. (Try to explain that to your
husband!) My positive Wassermann turned out to be lupus.
(It's a disease in the same family as rheumatoid arthritis.)
There is a National Lupus Society with support branches all
over the U.S. They were enormously helpful.
VICTIM IN BALTIMORE

lb

Ii

tal

DEAR ABBY: I, too, show a false positive on a Wasser.
mann. Apparently this is not unusual, yet, in my experience,
physicians never consider this a possibility when a syphilis
test comes back positive.
As part of my physical when applying for a civil service
job, I was sent to the county VD clinic to wait in line with
assorted hookers. This was both humiliating and demean.
ing. Now whenever I have a blood test, I let them know
up-front that I'm a false positive.
CLEAN IN S.F.
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DEAR ABBY: My very first"Dear Abby" letter is inspired
by ALL TORN UP, whose blood tests repeatedly came back
"positive" for syphilis when she knew it couldn't be true.
The same thing happened to me 40 years ago.
I took a blood test to obtain a marriage license, and was
shocked beyond words when it came back positive! I went
from one doctor to another, and finally found one who knew
that it was possible to have a "false positive," which was
true in my case.
I'm glad you encouraged ALL TORN UP not to panic, but
to insist that her doctor investigate further.
V IN 1...A

Moss Rose
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DEAR ABBY: What a wonderful service your column
provided when you ran that letter from the young woman
whose blood test indicated that she had syphilis when oh.'
didn't.
When I was 19, I had the same experience and nobody
believed me, so I was actually treated for syphilis! The
humiliation I was subjected to was unbelievable.(Lucky for
that-doctor malpractice suits weren't in vogue then.)
Thanks, Abby, your letter made my day
GOOD MEMORY
If you put off writing letter* beeause you don't
know what to key, get Abby's booklet,"HOW TO
WRITE LETTERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS." Send $I
plus a long, stamped (28 mints)aelf-addreimed envelope to ABBY, Letters Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212,
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Men's Tennis Team Wins Important OVC Match At MTSU,6-3
The Murray

State tennis
team won an important Ohio
Valley Conference match at
Middle Tennessee State
yesterday, defeating the host
Blue Raiders by a 6-3 score.
The two teams split their
singles matches, but Murray's
revised doubles pairings won
all three of their matches, including two three-setters that
involved tiebreakers in the
No.1 and No.2 matches.
It was only the third OVC
dual match lost by Middle
Tennessee in the last four
years, with two of those coming to Murray. The win gave
Murray a 16-1 record overall
and left it still undefeated in
the OVC with a 2-0 record.
nrrsu is now 10-5 and 3-1.
Murray coach Bennie
Purcell said it was a real tight
match up and down the line.
The recently adopted No.1
Murray doubles team of Terje

Persson-Finn Swarting had to
win a tiebreaker, 7-3, in the
third set, after losing a second
set tiebreaker, 9-7, in order to
defeat Middle's team of Peter
Heffernan-Dale Short, 6-3, 6-7,
74
The No.2 team of Mats
Ljungman-Mike Costtgan also
survived a tiebreaker in the
first set of their match against
the team of Darren ChristieTony Fernandez before pulling out a 7-6, 1-6, 6-3 win.
"Since I've changed the
doubles team, they've turned
out even better than I expected,"
Purcell
said.
"They've been a pleasant surprise because they've helped
us win some of these last few
matches."
Murray's next matches are
against Tennessee Tech at
2:30 p.m. Friday and against
UT-Martin at 9 a.m. and
Western Kentucky at 2:30

p.m. Saturday.
Murray State 6, nrrsu 3
Singles Results - Terje
Persson lost to Dale Short 6-0,
5-7, 6-3; Mats Ljungman def.
Peter Heffernan 7-6, 6-3;
Roger Berthiaume def. Dar-

ren Christie 6-3, 1-6, 6-1; Finn
Swarting lost to Mark Tulloch
6-2, 6-3; Mike Costigan lost to
Tony Fernandez 1-6, 6-1, 6-3;
Steve Willie def
Danny
Wallace 6-3, 6-3.
Doubles Results - Persson-

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP)
- C.M. Newton, AlsOama
basketball coach for 12 years,
is leaving that post to take an
administrative job with the
Southeastern Conference, the
Birmingham News reported
today.
SEC Commissioner Boyd
McWhorter said he had no
comment on the story by
Sports Editor All Van Hoose
McNicholas-Rouse
del. and Sam Bailey, associate
Veitch-Patterson 6-4, 6-4; athletic director at Alabama,
Utley-Jones del. Venson- said at Tuscaloosa,"So far as
Lenderman 6-1, 6-0; Laftman- I know, he's still the basketLancaster def. Tammy Steele- ball coach at Alabama."
LeighAvery 6-1,6-1.
Newton declined comment.
The News said the official
announcement would come
later from McWhorter and
Alabama Athletic Director
It will be a controlled scrim- Bear Bryant.
mage with the first team playThe report is that Newton
ing against the rest of the will join the SEC staff at Birmsquad. Members of the media ingham, primarily to superwill be on the sidelines sending vise the conference basketball
in the plays.
program, handled by Cliff
Swarting def. Heffernan-Short
6-3, 6-7, 7-6; LjungmanCostigan def. Christy Fernandez 7-6, 1-6, 6-3;
Berthiaume-Willie
def.
Tulloch-Graeme Harris 6-4, 6-

Women's Team Whips UT-Martin, 8-1
The Murray State women's
tennis team won its ninth
match of the season against 12
losses in an 8-1 victory over
UT-Martin yesterday.
Their next matches will be
against Memphis State and
Arkansas State Friday and
Saturday in Memphis.
Women's Tennis Results
Murray State 8, UT-Marthi 1
Singles Results - Mary
McNicholas lost to Marie
Veitch 6-1, 6-3; Sherryl Rouse
def. Julia Venson 6-2, 6-2;
Yvonna Utley def. Lisa Pat-

terson 6-0, 6-0; Vicky Jones
def. Lou Wolfe 6-0, 6-1; Lena
Laftman def. Isabel Perry 6-1,
6-2; Cheryl Lancaster def.
Laura Lenderman 6-2,6-1.
Doubles Results -

1st Of Three Scrimmages
The Murray State football
team will hold its first of three
regional scrimmages this Friday night at 7:30 p.m. at
Henry County High School in
Paris. Tenn.

Snl
Ha

Harper until his recent retire- himself from consideration for
ment and since then by Cecil the job as athletic director at
Ingram, who reportedly will Florida State and about the
work primarily in the area of same time his top assistant,
football.
Wimp Sanderson, withdrew
In n years of coaching, list from consideration as the
Transylvania before going to coach at a Tennessee school.
Alabama, Newton has compil- This has led to speculation
that Sanderson might be
ed a 358-249 record.
Newton's successor if Newton
Newton recently removed does take the SEC job.
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Four Sign National
Letters With Cats
LE/UNGTON, Ky. AP) Four prep basketball stars, as
expected, signed national letters of intent Wednesday with
the University of Kentucky.
Signing at their respective
homes were Bret Bearup, a 6foot-9 forward from Long
Island, N.Y.; 7400t Melvin
Turpin, a center from Lex-

ington and Fork Union, Va.,
Military Academy; 6-4 guard
Jim Master from Fort Wayne,
Ind., and 5-11 point guard
Dickie Beal of Covington.
That was expected to end
the year's recruiting for Kentucky Coach Joe B. Hall, who
lost just three seniors from
last season's 29-6 team.

Black Hawks End Losing Streak In Opening Round

By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
Take a streak-ending triumph, add two other overtime
games for seasoning, then
blend in Pittsburgh's stirring
upset of the Boston Bruins.
You'll have the recipe for
opening-night excitement in
the National Hockey League
playoffs.
For the Chicago Black
Hawks, the main ingredient

was Doug Lecuyer's goal at
12:34 of overtime. It gave
Chicago a 3-2 triumph over the
St. Louis Blues and ended a
record 16-game losing streak.
Lecuyer sent the rebound of
a Ted Bulley shot past St.
Louis goalie Mike Liut in one
of three overtime games Tuesday night. In the others, as the
best-of-five preliminary round
got underway, Steve Vickers
connected after just 33

seconds of overtime to give
the New York Rangers a 2-1
victory over the Atlanta
Flames and Bobby Clarke
scored at 8:06 of extra play to
give the Philadelphia Flyers a
4-3 triumph over the Edmonton Oilers.
The Penguins added a 4-2
surprise upset of the Bruins
while elsewhere, it was Montreat 6, Hartford 1; Minnesota
6, Toronto 3; Buffalo 2, Van-

couver 1 and the New York
Islanders 8, Los Angeles 1.
Six other teams entered
tonight's second set of
firstround games ( BostonPittsburgh
resumes
Thursday). All eight series
shift venues for Games 3 and,
if needed,4.
Penguins 4, Bruins 2
Mark Johnson, who scored
five goals for the United States
team during its gold medal

performance.at the Olympics
in February, scored twice to
pace Pittsburgh's upset of
Boston.
Johnson sandwiched his
goals around one by Gary
McAdam as Pittsburgh built a
3-0 lead before Boston rallied.
Islanders 8, Kings 1
Bryan Trottier scored three
goals, two while his team was
shorthanded in the second

period, to pace New York's
rout of Los Angeles. Trottier
scored the first at 4:30, while
teammate Denis Potvin was in
the penalty box, and got the
other at 19:20 while Stefan
Persson was off.
Canadiens 6, Whalers 1
Two goals by Yvon Lambert
were all Montreal needed to
defeat Hartford, one of two expansion teams (Edmonton is
the other) to qualify for

postseason
play. Brian
Engblom, Rick Chartraw,
Doug Jarvis and Steve Shutt
had the others for the Canadiens while Mark Howe ruined
Denis Herron's shutout bid
with 4:59 left in the game.
North Stars 6, Maple Leafs 3
Steve Payne had two goals
and Bobby Smith added three
assists to pace a 61-shot Minnesota attack on Toronto
goalie Jiri Crha.

Sabres 2, Canucks 1
Goals by Derek Smith and
Don Luce lifted Buffalo over
Vancouver in the first playoff
game ever between the two
teams that were added to the
NHL in 1970. Smith converted
the rebound of a Gil Perreault
shot in the first period and
Luce scored on a breakaway.
The Canucks •finally got their
goal, from Brent Ashton, with
3:18 remaining.
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Seaver, Niekro Open Seasons If Weather Permits
CINCINNATI I. AP)- Tom
Seaver was hoping to win his
first opening day game in
three tries today for the Cincinnati Reds but the Atlanta
Braves' Phil Niekro and the
National Weather Service
might not cooperate.
The Reds and .Braves were
to get the National League's
96th season under way this
-afternoon in the traditional
Cincinnati opener but the
weatherman predicted a 40
percent chance of rain with
temperatures in the low 50s by
the 2 p.m., EST,game time.
Icy weather on opening day
last year played havoc with
Seaver, and the Reds committed five errors in losing to the
San Francisco Giants 11-5. In
the 1978 opener, rain delays
robbed Seaver of his rhythm.

Mariners will entertain the
Toronto Blue Jays in an indoor
Kingdome battle of 4-year-old
expansion teams. Nine more
openers are on tap Thursday,
five in the Arnerian League.
The Reds didn't make any
major trades or sign any free
agents over the winter and are
hoping to repeat as National
League West champions.
The Braves roster includes
two new front-line players first
baseman
Chris
Charnbliss and shortstop Luis
Gomez. The team also signed
relief pitcher Al Hra bosky ass
free agent and traded for
Doyle Alexander, who has
moved into the starting rotation.
"We're almost a completely
different ballclub. All the front
office people feel we're much
better," said Manager Bobby
The two contests were Cox."We have a good chance
'crazy games," said the of winning. To a man, our enthree-time Cy Young Award tire ballclub thinks so."
winner. "I had one in New
Reds Manager John
York, too. It snowed at Shea McNamara refuses to
make
Stadium." He won six openers predictions.
for the Mets when he pitched
"The only thing that counts
there.
is what you do over the full
"There's always the excite- season," he said.
ment of another season getBaseball is opening under a
ting underway, but really the cloud, but there will be at least
opening game is just one of, six weeks of the national
162,- said knuckleballer pastime before the next conNiekro, a 41-year-old veteran. frontation. The Major League
The American League also Players Association has
gets underway with a game in _scheduled a strike if a new
Seattle, where the weather • Basic Agreement is not signed
won't make any difference with the owners by May 22.
and where the hometown
-In reality, you worry about

a strike on the morning of the
23rd, not now," Seaver said.
Right-handers Mike Parrott
of Seattle and Dave Lemanczyk of Toronto will be the starting pitchers when the
American League begins its
80th season before an expected crowd of 20,000. The
Mariners will be going headto-head with the defending National Basketball Association
champion Seattle SuperSonics, who host the
Milwaukee Bucks in a playoff
game at the Seattle Coliseum.
With 109 defeats last season,
Toronto had the worst record
in baseball. Seattle posted its
best record ever last season

but still finished 28 games
under .500 at 67-95.
The Blue Jays will make
their debut under 64-year-old
Bobby Mattick, oldest rookie
manager in major league
history.
Last year's World Series
foes get under way Thursday,
both on the road. The world
champion Pittsburgh Pirates
meet the Cardinals in St. Lewis
while elsewhere in the National League, the New York
Mets entrtain the Chicago
Cubs, the Los Angeles
Dodgers visit the Houston
Astros and the San, Diego
Padres host the San Francisco
Giants.

119'79 records)
Minnesota (Koosman 20-13)
Wednesday's Openers
at Oakland (Langford 12-16),
AMERICAN LEAGUE
(a)
Toronto (Lemanczyk 8-10)
NATIONAL LEAGUE
at Seattle (Parrott 14-12),(n)
Chicago (Fteuschel 18-12) at
Only game scheduled
New York (Swan 14-13)
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Pittsburgh (Blyleven 12-51
Atlanta (Niekro 21-20) at at St. Louis Vuckovich 15-10)
Cincinnati(Seaver 16-6 )
Las Angeles (Hooton 11-10)
Only game scheduled
at Houston (Richard 18-13),
Thursday's Openers
(n)
AMERICAN LEAGUE
San Francisco (Blue 14-14)
Baltimore ( Palmer 10-6 at at San Diego (Jones 11-12),(n)
Chicago (Trout 11-8)
Friday's Openers
Boston lEckersley 17-10) at
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Milwaukee (Slaton 15-9)
Cleveland (Denny 8-11) at
New York (Guidry 18-8) at California (Frost 16-10),(n)
Texas (Matlack 5-4),)n)
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Detroit (Morris 17-7) at
Montreal (Rogers 13-12 or
Kansas City ( Leonard 14-12), Lee 16-10) at Philadelphia
(n)
(Carlton 18-11),(n)

tion Tom Watson might hear
all the time around the golf
circuit if his mind weren't
riveted on the task at hand.
,'he identity factor is one of
the major problems of the
boyish shotmaker from
Missouri, who is finding it difficult to convince people that
he is the heir apparent to Jack
Nicklaus' golf throne.
Watson, 30, has been the
dominant force on the pro golf
tour for the last three yearsleading money winner, Player
of the Year and winner of the
Vardon Trophy (lowest stroke
average) in 1977, 1978 and
1979. Since 1977 he has won a
total of $1,275,993 - an
average of $17,013 in the 75
tournaments played.
Yet the most constant
criticism of the golf tour is
that it is an exercise in
dulthess, Just a bland tapestry
of young iions with blond hair,

plaid slacks, $125 shoes and
faultless swings - guys
answering to the names of
Tewell,
Mitchell,
Eichelberger, Burns, Stadler
and Watson .., or is it
Watkins?
Whatever became of Arnie
Palmer and his army? Where
did Nicklaus go? Why isn't
Johnny Miller making those
funny quips any more? Has
Trevino gone serious on us'
"I am trying to build a
career of tournament victories," Watson has confided
to close friends. "I don't strain
to be a gate attraction,
something I am not. I hope,
when I am through playing, I
will be judged on my accomplishments."
If he lacks charisma, it is
because he Is,the All-America
Boy, the guy you want your
sister to marry, a reserved,
gentlemanly fellow who

refuses to make waves,
He was a craftsman when he
stood off Nicklaus in that searing Masters finish in 1977 and
three months later went headto-head with Big Jack in the
final two rounds at Turnberry
the same year, shooting 66-65
to win the British Open. He
wasn't a Milton Berle. He let
his clubs do the talking.
What is this "charisma"
stuff, anyhow?
The great Bob Jones found it
as a fat-faced Boy Wonder
who conquered the world by
the time he was 28. Slammin'
Sammy Snead was a tremendous talent but it was the late
Fred Corcoran who converted
him into a hillbilly legend.
Tom Watson has the concentration of a Ben Hogan, the
stroking genius of a Nicklaus.
All he needs is the runaway
tongue of a Lee Trevino, and
he's got it made.

But the most important con- of a series of seven over the
frontation of all Thursday next three weeks to try and
may take place in New York, iron out their differences and
where representatives of the come up with a new Basic
players' association and the Agreement.
clubowners meet in the second
Federal mediator Kenneth

Moffett described Tuesday's
4;2-bour meeting as "cordial
and constructive," but he was
quick to add,"I would not suggest a tremendous amount of
progress was made."
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Tom Watson Epitomizes Identity
Crisis Of Golf's Dull New Guard
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP( - A
small crowd hugged the
sidelines to watch as a young
man with tousled copper hair
pitched the ball toward an irnaginary target in the practice
area.
"Who's that?" said a tyke in
a baseball cap.
"I think that's Tom
Wadiriria," said the lady nearby.
"Naw,it ain't, that's Lanny
Watson - he's a champ," corrected the man in the blue
blazer.
"It's not Lanny,it's Bobby, I
think - Lanny is hin,brother."
said the woman.
"I don't know:' said the
guy. "All I know he is pretty
,,good.
"Somebody told me he was
the best," said the kid.
This is the sort of conversa-

The American League
champion Baltimore Orioles
are at Chicago, with Boston at
Milwaukee, New York at Texas, Detroit at Kansas City and
Minnesota at Oakland.

Every Friday 4:00 p.m. ti110:00 p.m.
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Johnsons Start Their Teams Off On Right Foot In Playoff Openers

By The Associated Press
If what Los Angeles Ean'in
Johnson did to the Phoenix
Suns was magic, then what
Seattle's Dennis Johnson did

to the Milwaukee Bucks was
downright legerdemain
Johnson Is Johnson teamed
up on different ends of the
West Coast Tuesday to get

their respective teams, the
14)5 Angeles Lagers and the
Seattle SuperSonics, off on the
right foot in the opener of their
best-of-seven National Basket-

Sneed's Memory Of The
Hanging Putt Won't Fade
By BOB GREEN
It was, quite simply, one of edition of the Masters this
AP Golf Writer
the great collapses in golf week.
AUGUSTA,Ga. AP)-The history. It ranks with Sam
But even a victory in the
memory of that hanging putt Snead taking an 8 on the final 1980 Masters won't erase
the
will never fade.
hole of a U.S. Open he should memory of 1979, however.
But Ed Sneed has dealt with have won, Arnold Palmer
"You'll never forget
it. The man who let the 43rd blowing a seven-stroke lead
something like that."
• Masters title slip through his with nine to play in the 1966
"I knew then I hadn't lost
fingers had put things in their American national chamiiionanything I couldn't live
proper perspective as he ship in San Francisco.
without."
prepared for this year's event
And it occurred before the
The prime candidate for the
which begins Thursday. He disbeliev
ing eyes of millions of green jacket,
however, is the
remembers, but he is not national
television viewers.
other playoff loser from last
haunted.
It is the sort of thing that has
year,Tom Watson.
"You'll never forget destroyed
the careers of other
Watson, twice a winner this
something like that," said men.
year, and the outstanding
Sneed, who had a 3-stroke lead
But
Sneed,
at 35 a 12-year
player in golf for the past
with three holes to play last
year and bogeyed in. A par- journeyman who has won three seasons, was having his
three American titles, has troubles on the eve of the
44th
saving putt on the 72nd hole
event
hung on the lip of the cup, one- handled it well.
He recovered from the
quarter of the ball over the
He listed other major conMasters loss to record his best tendors as
hole.
"anybody who has
money
-winning
"It is tough to accept, but
season ever
been playing well recently."
last
year, 2123,000. He has
you have to," said Sneed, a
That list, he said, includes
thoughtful man whose speech played well at times this year, Jerry Pate, Seve Ballesteros,
still carriea traces of the soft, twice finishing a strong third
Ray Floyd, Ben Crenshaw,
lilting cadences of his native and winning ;42,000.
defending champion Fuzzy
Virginia.
One of those performances Zoeller, and Craig Stadler.
"I had it in the bag. It was was in his last start, at the
"And, of course, you have to
my tournament to take and I Heritage Classic. He missed
list aJack ) Nicklaus in there,
didn't do it. You can never the title playoff by two shots, a
too," Watson said. "He's been
forget it. YOu can't erase it. It definite indication his game is
playinti, very well in his last
will always be there."
reaching a peak for the 44th few starts."

ball Association cut tf rence
semifinal series.
In Les Angeles, Earvin
"Magic" Johnson had 13
points, 16 assists and 12 rebounds to lead the Takers to a
115-110 victory over the Suns.
While the Magic Show was doing its tricks, Kareern AbdulJabber contributed 30 points,
Norm Nixon 26 and Jarnaal
Wilkes 19.
Up the coast in Seattle, Dennis Johnson's three-point
basket from about 26 feet with
one second to play in overtime
lifted the defending NBA
champion SuperSonics to a
114-113 now you've won it-now

YOU haven't triump), W. et We
Tuesday, the difference With
Bucks.
at the fowl line, where the
The Bucks had taken the Sorucs sank 31 of 39 compared
lead with six seconds to play
with the Bucks' 15 of 23. And
on Marques Johnson's Milwaukee's Brian
Winters
breakaway stuff. Dennis and Junior Bridgeman, who
Johnson then dribbled the ball combined for 34 points a
game
from backcourt until he let fly
during the regular season,
from outside the three-point
managed only 14 . . together.
line, hitting nothing but net.
The Bucks sent the game inWestern
Conference to overtime when Dave
semifinals resume tonight in
Meyers sank two free throws
Los Angeles and Seattle. In
with one second remaining in
the East, the Boston Celtics regulation to tie it at 103.
Seatentertain the Houston Rockets tle's Gus Williams led all
in their best-of-seven opener scorers with 30 points
and
while the Philadelphia 76ers, Dennis Johnson added 24.
Bob
leading Atlanta 1-0, are at Lamer topped Milwaukee with
home against the Hawks.
27.

just 14 points.

Lakers 119, Sues 118

MilWailiee

When the Celtics step on the
court tonight against Houston,
they will be seeing their first
action in 11 days. Two Celtics
think the layoff will holp the
team against the Rockets, who
had to go the full three games
to beat San Antonio in their
opening-round series, wtuch
ended Sunday.

The Lakers led by as many
as 22 points with 4:20 remaining but Phoenix closed the gap
in the closing minutes with a
series of three-point baskets
by Mike Bratz, who finished
with five of them and a careerhigh 25 points Walter Davis
added 24 and Alvan Adams 21
The Lakers led 70-66 nudway in the third quarter but
scored 13 of the next 15 points
to break the game open.

''The layoff was really
good," said M.L. Carr. "We're
ready to play and we want to
play. We saw those games on
TV and we saw the excitement. Now we want to be part
of it."

Nixon and Mike Cooper
alternated guarding Paul
Westphal, who finished with

Trying To Impose Two-Game Limit

NCAA Might Restrict Players For Derby Festiv
al

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) The promoter of the Derby
Festival basketball games
says he doubts the NCAA
could win a court test of its
decision to limit the number of
all-star games for high school
players.
"We aren't going to do
anything until after this year's
games," said Max Rein. "But
I have consulted an attorney,
and there is little doubt that
it's totally discriminatory
against football and basketball players."
Earlier this year, the NCAA
adopted a rule stating that, as
of Aug. 1, no high school
basketball or football player
will be allowed to take part in
more than two all-star games.

Violators will forfeit their
freshman year of eligibility in
college.
The Derby Festival games
will be held April 26 in
Louisville and in Lexington
the following day. The
Kentucky-Indiana games will
be played June 21 in Louisville
and June 28 in Indianapolis.
Don Bates recently announced that the high school
player designated as Indiana's Mr. Basketball each
year would be prohibited from
playing in the Derby series.
But Bates, Indiana game
director for the IndianaKentucky series, later lifted
the restriction. "We're going
to wait and see how the new
rule works out," he said.

Fred Jacoby, Mid-American
Conference commissioner
who pushed the rule through
the NCAA, claims that "the
all-star games are a bad situation that have developed over
a number of years."
Jacoby said the games
"have proliferated to the point
where it has become a status
symbol as to how many a
player goes to."
He and other college
representatives also contend
that players taking part in the
games eliminate themselves
from spring sports. Some colleges say athletes are missing
too much school and are forced to make mid-week
recruiting visits.
"I think the feeling was

schools were being forced to
spend too much money
babysitting with the players
they' had commitments from,"
said David Cawood, NCAA
director of public relations.
"It was becoming a major expense to the universities to
staff every' all-star game a
player parcipated in."
Rein said he feels the NCAA
"has overstepped its bounds.
They don't have any jurisdiction over a kid in high school
anyway."
Jacoby disagreed, explaining that "we have a number of
rules that affect high school
students. We only allow them
six campus visits for
recruiting. You have to have a
2.0 I academic) average to get

a scholarship."
Bates said he applauded the
NCAA stand. "We like to think
that we have right on our
side."
He said the IndianaKentucky series, started in
1940, has raised over $600,000
for the blind people in Indiana.
"In Kentucky, they've raised
over a half a million. I haven't
heard yet what the Capital
Classic (played in Landover,
Md.)or Derby Festival games
have given their money to, but
I think I can guess by looking
at the lifestyle of some of the
promoters."
Rein said the money from
his series goes to the Derby
Festival committee, a nonprofit organization.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
•
HILTON HEAD ISLAND,S.C. i AP Tracy Austin defeated Renee Richards
6-4, 6-Sin the second round of a j150,000
tournament, then learned that she had
been ranked the world's No 1 woman
booms player in a computer competition.
In other second-round action, Kathy
Jordan defeated JoAnne Russell. 6-2, 7-5,
and Andrea Jaeger defeated Raquel
Gucafre,6-1,fi-0
TULSA, Okla AP - No 1-seeded
Pat Dupre defeated Camay Motta.6-2, 7-6
oraithe second day of elimination play in
a Grand Prix tennis tournantent.
In other matches, No. 3-seeded Bob
Lutz advanced•With a 6-1, 6-4 win over
John Austin; No. 2-seeded John Alexander defeated Dave Parker 7-6, 8-4,
Trey Waltke upended No. 4-seeded Vince

Van Patten 6-3, 6-3. Howard Schoen'ield
beat No. 5-seeded Torn Gorman 6-2, 6-4,
and No. 7-seeded Tim Willuson edged
Warren Maher of Austrailia 2-6,6-3,7-5
No. 6-seeded Bruce Manson ousted
Matt Woolndge 6-3, 6-2, Steve Krulevitz
beat David Carter of Austraiha
6-4,
Australian John James defeated Cary
Stansbury 6-0, 2-6, 6-3 and Steve Docherty defeated Mark Turpin 6-4, 4-6, 6-4.
HOUSTON (AP - Australia's Rod
Frawley upset Manuel Orantes 7-6, 7-6

and Ivan Lend( beat Peter Feugl 6-2. 6-2
in firstround matches of the World
Ch.amponshm Tennis tournament.
In other action, Buster Mottram of
Great Britain eliminated Italy's Corrado

Barazzuti 7-5, 6-1, while Hans
Gildemeister of Chile had to withdraw
from the tournament because of the illness of Nis 9-month-old daughter.

NIP

TRACY AUSTIN RANKED NO,1

NBA Playoffs
By The Associated Press
Sunday, April W
Atlanta at Philadelphia, if necessary
Senoad Round
Best-of-Seven
Houston at Boston, if necessary
Eastern Conference Semifinals
Western Conference Semifinal.
Tuesday's Games
Sunday's Game
Seattle
114, Milwaukee 113, UT,Seattle
Philadelphia 107, Atlanta 104. leads series
1-0
Philadelphia leach series 1-0
Lou Angeles 119, Phoenix 110, Los
Wednesday's Game
Angeles
leads
series 1-0
Atlanta at Philadelphia
Wednesday's Games
Houston at Boston, In
Milwaukee at Seattle.(n1
Thursday's Game
Phoenix at Los Angeles, in
Philadelphia at Atlanta, r n
Friday, April 11
Friday's Game
Seattle
at Milwaukee, r n
Houston at Boston, In
US Angeles at Phoenix, In
Sunday, April 13
Sunday, April LI
Boston at Houston
Seattle at Milwaukee
Philadelphia St Atlanta,in
Los Angeles at Phoenix
Monday, April 14
Tuesday, April IS
Boston at Houston, in
Milwaukee at Seattle, n [. if necessary
Tuesday, Aprll IS
Phoenix at Los Angeles, in 1, if
AUanta at Philadelphia. ( n1 if necessary
necessary
Friday, April 11
Wednesday, April IS
Seattle at Milwaukee, r ni,ilnecesury
Houston at Boston,in.!necessary
ion Angeles at Phoenix, in), if
Friday. April IS
Philadelphia at Atlanta, (ni, if necessary Sunday. April
)5
necessary
Phoenix at Los Angeles if necessary
Boston at Houston, In,if necessary
Milwaukee at Seattle, if necessary

/, 11160/F
7 Fairhurst Building
30th 8 Broadway
Paducah Kentucky 42001
Betty Ladt
Mary Louise Ezzell
now has a

TOLL FREE NUMBER

1-800-592-3460
Coll UM
•We make reservations and issue tickets
for all, airlines
•Book Cruises and tours (both domestic
and international)
1,•Makq hotel and car reservations
ALL AT NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES

lov evalLIMILE

MINT

GENERAL
NEW YOFU4 (API - Eloy ' Buck"
Canel, known for his boxing and baseball
broadcasting to Latin American for
more than four decades, died Monday
night at 74 at his home, relatives said
After working for The Associated
Press in Havana, Canel came to New
York as a newsman for Agence France
Presse Canel also broadcast New York
Yankee borne games in Spanish for
many years and called the play-by-play
in Spanish for all World Series games
from late 1930s until his retirement eight
years ago

Transactions
By The Aasoctated Press
BASEBALL
American League
BOSTON RED SOX-Sent Larry
Wolfe, infielder, to their minor league
camp for reassignment.
National Leaps
CINCINNATI REDS-IPurcluaed the
contract of Don Werner, catcher, from
Indianapolis of the American Association.
ST.WUIS CARDINALS-Optioned
Buddy Schultz, pitcher, to Springfield of
the American Association.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
CLEVELAND BROWNS-Signed her)
Yeprerruan, placekidter.
Canadian Football League
TORONTO ARGONAUTS-Traded
Ecomet Burley, defensive lineman, to
the Winnipeg Blue Bombers for Bart
Evans, guard. Released Richard Lewis,
linebacker
SOCCER
North American Soccer League
TORONTO BLIZZARD-Fined Peter
Roe, forward, and announced that the
NASL had suspended Roe for one game
for his actions in• game in Fort Lauderdale last Saturday.
Maier Indoor Soccer League
ST.LOUIS STEAMERS-Named
Tracy Letweke general manager.
COLLEGE
ALFRED UNIVERSITY-Named
J.E. Bert Severns head soccer and
lacrosse coach and instructor of physical
education.
ST.LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY-Named Mike McShane head hockey
coach.

NHL Playoffs
By The Associated Press
Preliminary Round
Best of Five
Toesday's Games
Pittsburgh 4. Boston 1, Pittsburgh
leads series 1-0
Philadelphia 1, Edmonton 3. OT.
Philadelphia leads senes 1-0
Buffalo 2, Vancouver I, Buffalo leads
series 1-0
Montreal 6, Hartford 1. Montreal leads
series 1-0
New York Wanders 8. Lou Angeles I.
N.Y. Islanders lead series 1-0
Minnesota 6, Toronto 3, Minnesota
leads series 10
Chicago 3, St Louis 2, OT. Chicago
leads series I-0
New York Rangers 2, Atlanta 1, 07.
NY Rangers lead series 1-0
Wednesday's Games
Atlanta at New York Rangers
Edmonton at Philadelphia
Vancouver at Buffalo
Hartford at Montreal
Los Angeles at New York Islanders
Toronto at Minnesota
St,Lows at Chicago
Thuniday's Game
Pittsburgh at Boston
Friday's Game.
Montreal at Hartford
Minnesota at Toronto
New York Rangers at Atlanta
Chicago at St Louis
Philadelphia at Edmonton
Buffalo at Vancouver
New York Islander,at Lae Angeles
SsInnilay's Games
Boston at Pittsburgh
if Necessary
Montreal at Hartford
Minnesota at Toronto
New York Rangers at Atlanta
Chicago at St Louis
fitulatielphia at Edmonton
Buffalo at Vancouver
New York Islanders at Las Angeles
Smiley, April 11
Boston at Pittsburgh
Monday, AprU 14
Pittsburgh at Boston
Edmonton at Philadelphia
VancovveeatB,affaio .
Hartford at Montreal
Lon Angeles at New York Islanders
Termini M Minsamota
St lows at(incase
Atlanta at New York Ranson

Lai

UTILIZE OUR FREE
CREATIVE ADVERTISING
LAYOUT SERVICE
°

AND OUR MOST REASONABLY PRICED

COMPLETE ART &PHOTO SERVICES
Make the most of your advertising. An effective
layout, attention-getting art, good headlines, sharp
photographs and appealing graphic design con make
the difference between average and exceptional
results from your ads.

We have on imaginative and experienced advertisting
staff and offer FREE creative layout service to help
you get these exceptional results. Coll us now and
we'll tell you more about Maximising Your
Advertising.

Call 753-1919 Today!
Milierray Ledger 8r Times
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GUARANTEE

TOTAL SATISFACTION
(
Everything

you buy at Kroger is guaranteed for your
total satisfaction regardless of manufacturer If
you are not satisfied Kroger will replace your item
with the same brand or a comparable brand or
refund your purchase price

EVERYDAY IN EVERYWAY. .
Prices effective April VA. thru
April 15th. Quantity ruyht
Copyright 1950 The Kroger Co

d.
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COST CUTTER COUPON

CHOICE LAMB

WORTH 20c OFF
SLICED BACON

MEP

MI▪D
.1M1

4.1.S.D.A. CROKE LAMS

IMP
MEN
QM.

re
f
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LOIN
CHOPS

L.1
99

SLICED
SHOULDER

LI.

u.S.D A. 04010E LAMS
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BONELESS HAM
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2
39
u.S.D.A. CHOKE LAMS
BLADE
$179
CHOPS
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E WORTH $2.00 OFF
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KROGER PRODUCTS

:
9 •=1
SERVE & SAVE

GOOD ANYTIME!

SLICED
LUNCHMEATS
$ 1149

SERVE L SAVE
WIENERS

401
)
,
t
Boston Butt
'
1

S;m
0.
sAiiiiGxreeddilaArts of
HorUie
‘
4,,
C.

A

PORK
ROAST

IY

FRYING
CHICKEN

U.S. Govt. Graded Choke Beef

9

RUMP
ROAST
$168

b.

01P°

ill(S,
TAEMAKLYS p.LAIR)SI OS

r

she

lb

Bone In

lb.

1201. 89C
PKG.

•
KROGER

KROGER RV THE PIECE

SLICED
BOLOGNA

JUMBO
BOLOGNA

plcg.
".

$118

95c

X

BONUS BUNDLE
COUNTRY STYLE

TURKEY WINGS OR

49c

TURKEY
DRUMSTICKS

WILLIAMS
SAUSAGE

$ 1 98

GENUINE

Ground Round
Sliced Bologna

LB

MR TURRET
1201.
PRO.

Franks

1 LB
PKG

PORK LOIN

•3 LBS. CHUCK STEAK
•3 LBS. PORK STEAK
•4 LBS. FRYER QUARTERS
•4 LBS. SMOKED SAUSAGE
801CIR

211.$
PIG

FKEr
ok
D Chops

is.

MOLLY FARMS

Fryer Backs

La.

CENTER CLIT

1 59

$1"
25"

894
79'

Kroger's Pro
RUSH P104K STYLI

Pork Roast.

SMOKED
PICNICS

1202.

gliCwelenologna

PIG.

RWICK IRIS?

Sliced Bacon
Al
icR ken-FryFry Steaks

Lipc

WA

$1 69

Sausage

.1201.
PUG.

U.S. G9VT. GI_ AND CNOia

Cube

lb. 111.

Steaks

FAMILY PAK...1.11.

GINUIR

Calf Liver

44

er

De I
Bakëryj

89'
$169
$278
$199

the

Delicious

LB

POND RAISIN)

•

NMI C110

Pacific Snapper Fillets
FRISK
Oysters

lam. Pak

40`

RUSSER
. BOLOGNA.
1swiss
$169
lb.

Jul

SLICED SLAB
BACON

' FRES-SHORE PRODUCTS
Breaded Shrimp
MS

vpi5n
7
IMF

SONY

1407.
FIG 61 39

lym

Kr

SNORE

Fish Sticks

1 la
PIG.

Fish N Batter Sticks

lb.8
8
C

Cli

1
"

$

FINS SNORE

Fish N Batter Fish Portionst%

$1 29

CALIFORNIA SEEDLESS

NAVEL
ORANGES

OLIVE
LOAF

INDIAN RIVER 32 SIZE.s

BAG OF 10

Watermelon

...

Pink Grapefruit

$269

FANCY EASTERN RED

FLOIWA
Pole Beans

NII CHIPPLO OR SUM)

Chopped Ham

.EACH
.$1.39

113 S121. .

RID RIPE

FANCY CALIFORNIA

1.11. $1 89

Delicious Apples

.7694
79

GWYNN

Idaho Potatoes

UNCR,

Pole Plants

CAUFORINA MISR

Turkey Breast Roll to $299

U.S. NO. 1

II"

Broccoli

SAVE sr FIR la ON

Asparagus

SAVE 30' 111 ON

CALIFORNIA

Straw erry Delight

Avocados

169

RID LAMM OR GREEN TOP

Carrots

DOZEN

LOAF

69c
sk,odririECil
29
2
CH

LOAF

FRUIT TOPPED

$

EACH

WITH 3 MEAT I. CHEESE

PO' BOY
SANDWICHES.

101.
PIG $1 99

ICES- SNORE

TOMATOES

BEEF
SAUSAGE L.

SARI TS PER DOZEN

CAKES

Do

FRES SNORE

la.
SAVE RO' PER la. NUNN'S

SARI 40'/WM

BREAD

EINOG

11111

10106

SAVE 30' KR LI ON RANK'S

Siti
t
iE14

Sti

,202 $929

Country Style

BIG EYE

GLAZED
DONUTS

la.$199

SALAD

SARI 70' PLR LB. ON

LB

$1 99
La. I

Fresh Catfish

STRAWBERRY
PIE

Custom Sliced

fii11DREist
BAKED HAM

Aisr.
"Gii;

FRI 8. SAT AT ALL STORES

Kroger Garden

"
"
1 ,.1,199
SAVE

OK

AVE PRICE PER LEI 51 18

FRESH SEAFOOD
AVAILABLE TORUS

FRESH ITALIAN
Hickory

i
ata
t
s
DI

95
9

FRONTIER,

Boiling Beef
BEEF a HYDRATED SOYA PROTEIN NIX

$1 99

Ham Slices

17 LBS. ALL FOR ONLY

•3 US,GROUND igu

U.S GOVT. GRADED CHOICE

Jiffy Entrees

99'
794

918

39

$

FRISK FR02111

LB

MR TURRET

FRESH

FRIED CHICKEN

ROSTON OR RED LIM

12 PIECE

Lettuce

DINNER

•INCLUDES, 12 pcs.
'INCLUDES: 3 Breasts,
Chicken, 1 lb. Potato
3 Thighs, 3 legs,
ensid sr eine slew & 6 rolh
8, 3 Wings
Ali FOR ONLY
ALL FOR ONLY
$559

$459

$149

FOR

12 PIECE
BUCKET

SAVE 40

SAVE 80`

COST CUTTER COUPON

1

FLORIDA

SUMMIT

JUICE •
ORANGES

BREAKFAST
PRUNES

S LI.
RAG

$109

rnth Om coupon F.pores Apfll I 5th

SAVE

20'

1 LB.
RAG
with

tilts

roopne Fs p.,r5 Ord 15th

MEMO

4

BEST COPY AVAILABL
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BATHROOM TISSUE

SOFT N'
PRETTY

....
-

ri tothe

CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!

with

this coupon and '10 00 purchase excluding items prohibited by low ond or
addition
cost of coupon merchordise. Sublect to applicable taims. Inn one. Expires April 15th
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St
j_
isl

4

Krottr

HOMOGENIZED

DRINKS

MILK

Fruit Pinech
GruPs
Ov mega

2

plastic
gallon

2 liter
bottle

09

ire

Tyre
tfl•

7
1*WVV
4

HILL PIES

1

53

1

8 oz.
pkgs.

6 pack of
8 oz. cans

**,

Or
44',411IN

4
120Z. 111
PRG

cos
.A
te•‘'

1102
PIG

Classic Pizzas

401
FIG

Glazed Donuts

33 02.

$ 1 69

KROGER FROZEN ORANGE

Juice

Old World Yogurt
AMERICAN

Kraft Singles

loaves2 88

MACRAME OR C008115

Stillwell Cobblers

ASSORTED FLAVORS

$264

Donuts

240!.
PIGS

EVERFRESII

100 02.

$1 00

Soft Parkay

2

17 02.
PIGS.

$ 1 00

754

*tDISPOSABLE DAYTIME

WONDRA

DIAPERS
IS CT.

Z
ia

GAL

11101
PIG

Pound Cakes

$ 1 29

40!
PIG.

American Slices

I 20!.
PIG

85

4,3/$1 2° Squeeze Parkay

794

1402
1171.

P
SECRET

1

11 59
$1

$1 59

KRAFT

Short Cakes

$269

$1 29

PIG OF 7
$01 TUN

Kroger Colby Cheese

JOHNSON'S

LOTION

4 02
PIG

WIDENS INDIVIDUALLY WIAPPID

KROGER

Cinnamon Buns

FURS

RtAil

..24EF

ASSORTED COUNTRY OVEN

Kroger Hash Browns

6

SEAR CUT OS ELM/MOON

794 English Muffins

DOZ

18 oz.
btl.

CAN
9''"
3 soz $i 09
8P

Orange Juice

KROGER

SOUTNERN Intl

New! Cinnamon Flavor

AROGIR 100'. PURE

3 PACK FOR $249

KROGER GLAZED

t

99c

CINNAMON
W
ROLLS

Kroger

SANDWICH
'
BREAD
95'

ASSORTED TOTINO S

OPY AVAILABLE

ler

LIQUID
32 OZ. BOTTLE

t%4 ORCHARD

MEXICAN
DINNERS

KROG
ER
'
I sv
BISCUITS
to."
LISTERMINT
MOUTHWASH
27

Palmolive

4

4

HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

Nomestyle or Buttermilk

Assorted Frozen

LO

2 ,fol
lAY
CAN
7
9
c

Ron ....,

Extended Cost Cutters

HOME & FAMILY

In addition to °or Everyday Soopor Cost Cutters, Kreger wiN centime to hriog you Extended Cost Cutters. These ere
items we have temporarily reduced to pass on savings to yaw we recieve from mormfoctorer's allowances, etc.
WAS

NOW

Storage Bags

ANTI PERSPIRANT

SECRET

50 CT
PIG

'
1"

LAUNDRY 041E1GE01
21 02
BM

Fresh Start

'1 89

100(0

Elbow Macaroni a.% 43'
LIVER/ CNICAIN DRY

9 Lives Cat Food.

'239

$

WAS

WELCH S

BAGGIIS FOOD

60 SQUARI FlIT

GRAPE
JELLY

1 79

Teri Towels
Facial Tissue

HARTZ MOUNTAIN
DOG & CAT

scEZ
R OGii
n irECH
LIGHTER
/59
2
C

2 IN 1 PLUS
COLLARS

CANS

LARSEN'S
VEpi:ALL

31100

11 %UTZ
21
COWER FOR CRTS

Pine Sol

LAUNDRY
BASKET

99'

2502 5199
ITS
I

$1 69

Purina Dog Chow ":As,'7" $689
ASSORTED FLAVORS
CONKS NATO

Tissue
MY
Purex Bleach

I 110114.1.

Apple Juice

$109
95'
$259

10elgx 511

3202.99

WAVY DIM DETERGENT

Liquid Purex

FRISKIES
BUFFETS

Si 89

Till TOP

1.1:14 $

7

NOW

02
CANS

6'7

EACH$3
2
WAS

RUBBERMAID

780(1 5,05
SOX
I

DISENIECTS

01510 VIGITABLE`

16 02

'I« 89' I 834

KLIMEK

CLEANS

794
$229

NOW

TWIN PACK LOLA
SCOURER OR

LOLA POT
SCOURER
;flS
I

I

855011111)KINL

DEL MONTI WOOL!

Potatoes

,1:
.,A z 45c

TENDER
CHUNKS
NOW

LIANCEMON MEAT

Armour Treet

It 02 $ 1 3 9
CAN

ARNOW

NWT S

Tomato Sauce

1

4
00

894

SPRAY CLEANER

Formula 409

5219

INSINITI NUM ClUtlED

Vienna Sausage 'ct,sz 95'

$

IAARTNA MEM COTTON PECKER

14 02
CANS

Cornbread Mix "it 65`

Kraft Velveeta

Toss N Soft
KW TO SPREAD 14.V. 02

Pillsbury Frosting CAM
SUMMEIMET

KROGER EILACIIMIMET

JELLY

32.1
on. 1 1 °9

$1 49
$ 1 89

lIQUID
Nib
BLEACH
NOW

N10111

Prune Juice

Orange Juice
CREAMY LOOM

20 INCH

WAS
$1.39

NOW

RATION

$1 05

-311,
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I Funerals I
Miss Maude Cochran
Dies At Age Of 96;
Funeral Thursday
Miss Maude Cochran,
former resident of Calloway
County, died Tuesday at 4
p.m at the Care Inn Nursuig
Home, Mayfield. She was 96
years of age.
The deceased was a retired
registered nurse with the
Metropolitan Insurance Company , and was a member of
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ. Murray.
Born Dec. 7, 1883, she was the
daughter of the late Van
Cochran and Martha Williams
Cochran.
Miss Cochran is survived by
several nieces including Mrs.
Irene Miller. Mrs. Elaine
Grappy, and Mrs. Iva Cole, all
of Mayfield.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 10 a.m, at the
chapel of the Roberts Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with James
Shockley officiating.
Pallbearers will be Clifton
Miller, John Richardson,
Larry Smith, Fred Butterworth, Tommy Lavendar, and
Thomas Bell. Burial will
follow in the Antioch
Cemetery near Browns Grove.
Fnends may call at the
funeral home.

Rev. Clayton, Sr.,
Dies At Hospital
With Rites Today

LEDGER & MIES,Wednesday, Apt II, UM

CINCINNATI 1API — A
federal appeals court will
decide whether the UnitedStates can be sued for
damages in connection with
an explosion Dec. 30. 1970, at
Hy den,Ky , where 38 died.
Paducah. Ky., lawyer
Charles Williams, contended
in a 6th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals hearing Tuesday that
inspectors for the U.S. Bureau
of Mines failed to properly inspect the Finley Coal Co. mine
in Leslie County.
Williams argued that U.S.
District Judge E. David Hermansdorfer erred in his June
1977 ruling absolving the
bureau of liability. Hermansdorfer said that, under
Kentucky Law, liability occurs
only where it is "reasonably
foreseeable" that the
wrongdoers conduct could
pose a risk of death or injury.
Williams, representing
relatives of 25 dead and one
miner injured, told the threejudge panel, that the failure to
inspect allowed coal dust to
build up which increased the
severity of the blast.
He said the bureau failed to
properly enforce the 1969 law
passed by Congress. "These
tools were either not used at
all or used negligently by the
Inspectors. In either case, the
net result was death arid injury forseeable and proven-

The funeral for the Rev.
Albert Zolan Clayton, Sr., 65,
of Route 2, Somerville, Tenn.,
is being held today at 2 p.m. at
the Calvert City United
Methodist Church, Calvert City, with the Rev. Warren
Phillips and the Rev. Homer
John Latendreffe, president
Johns officiating.
of the Tennessee Shell ComBurial will, follow in the pany and its subsidiary, the
Mount Pleasant Cemetery American Pearl Company,
near Hazel with the ar- will diseuss "Tennessee River
rangements by the Ridgeway Mussel Population and the
Morticians. Paris, Tenn.
Pearl Industry — Status and
Rev. Clayton, Sr., died Mon- Research Needs" at a 7 p.m.
day at 9:15 p.m. at the program on Thursday at MurMethodist Hospital, Memphis, ray State University's HanTenn. He was a retired cock Biological Station on
Methodist minister and last Kentucky Lake.
served as pastor of the
John Mechler, wildlife
Jackson Avenue United biologist with the Tennessee
Methodist Church, Memphis.
Valley Authority, will share
Born Jan. 18, 1915, in Henry the TVA's "Management and
County, Tenn., he was the son
Research Plans for Land
of Amanda Latimer Clayton, Between the Lakes Wildlife
who survives, and the late and Fish Populations" at the
Albert Clayton.
meeting.
Survivors include his wife,
All citizens interested in
Mrs. Rubene Ball Clayton. to regional natural resources are
whom he was married in
welcome to attend the
December 1936; his mother, meeting, according to Dr. Don
Mrs. Clayton, Calvert City; Johnson, director of the Hanone daughter, Mrs. Herbert cock Biological Station.
(Linda ) Walls, Somerville,
Tenn.; one son, the Rev.
Albert 7,olan Clayton, Jr.,
Selmer, Tenn.; three sisters—
Mrs. Ruth Holland, Lone Oak,
David Brien, a veterans
Mrs. Mary Sue Manning and
counselor of the Department
Calvert
Clayton,
Miss Ruby
for Human Resources, KenCity; one brother, the Rev. G. tucky Center for Veterans AfE. Clayton, Lone Oak; four fairs, will be at the office of
grandchildren.
the Department of Human
Resources, Murray, on
Thursday, April 10, from 9
am. to 3 p.m.
Brien will assist veterans
and their dependents with
A gospel singing featuring
claims for benefits due them
the Liberty Boys of Marshall
as a result of their military
County will be held Friday, service, a department
April 11, at 7 p.m. at the Oak spokesman said.
Cumberland
Grove
Presbyterian Church, located
6'-2 miles north of the Penny
Prices of stocks of local interest at II
Community.
am.CST today furnished to The Murray
The public is invited to at- Ledger & Tunes try First of Michigan
tend, a church spokesman Corp , of Murray,
Industrial Average
+3.34
said.
Air Products

Tennessee Shell Co.
President To Discuss
Mussel Population

table," his bnef said.
"Ls it your contention that
any tine there is an expkasion
in a coal min, the federal
government is responsible,"
Anthony
Judge
asked
Celebreexe.
Celebreeze also noted,
"safety is still the obligation of
the owner"
John Cordes, representing
the government, said the condition of mines changes daily.
"Inspections may notice
coal dust settling for 364 days,
but that might not be the case
on the 365th day."
Cadres said that testing at
the mine had concluded that
coal dusting was not a
"longstanding problem.
''It would be unfair to anticipate this as a problem,"
Cordes said.
The civil lawsuit claims that
the explosion coud hve been
prevented by more frequent
federal inspections and
stricter enforcement of the
federal mine safety law.
The suit contends that the
federal government should be
liable because inspectors did
not inspect the mine and
thereby failed to discover conditions the victims claim caused the explosion.

Gospel Singing To
Be At Oak Grove

Wal-Mart

Wendy's

OUTSTANDING TEACHER IN THE SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE — Dr. Lowell E. Wilson
Univer(left) has been named the most outstanding teacher of the year for the Auburn
Economics
sity School of Agriculture. A professor in the Department of Agricultural
and Rural Sociology, Dr. Wilson was elected by members of the student Agricultural
for
Council for his sincere interest in students and for his active role in locating jobs
students. A Kentucky native, Dr. Wilson earned a B.S. at Murray State College, an M.S.
R. Dennis
at the University of Kentucky, and a Ph.D. at the University of Illinois, Dr.
Experiment
Rouse, dean and director of the School of Agriculture and Agricultural
the
Station congratulates Dr. Wilson who will be formally awarded the honor at
Auburn University Honor's Day Banquet, April 14.

Senior Service Program Is Lifesaver

By MATT BOKOR
house thinking what am I goAssociated Press Writer
ing to do. You just don't know
NATIONAL
OCALA
what to do when you're just
FOREST, Fla. (API — When
hanging around the house."
Ike Burgess turned 65, the
So three years ago, he headsawmill where he had worked ed intatife woods.
for 28 years sent him home for
"I really don't know what
good.
the Forest Service would do
But Burgess was full of
without them," said Jack
energy,fit and willing to work. Roberts, engineering departHe spent months going from
ment supervisor in the Lake
odd job to odd job until he George Ranger District at the
heard about a federal pro- forest here. "They do just
gram tailored for senior about everything that needs to
citizens who don't want to be done."
retire.
Some of the seniors, Roberts
A slight, cheerful man with added, work harder than
a graying goatee, Burgess, many of their younger
now 67, works three days a counterparts who grew up
week in the Ocala National with eight-hour days and halfForest.
hour lunch breaks.
"I had to do something.
"Some of our young people
When you get to be 65 at the are just not geared up like
sawmill, they're through with these older Americans,"
you," Burgess said as he emp- Roberts said.
tied a wheelbarrow load of
Their jobs include repairing
dirt. "And I like it a lot here. I roofs, picking up after sloppy
sure do."
campers, cleaning cabins, fixHe's one of more than 52,000 ing broken signs, clearing
over
or
55
—
older Americans
trails and keeping sewage
— who work part-time among systems, trucks and tractors
the trees and streams compos- in working order.
ing the nation's 173 national
"I do anything that comes
forests and grasslands on up," said 70-year-old Grover
nearly 190 million acres.
Sallee, a farmer and veteran
Florida employs about 100 mechanic from Shelby Counelderly men and women at its ty, Ky., who retired to Ocala.
three national forests. Seventy "Anything from front-end
of them work in the Ocala Na- loading, plumbing and ditch
tional Forest in northern digging. It don't make any difFlorida.
"I was going crazy hanging
around the house," said Herve
"Frenchy" Blanchette, a 67year-old retiree who moved to
Florida from Providence,
R.I., in 1959.
WAYNE, W.Va. (AP) —
Blanchette said he spent Relatives of a Kentucky man
most of his career working at charged with the beating
various machinist jobs up deaths of a woman and three
North. He also briefly manag- children last June have
ed an ocean-front motel in testified he wanted to commit
Florida and worked nine years suicide after the incident.
as a janitor at Cape
David Watson, 38, of SumCanaveral.
mit, Ky., is on trial in Wayne
574-k.
There's plenty of work to do County Circuit Court for the
41N+ Y. around his seven-room home deaths of Theresa Burton, 25;
unc in nearby Ocala, but Blan2544+%
her cousin, Stella Booth, 14;
chette said he found himself Christine Wilcox, 15; and
"+
14%-in
too often "sitting around the Johnny Wilcox, 11.
434-'1
Eighteen witnesses were
tioc
called during Tuesday's openNM-%
unc
ing day of testimony, and four
.
311-v3
i2+'.
of them — including two of
MN+,•
Watson's relatives — said the
apprentice welder admitted
117333, 17%a
A special meeting of the
1113iunc
Murray chapter of the Disable killing the four in Kenova on
2434+ 1.
American Veterans will be June 25.
+ 1.
Watson's younger brother,
23+1.
held Thursday, April 10, at 7
10743. 113ka
p.m. at the American Legion Richard Watson of Catlettsburg, Ky., said his brother
Hall, 101 N.6th Street.
The meeting will be to for- had told him he'd killed a
children.
mulate plans for this Satur- woman and three
said his
day's Forget-Me-Not day in The younger Watson
brother had come to his trailer
Murray according to Glenn
on June 28 and said he wanted
Card,event chairman.
to buy a shotgun to commit
Card urged all members to
suicide.
attend the session Thursday.
Watson said his brother
thought about suicide because
ROYAL ARCH
"of something he had done."
MASONS'MEET
Added Watson's grandMurray Chapter No. 92 of
the Royal Arch Masons will mother, Mrs. Usel Keyes of
meei Thursday, April 10, at Hitchins. Ky.,"He said he had
7.30 pm at the lodge hall, killed some people. At first I
Highway 121 North and thought he was talking about
Johnny Robertson Road. An when he was in the service.
inspection in the council Then I remembered hearing
degrees will be held, and all about those people being killed
members are urged to attend, in Kenova."
Mrs. Keyes added,''He said
a spokesman said.
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ference.Florence Dame, 65, says
she'll work as long as she can.
"After my husband died, I
thought I was too old to work.
Now my job gives me reason
to get up in the morning, a
reason to get dressed because
I have something to do," said
Mrs. Dame, who works as a
typist in the Tallahassee ofice. -It is very good therapy.
I want to work and make my
money, I don't want things
handed tome. As long as I can
work,I'll be right here."
Florida receives 6450,000 a
year for the program, which
has a national annual budget
of some $15 million, Department of Labor officials said
from Washington.
The project is included in
the Older Americans Act of
1973, which established a
variety of work programs to
help senior citizens remain active after retirement, said
Labor spokesman Gale Gibson.
"Most of the money goes
directly for salaries of participants and they- work on a
whole lot of useful public service jobs. Sometimes they
have clerical jobs, one of the
sponsors does a lot of work in
restoration of homes for old
people, and they all do a lot of
good work," Gibson said.

Testimony Shows Man
Wanted To Kill Himself

Stock Market

American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
GAF
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Got:dynes
Gulf Oil
Hardens
Heublein
IBM
Jenco
K -mart
Fermwaft
Quaker Oats
Texaco

LEITCHFIELD, Ky. ( AP
— Peggy Sue Stadter has
testified that she saw oil and
gas developer DeWitt T.
Langford standing with a gun
in his hand immediately after
her husband and another man
were shot at the Langford
home.
iler husband, Victor
Stadter, 58, was wounded in
the Dec. 15 shooting, and
James "Burt" Tregorung, 59,
of Bakersfield, Calif., was killed.
Langford's trial on murder
and assault charges was
scheduled to resume today in
Grayson Circuit Court after
being 'adjourned Tuesday
morning when two jurors
became ill.
Before that adjournment,
Mrs. Stadter testified that the
Tregonings were visiting the
Stadters in Leitchfield when
the two couples were invited to
the Langford house for the
evening.
After arriving, she said, she
and Mrs. Tregoning went
Mrs.
with
downstairs
Langford to play pool while
their husbands stayed
upstairs.
"After we went downstairs,

Retired Citizens Enjoy Federal Plan

Veterans Counselor
Here On Thursday

FINE ARTS
NEW YORK ( AP ) — The
School of the Arts of Columbia
University has announced the
establishment of a Master of
Fine Arts degree program in
arts administration, starting
next September.
The school says the program
is designed to "prepare its
graduates for responsible positions of leadership in the entire
range of public and private institutions concerned with the
.
arts."

Woman Testifies Oil,
Gas Developer Had Gun
After Double Shooting

Federal Appeals Court
To Decide If U.S. Can
Be Sued For Explosion

it wasn't really him who did it.
He said he had taken soemthing in drink."
Two Kentucky state
policemen also testified that
Watson admitted committing
the killings after he turned
himself in to authorities June
29.
Alerted by the criies of Mrs.
Burton's two small children,
police entered her Kenova
home last June 25 and found
the four bodies. The children,
who were unharmed, told
passersby that their mother
had been killed. Police said
later that the children had
been able to give them a
description of the killer.
Watson has been in jail since
June 29.
William Redd of Huntington, one of three defense
attorneys, said Watson is a
"pretty average person and a
better-thanaverage student."
He said he drank a lot and
"from that point, he acted differently than he had in his entire life."

Hog Market
Federal-State Market !Sews Service
April 9, IWO
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
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US 1-3 1704SO 1141.
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He, too, finds that many
older people who struggled
through the Depression era
have a different attitude
regarding work than more recent generations.

days a week. The money they
earn does not affect their
Social Security payments, officials said.
As 67-year-old T.J. C,ostin,.
who works in the Apalachicola
National Forest in the Florida
Panhandle, put it:
"Nothin' gets old but your
clothes. ... I jog, stay active
and swing with the sisters.
The old people always mid
two dead matches together
don't strike no fire, so that
keeps me kind of young.
"Also, the few quarters I
make here are enough to add
to my railroad pension so I can
go out and have a little fun —
enjoy life, you know."

"A lot of the people enjoy
work and even work extra
hours. They have a strong
work ethic," Gibson said.
"They just like to work."
Most of the workers in the
Senior Community Service
Employment Program
receive $3.10 an hour, the
minimum wage, while seniors
in supervisory roles earn $3.50
an hour. All are limited by law
to an average of three work

1 heard a shot and when I got
upstairs, Mr. Langford was
standing there with a gun in
his hand, Jim (Tregotungi had
been shot, blood was on the
floor and I couldn't find Vic
I Stadter )," she said.
She said she called the
operator and requested help,
and while she was on the
phone she "saw Mr. Langford
making a move like he was going to hurt Jun again."
"I ran down the hall looking
for Vic. One door was locked,
so I started shuffling it. I looked up and Mr. Langford was
standing there with a gun in
his left hand and a knife in his
right," she said.
Mrs. Stadter said she then
realized she had given the
telephone operator the wrong
address,so she ran back to the
phone and again called for
help.
Stadter testified Monday
night that Langford owed him
$450,000, and that the
shootings occurred after he
brought up the debt.
Stadter said after he broached the subject of money, he
sensed trouble and started to
leave. He said Langford stood
up as if to escort him to the
door, but instead reached
under a sofa pillow and grabbed a gun.
Stadter said Langford aimed the gun at him and said,
"You need a good killing."
He said Langford then shot
him in the stomach.
Defense attorney Bob Simmons of Bowling Green asked
Stadter during cross examination if he had shaken his fist at
Langford before Langford
grabbed the gun. Stadter
replied, "You're a bald faced
liar."
Oil investor Terrell Carmouche, who was also at the
Langford home the night of
the shooting, testified that
"One minute the conversation
was friendly and the next, the
men sounded like a bunch of
barking, raving dogs."
He said when he heard the
first shot, he turned and saw
Stadter grabbing his stomach.
He also testified that he saw
neither Stadter nor Tregoning
holding a gun or knife.
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Equipment Found In Raid
API —
MILWAUKEE
Weapons and bomb-making
equipment and a wealth of
other evidence were found in a
raid on a house owned by an
arrested member of Puerto
Rican terrorist group FALN,
the FBI said Tuesday.
But agent Fred Thorne
would not comment on &
report in the Chicago Tribune
that agents found disguises,
printing equipment and copies
of threatening letters sent by
the FALN to Democratic
politicians following a March
15 raid on the Chicago headquarters of the CarterM ondale campaign.
"There is something here,
but we can't confirm or deny
newspaper account
the
because we haven't read it,"
Thorne said. He would not say
what sort of weapons were
found.
Eleven suspected members
or associates of the FALN
were arrested Friday in the
Chicago suburb of Evanston.
Evanston police said one of
the arrested women carried a
driver's license bearing the
address of the Milwaukee
house.
The FBI said the woman,
Ida I.uz Rodriguez, 29, and her
husband, Oscar Lopez, 34,
bought the house last year for
$5,500. Police said that they
were looking for Lopez,
wanted on explosives charges.
Neighbors said a fence was
built around the house last

year and the occupants kept
their blinds drawn and rarely
talked with neighbhood
residents.
Among disguises found in
the apartment were mail carrier uniforms similar to those
worn during the robbery of an
armored truck in Milwaukee
on Christmas Eve, the
newspaper said.
,The 11, including Carla
Alberto Torres, 27 — who
headed the FBI's list of most
wanted criminals — were
transferred to Cook County

Jail on Monday after a
on
hearing
tumultuous
weapons charges. During that
hearing, the six men and five
women had to be pushed or
carried into a heavily guarded
courtroom.
Officials believe Torres is a
ringleader of the FALN, or
Fuerzas Armadas de Liberacion Nacional ( Armed Forces
of National Liberation, a terrorist group believed to
responsible for a string of
bombings in major cities.
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1978 Thunderbird
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Crime Board Feels Award
To Rape Victim Shows Need
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The chairman of the Crirne
Victims Compensation Board
feels a recent award to a rape
victim clearly points up the
need for such compensation in
society.
Shelley T. Riherd of
Glasgow said the case of a 23year-old Hartford woman
"illustrates and emphasizes to
this board member more than
any other it has been his experience to decide the need
and justification of crime victims compensation in our
society.
"This award can only compensate for her loss of wages
and necessary medical expenses," said Riherd, who has
worked with the board since
its formation by the 1976
General Assembly.
"However, it is the hopes of
this board member that this
assistance will encourage her
to begin anew in her
endeavors and rehabilitate
herself from the trauma and
suffering that she has, without
fault on her part, experienced," Riherd said.
Riherd awarded the woman
$1,034 for lost wages and $1,162
for medical expenses, along
with further claims by the
Bowling Green-Warren County Hospital that will not be
compensated by insurance.
The victim was seriously injured when an intruder forced
his way into her Bowling
Green apartment Oct. 31, 1979,
assaulted and raped her. She
has since moved back to Hartford.
She was unable to work for
.the remainder of the year and
lost two additional weeks of
work for surgery and atten-

yearold son Riclue at a
ding the trial of her assailant.
Kerry Has was sentenced to Louisville bar last October
The Crime Victims Board
five years on a burgulary
charge and life in prison on the has granted $1,734 to cover
medical expenses and lost
rape and assault charges.
The board has also awarded wages to a 17-year-old liar$11,054 to Stephen D. Pierce of dyville youth who suffered a
Louisville for medical ex- broken jaw in a fight last
penses and lost wag‘s Halloween, although the youth
resulting from a gunshot`sowas apparently involved in an
wound he suffered at his incident that led to the fight.
James Pedigo was with a
apartment last July.
Pierce was shot in the Large group of people in the
storriach by Gregory Hughes back of a truck on a hayride.
of Louisville, who apparently One member began spraying
was looking for another man shaving cream on the others,
with whom he had had an which led to egg throwing and
other instances that caused
argument.
The man Hughes was look- four members of the group to
ing for was visiting Pierce on get mid and leave.
Later that night, the four
the day of the shooting but had
men, who were described as
left to go to the store.
Pierce was off work for drunk by Pedigo, stopped -the
more than 30 weeks and had to truck in the Hart County comhave part of his stomach and munity of Monroe, pulled him
colon removed as a result of from the truck and beat lam.
Riherd ruled that Pedigo
the shooting.
Board member Bruce Mon- was the innocent victim of a
tgomery denied a claim for at- criminal act.
"Although engaging in the
torneys fees by Joseph
Lanibert of Mt. Vernon, an at- usual frivolities of Halloween,
torney for a crime victim who he would not have anticipated
had previously been awarded the bea.ng which was inflicted upon him," Riherd
$1,757.
said.
Montgomery said there is no
Other recent awards by the
provision in the Crime Victims board include:
Act for awarding attorney
—$3,771 to Howard Bishop of
fees. He said the board, by Covington, who was stabbed
regulation, has allowed at- with a broken beer bottle as he
torney's fees of up to 15 per- was walking down the street
cent of"the award, with the after leaving his job as a
fees coming from the award bartender.
and not in addition ter` the
—$2,691 to Talmadge Sneed
award.
of Louisville, who was injured
In other recent awards, the when attacked in a parking lot
board granted $6,523 to Cletis by a man apparently attempMidyett of Wingo to cover ting to rob him.
medical and funeral expenses
—$1,489 to Lawrence Lowe
involved in the shooting death of Hopkinsville, who was inof his son, Randall Midyett, jured when hit by a chair
last July and $2,138 to Barbara thrown by one of the parDavis of Louisville for similar ticipants in a night club fight
expenses connected with the in which Lowe was not involvstabbing death of her 16- ed.
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CHINESE COOKING — Stirfrying Chinese vegetables are
Ann Harcourt, left, and Sherry Meadows. The students in
the gifteditalented class prepared a complete Chinese
meal in observation of Vegetable Month. Pam Cartwright, Ann Henry, and Peggy Brown served as "head
chefs."

Talk Of Vegetables
Rings In Halls Of MMS
During Vegetable Month
The main topic of conversation in the halls and
classrooms at Murray Middle
School last month was
"vegetables" when school
personnel designated the
month of March as
VEGETABLE MONTH.
Teachers
included
veg.
.
etabres in the ctitriculum
by comparing costs of fresh,
frozen and canned vegetables
in math; studying the contributions of Indians to the
discovery and cultivation of
vegetables in social studies;
learning to buy and cook
vegetables in home ec; and
studying roots, stems, leaves,
seeds and fruit of plants in .
science. Science students also
tested foods for sugar, starch
and vitamin C.
After trying a variety of
vegetables prepared for lunches by cafeteria workers, the
students voted for favorite
(potatoes) and least liked
(spinach) vegetables.
Art classes decorated
classroom doors and bulletin
boards using the theme "Take
a.Vegetable to Lunch."
The final activity for the
month was a "Vegetable Bowl

'Councilman, Attorney
Are Tax Delinquents
CANCER CONTROL MONTH PROCLAVNED — Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. and Cawood
Ledford discuss plans of the Kentucky division of the American Cancer Society to raise
$1,1 million during its April Crusade. The governor has designated April as Cancer
Control Month in Kentucky and asks all citizens to heed the life-saving messages of the
American Cancer Society and to support the 1980 Cancer Crusade. Ledford, a Harlan
County native and state Crusade chairman, said the $1.1 million goal is a 10 percent
increase over last year.
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Winners in the "Dress as a Vegetable or Gardener' contest were, first row, from left,
Dorothy Merrill, Kim Greene, Cathy Williams, Margy Burchfield, Mark Doran, Terry
Walston, Elizabeth Oakley. Second row, Tracey Simpson, Shelly Howell, Sharon Herndon, Leila Umar, Sabrina Smith, Jeannette Williams, Todd Ross, Shannon Parker, Diana
Ridley, and Mark McClard.

Parade" assembly which included songs, displays, skits,
and awards. Pam Cartwright,
science teacher, coordinated
the activities.
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP ) —
Urban County Councilman
Edgar Wallace and Commonwealth's Attorney Larry
Roberts are listed among
Fayette County's delinquent
property taxpayers.
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CREATIVE WRITERS — Winners in the 7th grade "Write About a Vegetable" contest
are presented prizes by Kaye Peebles, 7th grade English teacher. Students and thew
awards are, from left, Ann Johnson, 3rd in poetry; Mary Grasty, 1st in short story; Susie
Tharpe, 1st in poetry; Todd Ross, 2nd in poetry; Ross Bolen, 2nd in short story and
Ramona Burnley, 3rd in short story. The entries were judged by Elaine Spalding, editor
of the SHERD, Murray State's yearbook.
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49c

401

1601
P

foRNIPS

39c

/
12

TO BE
REGIS
DRA
FREE—F

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Miss

. ..WILL MAKE YOUR DAY
EELFOOT'S FRESH

IRS
59

REELFOOTS REQ. OS BEEF

RIB HALVES PORK(SLICED IN CHOPS)

LOIN

89c

WIENERS
•

z1X
LADY
VICTORIA .

LB.

Vint Cry•laJ Sil0•04hre

CENTER CUT PORK

1.•••••••• 1••••
.••••

CHOPS

$139
Le
• ,

COUNTRY STYLE PORK BACK

RIBS

Flea, ••••rt0•1,lemma.,
0•1
,,,$•
ana
KUM
o$8r$ di• 0.000, MCI.
000• .0,• 00.0,0
00$01••• 400
10,6 no• •••0•.• .ont txwe •••••••••• 1.0 ••
••••0$u .$1, 00.4•01111•••••••••0

sONIOLOM

$109

••• •••
•1010$

LB.
-

00

•••11.0011B

$199
LB.

iiiirPS WART"Pt)"

REELFOOTS HICKORY SMOKED

•$

La.

NI
•
•
•

NEON MO

I
VI

CA`

•

$
$

•0

4.$•••••••10.006

4V

itiliCiiiOPIRECSEM"ED

•0

•

•t•

•.10•0.01

SUCED BONELESS PORK

SLA
BACON

•10
•91

6$••••■•••• 001

TENDERLOIN

•0

•017•10.
•On* •••••••

00.0

$109
•

FAMILY PACK

NO FURTHER
PROCESSING
AT THIS PRICE

SMALLER PKGS.

PIECE

LB.

$1 39
LI

BIG 10 POUNDER SALE
$350

10 LB. PORK NECKBONES
10 LB. FRYER BREAST QUARTERS
10 LB. PORK STEAK
10 LB. GROUND BEEF

SAVE $3.411

$53°
$890
$12"
$43°
$99°
$10"

10 LB. FRYER LEG QUARTERS

SAVE WM

10 LB. REELFOOT SLAB SLICED BACON
OR SAUSAGE

SAVE$2 00

10 LB. MIXED END & PIECES PORK CHOPS

SAUNAS

10 LB. CHUNK PORK UVER

$390

$5"

10 LB. CHUNK BEEF LIVER
FREE—FREE—FREE—FREE— FREE— FREE— FREE— FREE — FREE— FREE

/
1
2FULLY DRESSED TOP•HOG
TO BE GIVEN AWAY AT EACH JIM ADAMS IGA JUST
REGISTER EACH TIME YOU VISIT OUR STORES.
DRAWING TO BE HELD TUES. APRIL 15TH AT 3 P.M.

(
IER

ROUND
19 SUGAR $
EEF....I Su.'

•

PY /kVA!L ABLE

1

•

#

$I

MAMA WM

PEACHES.
LIMIT 6 2'2 SIZE CAN

-59
,

OSAGE

49c

FLOUR 69
S LI. BA6

,

DOZ. GRADE A. LG. LIMIT 2

EGGS2!99c PEPS
LIMIT 2

9c

16 OZ.8 PK.

0

TATOES
10 Li.

FREE—FREE—FREE— FREE—FREE—FREE—FREE—FREE—FREE—FREE

MANAGER'S SPECIAL
5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
THURSDAY APRIL 10TH

89c

SUNFLOWER

MEAL
5 LI.Sp

LIMIT 2

69_

•••• •

AGE 4-8
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.alloway Board Of
iealth Recognizes
Dee' Imes' Efforts

PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS, Welke •'Dee
nies departed this life, and,
WHEREAS, °delta "Dee"
mes was a nurse in the
:alloway County Health
ieparUnent for sixteen ; 16 )
ears; and.
Whereas, by her cornietence and friendly manner
incl love for people, she
;ndeared herself to all citizens
vith wham she came in conact as well as to her fellow
;Gaff members and members
4 the Calloway County Board
4 Health;
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT
(ESOLVED that the
:alloway County Board of
iealth recognizes her
iedicated service to the
:itizens of Calloway County
luring her tenure and express
heir sympathy to members of
ler family and record this
Proclamation in the minutes
if the Board of Health and
zhake copies available to
members of her family and
he newsmedia.
DONE at Murray, Calloway
:aunty, Kentucky on this the
llth day of March,1980.
Calloway Co. Board of Health
By Robert 0. Miller, Chairman
R. L. Cooper, Administrator
Adopted unanimously by
Parlimentary Procedure at a
meeting of the full Board on
the Ilth day of March,1900.

Army Puts
Retirees
On Notice
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
an unprecedented action in
peacetime, the Army plans to
notify up tcl 200,000 retired officers and enlisted soldiers
that they could be recalled to
active duty in a crisis
mobilization so younger
troops could be freed for
overseas astignment.
The plan, announced
Wednesday, would affect men
and women up to age 60 who
retired .without disabilities
and who live in the contiguous
48 states. Those living in
Alaska and Hawaii would not
be affected under present arrangements, although officials said they may be included later.
Retired soldiers recalled to
active duty in a war or national emergency would be
assigned to bases in the continental United States, enabling the Army to release
younger soldiers for transfer
overseas, the statement said.

Ii

MORE FOOD FOR LESS MONEY
GROCERY SAVINGS FOR YOU
i'24
!it ab.

aat

!l3

Big 16 01

CORN :IVOR

syiiaimi

(milk coupon)
Saw 40'
Quart Bet&

FRIES

2 lb

594

Sao 7% Few%
No Dope*

SOFT
DRINKS
.. BoiuIu

as

Tyne Ors& A Jumbo F

horriestyle biscuits

Save to Bash's Beet
ASPARAGUS

694

10 Oz. Ca n

Sao 15% Hyde Perk
TRASH BAGS 40 Count Box

89'

ISCUITS.

5359

Save 16% Fleischmann's (with coupon)
EGG BEATERS
17 Oz. Carton

994

Save 11% Everfresh Frozen
HONEY BUNS

59'

9 Oz. Pkg.

GREEN BEANS
25% Trigger Beth (with coupe.)

Mortal Anorieel
LUNCH MEATS

Saw

Hyde Park

MARSHMELLOW COOKIES 9 Oz.

3are 19% Beth's But Cut 16 Oz. Cam

CHICKEN DRUMS
Ft.... Veal, Pork, Boof
CHUCKWAGON Fl

3 Firsioo

re49.11V7

Sao 10% Beaker (with coupe) huh'

Oz. Tubs

994
4 0.. Jar 79'
/
81
TAMALES
Sass 28% halloo Led
TEA BAGS
4$ tout 99'
Saw 16% Big Big Joke
COTTAGE CHEESE iiu. 79'
Ss* 23% NI Armes 141 Oz. Cas
3 Fersioo
ALPO DOG FOOD
22 Oz. BONI

WINDEX

Sara 15% D•rby Gifts Beef
Win a 12
black and veld*
Zeroth 100%
soltcl slate
porlable TV

Register Is Som.

Martel

WIENERS
Fresh visiff
CATFISH STEAKS

Start That Spring
Diet Mewl

Tyson Grade

Saw 30% Tatum
Ss* 20% Sig Sum

CATSUP

,GRAPEFRU
JUICE

CHIC
BRE

Saw 20% Froze.
Whip Tapping

COOL
WHIP

Quart Jug

Cerise

794

Work To Resume At
Mid-Year On Marble
Hill Nuclear Plant
PLAINFIELD, Ind.(AP) —
President Hugh A. Barker of
Public Service Indiana says
he expects work to resume at
midyear on radiation-related
sections of the Marble Hill
nuclear plant.
Safety related construction
at Marble Hill was voluntarily
halted a few days before the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission ordered a halt. The NRC
cited faulty concrete pouring
and inadequate management
procedures and personnel.
PSI is building the plant on
the Indiana side of the Ohio
River, about 30 miles
upstream from Louisville.
Barker, at the annual
meeting of stockholders Monday, said the utility hopes to
obtain federal permission this
month to take a step toward
resuming construction by
renewing inspections of
materials
safety-related
received at the site along the
Ohio River near Madison.
He also said he expects a
modest decline in PSI earnings this year after a decade of
steady growth. He blamed inflation, a skittish stock market
and a decline in electricity use
by customers during the unsually mild months of January
and February.
He said the utility probably
will ask the Indiana Public
Service Commission for an Increase in rates to retail
customers by early 1981 and
an increase in wholesale rates
by late 1981.
Barker said the utility
"underestimated the number
and depth of experience of
nuclear construction management personnel- needed to
build Marble Hill and assured
shareholders PSI has taken
extensive measures to satisfy
NRC guidelines. •

MORI

t2 Or

99'

44,1 41 1
!
'
,,.„N

fif iw.wwwwwwwvcEssuisitw rAsuonm,

I
al

ouzgaigit.
bazoia

CORN
• OH

844.14 '149

raFinkiCE16

694

Ir;I

Here Are Just A Fur Of The Hundreds Of

J1101H1

Slashed Prices!

CLIP & SAVE —

•
r MARSHMELLOW
gme
= COOKIES

ate
FASIIIMEO
MOWS

EII I IGI JIOIHINIS

11114 Pit

SANDWICH BM

NO JOHN 011801111
AMIN AHD BEAUTY AIDS.
TRASH BM

67'
1179

II

ION

Wit Pat
Wei

LATE
CHOCOLATE
CAKE

rot

$197
NOM
WV PM

COFFEE CAKE

11011

FAKE MIX

48'

HONEY BUNS

67'

BROWNIE MIX

67'

PIE SHELL ===

47'

Iimican kw 2..

67'

PEPPER

69'

P
1 OUDENT

$159

104 P5
NON

CREAMER

37'

;AP TOPPING..

57'

ol ilEESE WHIZ

.
gfERDENT
illisBAKERY I

'217

MOZZARELLA

65'

t1e9

LOTION

iget

ROSEBUDS
ROAM Frosli From The Sim

FRENCH BREAD

uo 594
.
TART CAKES

iisifittarr 400,

The Size Of1
ISM PON

on PON
1113

.
MTERMINT
I3
"

CHEESE SPREAD

$4
egg I
froorw

gad

1404 1111•01 loam.

104 PS

WWI Par
loll

NMI
Sell

ANTI-PERSPIRANT 401 '244
'

SHAVE CREME
loll

•

ANTIPERSPIRANT

oft Po
Wei

420,

EGG
SCRAMBLERS

DEUEVERYDAY THERE IS SOMETHING EXCITINGLY NEW AND TAIffAUZINGLY TASTY
TO TRY IN BIG JOHN'S DEU!

Perfect IAA Yaw Meesies Tee Or Coffee

COFFEE
CAKE

FREE
STRAWS'
NosirpTh

CHEESE .0,

Big John 2 Pim' Combo Pak

6994

Oen

on P*
1011

DEODORANT =

111111111111111111111

LONG BEFORE DAWN BIG JOHN'S BAKERY IS FULL OF
BUSTUNG ACTIVITY AND DELICIOUSLY SWEET AROMAS.. AU
TO BRING YOU THE FRESHEST PASTRIES EACH MORNING!!

Fried Cieliaime Rale ee

INN MY

110•1

ULTRA BAN

aple Peri 12.4.1.1

a.

'249

440,

100.O*Oa

Prr
1•01N

•

MOUTHWASH

ARRID
EXTRA DRY I

ha hi

OP ileri

LOTION

Wm&
Pal Jo
last
';

•

Eseh

99s

Uri Awl Tear

Eseh $299

FRIED
CHICKEN
(Ft.. 120.. Coke)
Moo 110114114.1 0r4i.o.
BAKED HAM
lig Jai. heel I'M
CHICKEN SALAD

Each

$129
II

$299
2
11 629

1

Fresh Deli Shea! American Or

LONGHORN
CHEESE
▪ R...1
HOT DOSS

$199
LB

*100INFRE
HEM
TO WINA

3s.$100

WATERGATE DESSERT

is I"

ME I,OMIIIII

•••••••••..

BEST COPY AVAILABL
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MORE FOOD FOR LESS MONEY

-FRESH MEATSaidttot Mari& Jambe

CHUNK
BOLOGNA

CHICKEN DRUMSTICKS u). 99$
hem Veal, Pork, Bee( Or 14 Oz. N.
CHUCKWAGON FRITTERS $129
mama Anorisel
$119
LUNCH MEATS
12 Oz. I

Merger Cheek

211 Hu

BRAUN
.SCHWEIGER

Big his. Sew Tender Tenderized

Enemy Breakfast

ROUND STEAK

CHOPS

is $2°9

Big John Soper Tender Top

ROUND STEAK

'2'9

Lb

Big John Super Tender

EYE OF ROUND STEAK
Big John Sew Tender

Nirrsi

WIENERS

12 OZ.

Fresh Wets

(S lb Bag)

CATFISH STEAKS

BONELESS
ROUND STEAK

990

Tyson erode A Jumbo Pak

Lb $149

CHICKEN THIGHS
Laois Rich Shed Smoked

79'
3 FAN

TURKEY BREAST

lib.
LCD

•
PM'

'1900"

59.

Tysen Credo A Jumbo Pak

994
t. Jet 79$
mit 990

CASH POT

b Vet Cavil Peasbodfl

WE RESERVE THE RI6HT TO LIMIT

79t.

6 Oz. Cu
$100
Far
6 mopes)
Mb

I. Big Mae

This ad geed Apr 9 Mrs Apt IS

SLICED
BACON

Stretch Of Ohio
River Is Reopened
For Navigation

FREE CASH

Lb. $199

Ur. $149

Economy Veal, Pont, Beef Or

/DRESSED
TROUT
9
.
$19

Lb. 894
4 oz 994

CHUCKWAGON
FRITTERS

140z. $129

Frail Small Size Pork

SPARE RIBS
Big John Super Trim Center ;
CU 129
lb.

$139

PORK CHOPS

Annear Heat And Eat

CHICKEN FRIED
Lb. $149

STEAKS

Big John Sow
hoar &sass

Big John Sew
Tender Whole

RUMP
ROAST
9
.
$18

SIRLOIN
TIPS
9
.
49

Rig Jelin Soper Teenier

SIRLOIN
TIP STEAK

ORMIES

4 La. BO"
Grew

sirE LETTUCE
ROII

49$

159

OWES La 939
Waders Om.

YELLOW
CORN

GREBI ONIONS

4 Bushes Far Sr
Rwills beam

RED GRAPEFRUIT

Trimmed In The Troy

Lim 27 Sits

3 Far I"

199

Califersis Fresh

CARROTS

STRAWBERRY OWE 16 oz. Jar 599

2 WEEKS
LEFT

6S

P9'

rirgW3

P7'

N TASTY

WIN
*100INFREE GROCERIES!
HERESHOW—
TO WINA GREAT DEAL!
ALSO

199
100
189

OPY AVAILABLE

Sites In Three
Counties Placed On
Historic Register

Coslissetsi

2Ls. tag Sr

33A

45.41

NOW...A CHANCE TO WIN $1,0001
OR $100, $100 IN GROCERIES $10, $5, $2, $1!

Mrs. John Shroat
Dave A rnburgy
Nell Woods
Bobbie Scott
Bobbie Stott
Paulo K eel •
Carl Durham
Brenda Darnell
Freda Lovett
Gerry Childs
Ruby Colson
Henrello Montgomery
keno Hancock
ionic* Flood

INSTANT YAMMERS
Liso Yates
Ron Jones
L Bonduront
Anita Poynor
Sondra Breonnon
Irene Young
Horik• Mortis
Tony Herndon
Blonds* Pittmon
Yearry
Mary Ryon
Pattie Moody
[Marina Wok,
David Becker

Brent Langston
James S Martin
Teresa Bobber
eetho Starkey
Irene Humphry
M T MeKenny
D Lome,
Adell Perry
Cindy Frongenberg
Felicoo Smith
Wave Green
Doreen Scull
Mayieetke Glasgow
Moodie Kennedy

All.. Underwood
Virginia Bolen
Brenda Stalls
Beulah Colhoon
Molin• Bennett
Betty Willed,*
Kitty Stephenson
Kathy Shelton
James Templeton
Kelly Woods
Kathy Kopperud
Mary °Angelo
W. A. Walls
Lisa Houston
James D. Withan,

County School Board
Member Wants Limit
On Teacher Meetings
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Fayette County school board
member Barth Pemberton
says he wants stricter limits
placed on the times when
teachers' groups can meet in a
school building.
A Pemberton proposal given
first reading Monday night
would forbid such meetings
until after teachers' working
hours. Teachers currently are
allowed to meet anytime after
pupils are dismissed.
Martha Moore, president of
the Fayette County Education
Association, a teacher's
bargaining group, said
Pemberton's plan was a
"union-busting" scheme intended to prevent FCEA
recruitment.
Pemberton previously failed in his attempt to require
that all local school teachers
reside in Fayette County.

Eli FRESH PRODUCE!!Sas Itiessil lbw dep
Wheels Mash

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
heavily traveled streech at the
Ohio River in west Kentucky,
closed by a fuel spill since Sunday, has been reopened for
navigation.
-The cleanup at Smithland
Lock and Dam was completed
and the U.S. Coast Guard
reopened the Ohio River to
traffic in the area alma Oa'
Corps of Engineers remind
locking proceedures at 7:15
p.m. CST Tuesday night,"
Corps spokesman Martin
Pedigo said.
Crews at the lock and dam
began pumping 60,000 to 80,000
gallons of fuel from a leaklag
barge into a tank truck late
Monday afternoon.
The spill occurred when a
tugboat and five barges, all
carrying fuel, jammed
against the locks Sunday evening and one barge ruptured,
according to Gordon Nichols,
a spokesman for the Kentucky
Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services.
There were no injuries in
connection with the accident.
The undamaged barges
were towed away Monday, officials said, and the damaged
barge was tied up to the nlinois bank to be emptied.
Disaster officials initially
ordered a tank truck containing thousands of gallons of
foam to use on the spilled fuel,
but with the barges removed
and winds dispersing vapors,
it was decided the foam was
not needed.
The spilled fuel was allowed
to flow into a lock chamber,
where it was confined, and a
vacuum truck began the pumping operation.
"There were 14 tows and
barges waiting to go upstream
and 10 tows with barges ready
to go downstream at 5 p.m.
Tuesday evening," Pedigo
said.
"Normal locking means
tows and barges will be locking through both 1,203 foot lock
chambers," Pedigo added.
While considered a major
spill, officials said the
gasoline will probably not
pollute the swollen river.
The portion of the river closed because of the accident was
between mile markers 916 and
922, approximately two miles
on either side of Smithland.

Debra Scott
Janie Baklridge
Brent longston
Suzanne Jones
R t Welch
Mrs C G Warner Sr.
Jenno C Co/ter
Jr F I Kum*.
Aubrey Moore
Chris Beaver
Florence Carded.
Modono M. Carroll
Jean Austin
Betty Eisentiout
Sharon Hicks
Dm"leave

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Sites in Simpson, Fayette and
Jefferson counties have been
placed on the National
Register of Historic Places.
The sites are the Simpson
County Courthouse in
Franklin, the Samuel T.
Hayes House in Lexington and
the Shuster Building in
Louisville.
The Simpson County Courthouse is a two-story Victorian
structure completed in 1813.
while the Hayes House is an
outstanding example of the
late Greek Revival residence
prominent in central Kentucky in the 1650s and 1060s.
The Shuster Building is a Ushaped commercial structure
located at a strategic intersection in the Highlands
section.
The National Register of
Historic Places is rnaintaised
by the U.S. Dapartmast st

tenor as am dacha Wig 411
the nation's reossions worthy
of prourvaks.
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1. Legal Notice

NOTICE AS TO INTENDED PASSAGE
AND SUMMARY OF FOND ORDINANCE

SHERIFF'S SALE
Purex Corporation, LTD., Plaintiff,
VS.

Michael Mitchell, Individually,
and Michael Mitchell, d/b/a
Marmuk.Industrial Supply, Defendant
By virtue of a Default Judgment of the Calloway
Circuit Court dated the 24th day of January, 1900, I
will on the 21st day of April. 1980, at 10:00 a.m., at
the Court House Door in Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, expose to public sale to the highest and
best bidder the following item:
1 1974 Chevrolet Step Van - License AP7-995, Serial
No. CP0254V318034
Said property was levied upon as the property of
Michael Mitchell d/b/a Marinuk Industrial Supply,
and I will proceed to sell same to satisfy the hen of
the plaintiff, Purex Corporation, Ltd., and the costs
thereon to the highest and best bidder and the purchaser must pay cash on the date of the sale.
Max E. Morris,Sheriff
By Max E. Morris

2. once

2. Notice

FOITAIr
36" topper for short
wheel base pickup.
$100, cell 753-5322
OW 4 p.m.

Office Space For
Rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Three-banded armactello
5 Aught
9 Loursolle
Bugger e g
12 Masculine
13 Toward shelter
14 Period of
time
15 Wing-tooled
.Pronoun
17
18 Be ill
19 Wagon part
21 Flower part
23 TnnveS
27 Tellunum
symbol
• 28 Hurry
29 Trtkrof
respect
31 Negative
34 Pronoun
35 Vessel s
curved
Planking
37 Rocky hilt
-39 Negates
40 Conducted
42 Click beetle
44 Mortise cormpinion
46 Babylonian
deity
_ 48 Baby bird
50 Stops
• 53 Insect
. 54 Hail,
55 Scale note
57 Deer s horn
t 61 Ilurninated
62 Unlock
64 European
country
65 Poem
66 Temporary
shelter
67 Act

DOWN
1 Mlle cup
2 Crony
Calm'
3 Mohammedan name
4 Meals
5 Dipper
6 Man 5 nickname '
7 Becent
8 Profound
9 Whipped
10 Solo
it High
16 Use up
20 Bitter vetch
22 Latin confunction
23 Mans nickname
24 Evaluate
25 Bone Anal
26 Pose for por'hart
30 Decayed
32 Siberian river
33 Chrnese raC-

Artswer to Tuesday's Punic.

PER1 MO 'MAIM
EINEM 110113011.
MO BEIMOM
CM10 OBIO am
nommen (100
C11111111 EIS
COMM
RIM 000 0013 MO
CO 0003 00130
CEO 0000003
00 0300 003
CO00 00000 33
CO0030 000003
1010000 00 010
lion
36 Distant Poet
38 Told
41 Strike out
43 Urn!, s COunImport
45 Nickel syrnboi
47 Preposition
49 Incline

Notice is hereby given that the Fiscal Court of
Calloway County, Kentucky, at its regular meeting
to be held at 1:30 p.m., C.S.T., on Tuesday, April 15,
1900, at the Courthouse in Murray, Kentucky, will
consider and give first reading to an Ordinance
relating to the issuance and sale of $1,150,000 of
County of Calloway School Building Revenue
Bonds, Series of 1980, dated May 1, 1900; and such
Ordinance will be given its second reading, and will
be considered for final passage and enactment, at
C.S.T., on Thursday, April 24, 1980.
9:45
The Ordinance authorizes the issuance and sale of
said Bonds in stated form and denomination, the
proceeds of which Bonds are to be applied to pay the
costs I not otherwise provided) of the construction of
(a i a new classroom addition at the site of the existing Calloway County High School,(b ) a new shop
addition and new art room addition at the site of the
existing Walloway County High School, and c
renovations and improvements to the existing
Calloway County High School Building, for the
County, approves the Board's appointment of
Gingles & Harms, Nashville, Tennessee, as the Architects to prepare the plans and specifications for
and to supervise the construction of said School
Building Projects; approves J.J.B. Hilliard, W.L.
Lyons, Inc., 545 South Third Street, Louisville, Kentucky, as Fiscal Agent for the County and the Board
in the issuance,sale, and delivery of the Bonds; provides for the creation of funds sufficient to pay the
principal of and the interest on said Bonds as and
when they mature; provides for the Bonds to be
secured by a first statutory mortgage lien and first
pledge of the revenues of all of said properties except the existing Calloway County High School
Building and by a secondary lien and pledge as to
the latter building, subject as to such latter
building, to the priority of certain outstanding
Bonds of 1965; and authorizes the execution of a
lease of such school building properties to the Board
of Education, on an annual lease-option basis, in the
form of a Contract, Lease,and Option.
The full text of the Bond Ordinance will be on file
in the office of the undersigned County Clerk in the
Calloway County Courthouse in Murray, Kentucky,
on and after April 15, 1980, where it will be continuously available for public inspection.
(Signed) Marvin Harris, County Clerk

50 Nimbus
51 Enthusiastic
52 Narrow
opening
56 Simian
58 Falsehood
59 Before Poet
60 Crimson
63 Printer s
measure
11

NOTICE OF SALE
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned, The First
Notional Bank of Grayson, Kentucky will at Southern
Diesel and Equipment Co. Lot located on Ky. Route I
and 7, Grayson, Carter County, Kentucky, the 11th
day of April, 1980 starting at 1000 am,, offer for
sale to the highest land best bidder, the following
described vehicles.
One (1) 35 ton Mack End Dump Seriol No. 35422 Haela Equipment Corp.
One (1) 35 ton Mack End Dump Serial No.35419Sunburst Mining Corp.
A copy of the notice of sole is enclosed herewith,
sale will be for cash. Undersigned reserves the right to
bid
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Grayson, Ky. 41143

)4

4if
se
54

PEANUTS
HEY MANAGER,ARE WE
51)PPO5E0 TO YELL2:1 60T
IT! OR ''I HAVE IT!"?

THINK
HE'S RIGHT

IF 'AN 000'60T IT,
`fOU DON'T HAVE IT!

ullfrusl

NANCY
---Now

--AND TAKE FIFTY
LONG,DEEP

FOR YOUR
MORNING EXERCISES--

BREATHS

0

LEAP OUT j
OF BED--FIRST

CHEMICAL

woRK5

EEl'LE BAILEY
THAT'S MY
PENCIL!
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.
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7'5 Too
THIS IS AN
BIG FOR
tssUe THAT
US TO
TEAR
COULD
AT THE WHOLE DECIDE
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TONIGHT

PHAN'r0
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101./ CALL ',OURSELF

PHANTOM. WE Do NoT
seLiEve• REAL PHANTOM
WAS MERE MANN, AGES
PAST HE NO THESE
GREAT FEATS,
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VOwNTEERING TO
MEET v/1714 ME

MY RATHER-THE PHANTOM
REALIZEP THESE WERE
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ANCasToR DC
EXCEPTIONAL
STRENGTH,

SOMETHING
ABOUT A PENCIL
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HE sAiD
"EAT'

iF vou..werseAT THESE
FEATS, WE BELIEVE
X2X1 ARE PHANTOM.
IF NOT„ ALL Oft.

,

6. Help Wanted

e

27. Mobile Home Sales

Wooden console stereo with
AM-FM radio tape player and
turn table Good used tires
t7 50 gall 751290§

1974 12x68 To bedroom, 2
bath, fully carpeted, all electric. $5800 Call 753-3471
before 5 pm ask for Chuck
16. Home Furnishings after 5 pm call 753-6709
Commodes. White $39.99; col- aCHNEfliiiRai
ors $54 99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris
Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath mobile
home for rent, central heat and
Round dining table with extra air
$75 security deposit. $160
leaf and 6 matching chairs per month rent No pets Call
$100 Call 436-2430 after 6 753-4808
PM
Two bedroom mobile home at
19. Farm Equipment Stella, central heat and air,
per month plus deposit
$150
Chain saw chains, 3/8 pitch
for 16" bar, $1025; 20", Call 753-9290 or after 5 pm,
$11 99. 24", $1455 Wallin 489-2761.
Hardware, Pans, TN.
30. Business Rental
For sale 5 hp garden tiller
Business or office space
Phone 489-2364.
lease
Super C Farmall, 3 pieces of available for rent or Private
equipment plus 6' mower Ex- Close to court square
cellent condition. $2000. Call customer parking. Call 753(901)642-6431 after 6 Om.
4109 "
Tillers, 5 hp, chain drive Briggs
9. Situation Wanted
Building at 329 N 4th with air
$229.99.
& Stratton engine
compressor, hoist, gas heat,
College student wants yards to Wallin Hardware Paris, TN.
au-conditioned office Call
mow Call 753-4494
22. filusicar
from 10 til 5. 753Lawn mowing Jobs and c n- For sale Organ, 21 keys and 16 753-7972
3018 after 5 pm.
in Call 753-5476
chords, with books for $40 Four stall auto shop for rent in
Qualified nurse aid seeks ork Call after 5 pm, 753-0080
Murray. 753-7357 or 753759sitter.
duty
private
as
If you think renting a piano or 4509.
1950.
organ is cheaper than buying Shop and office, will rent
Will do babysitting in my home, you have not shopped at space for 2 cars or 5 cars. One
5 days a week, experienced Clayton's I & B Music, Dix- mile from Murray. 753-2486.
Call 759-1749.
ieland Center, Murray
31. Want To Rent
Would like to cut grass in the New and used Baldwin piano
Main and 12th Street area. Call and organs, Lonardo Piano Co., Responsible couple with
to lease
753-6233 from 8 AM til 4 PM. across from the Post Office, references would like purchase
farm with option of
10. Bus. Opportunity Pans, TN.
(minimum 20 acres plus
Commercial loans made to Repossesed piano, balance due home). Contact 247-7229 or
What we do best is care finance new or present or monthly payments. Also 554-7026.
World Electricn
Needline 753-6333
businesses. $5,000 to practice pianos J & B Music, 32. Apts. For Rent
Designi
$5,000,000. Quick reply, Call 7U-7575.
Introduces
23. Exterminating
759-1306 or 767-2455.
Furnished apartment near
downtown Murray. Call 753Bedding
M.R.B.
$35G,weekly guaranteed. Work
4109.
Relieves Ionia or short term
2 hours daily at home. ($178
Plants
pain For information write
for one hour daily). For free
Four room and hall apartment
Bon 102 Murray, Kentucky.
brochure write: SIP, P.O. Box
for rent, $85 per month, you
Flowers
Money Bock Guarantee
668, Murray KY 42071
pay light and heat bills. Call
ageratum
petunias
753-3685. 209 Walnut.
Want To Buy
14.
coleus
alyosurn
For rent One bedroom garden
Good used Volkswagen Beetle.
Combine bills and pay off your
im
marigolds, pansies
apartment, carpeted, range,
Phone 753-5058.
creditors, any amount over
potions .
refrigerator, disposer, private
$1500. Call 759-1306 or 767sliver
patio. Call 753-7550.
Buying
2455
Vegetables
cobbacie tomotoes brocsterling
Furnished one bedroom garage
coins,
coli
brussel
sprouts
apartment, water furnished,
gold
silv•r,
FOR SALE
coultflower
married couple only Call 753Miscellaneous
24.
isweiry.
8294.
135 mm, F2.8,
Lawn mower battery, 24 month For rent: One bedroom apart753-6837.
The Poppy
telephoto lens. Call
guarantee. $24.99 exchange. ment, furnished, $75 per
753-5322 after 4 p.m.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
month plus deposit Call 753Shoppe
Good used antenna tower,
rotor, and antenna. Will take Marine batteries. 36 month 5548.
407 Poplar
guarantee, $34.99 exchange. New duplex, 2 bedroom, cendown. 759-4496 after 6 Clm.
753-6100
Listed here is I ready reference
$44.99 tral vacuum and intercom. Call
that will quickly kip you locate
Old records from 50's and early 60 month guarantee,
753-8024 or 753-8130.
Hardware,
Wallin
exchange.
the classification you are looking
Paying
60's, in good condition.
3. Card of Thanks
Ion
Two bedroom apartment for
250 each for 45's and $1 each Paris.
The family of Johnny H. for albums with covers. Call Swimming pool distributor has rent Also a three bedroom
I. Legal Notice
2, Notice
Lams wish to express their Bob at 489-2480.
surplus of brand new first apartment for rent. Call 7533. Card of Tbanla
thanks and graditude to their
quality above ground family- 9240 Monday through Friday.
1, In Memory
many friends and neighbors for Used bicycle and exercise bicy- pools complete with filter, lad- Two bedroom apartment. for
5. Lost and Found
being so thoughtful in the re- cle. 753-0347.
der, deck and stairs completely rent. Also a three bedroom
6. Help Wanted
cent death or their loved one.
Would like to buy some installed only $895. Terms ar- apartment for rent. Call 7539. Situation Wanted
Thanks to those who sent Guineas. Call 436-2305.
ranged. Call warehouse. Ask for 9240 Monday through Friday.
10. Bus Opportunity
flowers, cards, and food.
Randy. In Kentucky call Toll
11. Instructions
Special thanks to Dr. Russell 15. Articles For Sale
1-800-292-9438, Indiana Two bedroom apartment.
Free
12. Insurance
Howard. Murray Calloway Coun- Aluminum extension ladders: and tllnois, call collect 502- Available April 1st Phone 75313. For Sale or Trade
ty Hospital and to the doctors
458-1562.
9240.
14. Want To Buy
and nurses at St. Thomas 14', $31.99; 16', $38.99; 20' Sears riding lawn mower, still
15, Articles For Sale
Nashville. Also Dr, $54.99, 24', $69.99; 28', under warranty. Call 436-2877. Two bedroom townhouse apartHospital,
Furnishings
it. Home
ment All carpet, range,
William Whitaker and Rev. Don $94.99; 32', $130.99. Wallin
17, Vacuum Cleaners
Tame black Raspberry slips for refrigerator, dishwasher.
Tassey for the beautiful service, Hardware, Paris.
It Sewing Machines
759-1080
Call
each.
504
sale.
washer and dryer hookup.
and the Blalock Coleman For sale: Air compressors and
19. Farm Equipment
disposal, central heat and air
Funeral Home for services air conditioners. Come by Dill's or see at 220 S 1 1th St.
20. Sports Equipment
Electric.
rendered
21. Monuments
25. Business Services Call 753-7550.
22. Musical
God bless each of you for
1890'S ICE CREAM. PARLOR.
1140410Hk*
23. Exterminating
your helping hand during this
32 flavors hand dipped ice 34. Houses For Rent
Desk?
24. Miscellaneous
difficult time.
cream and best fried chicken Available May 1st. 2 bedroom
25. Business Services
We have 24 extra good
The family of Johnny Hansel
in town. Coldwater Road, 753- unfurnished house, one block
2i. PI-Radio
used metal desks at a
Loins.
from MSU, $185 per month
27. Mobile Home Sales
3604.
price!
low
good,
plus deposit. Phone 753-3293
28. Mob Home Rents
5. Lost and Found
26. TV-Radio
.
after 5 pm.
29. Heating-Cooling
Wiggins
Murray
Lost: pair of glasses at
30. Business Rental
Business is great! We have Four bedroom house, 11
2
/
Henor
Kroger,
High School,
31, Want To Rent
Furniture
some terrific bargains on trade baths, carpeted, air conditioncall
found
If
lot.
parking
dricks
For
Apts
Rent
32.
ins. 12", 13". 19" and 25". ed. References. Deposit. Family
Hwy 611 North
33. Rooms for Rent
753:3263 4r 7535026.
Color and b/w t.v.'s. Even a only, no pets. 203 N 12th St.
753-4566
34. Houses For Rent
combination t.v and stereo. $225 per month Phone 753bYanted
Help
6.
35. Farms For Rent
ab_41 ug. Llayton's 1 & B
Earn extra $ in your spare time. For sale: Three loads of used of- $20
2835.
36. For Rent Or Lease
Music, 753-7575.
Aloe is on the' move. Call fice furniture; chairs, desks,
37. livestock-Supplies
25" color t.v.s, For rent 2-3 bedroom brick
repossesed
Two
tables.
cabinets,
Sunday
safes,
247-3724,
file
Puryear,
38. Pets-Supplies
control. Take up small house in Coldwater area
through Thursday, 6 pm to 9 New stacking chairs for chur- remote
39. Poultry-Supplies
restaurants. monthly payments. Warranted. Deposit required Call 328and
ches
pm for appointment.
44, Produce
8531
& B Music, 753-7575.
and plexiglass. Ross
41, Public Sale
Good lobs available now!! Ser- FiberglassSalvage
Mobile Home Sales Two bedroom house for rent.
Inc.,
Mdse.,
27.
Sons
&
42. Home Loans
vice veterans, E-4 and above
Phone Extra nice 1971 Winco mobile No pets. Will sign long term
43. Real Estate
Immediate openings for Martin, TN 38237.
Deposit required. Call
44. Lots For Sale
Open Mon.honorable discharged vets out (901)587-2420. Sat. 7:30 to home, 12x60, 2 bedrooms, lease.
45. Farms For Sale
753-2987 after 3:30 pm.
5:30.
to
7:30
Fn.,
with
room
living
large
payHigh
months.
48
than
less
46. Homes For Sale
fireplace, recently remodeled. Three bedroom house, large kiting positions, outstanding 300.
47. Motorcycles
chen, dining room, hying room,
retirement, incentives such as For sale: Low profile side 354-6493.
44, Auto Services
49. Used Cars
technical schools or mount rack, complete with two For sale: 1977 Windsor, 1400, carpeted, utility room. Call
50. Used Trucks
assignments Steady advance 210 gallon aluminized steel on double lot in Croppy Hollow. 753-9240 Monday through Fridag.
51. Campers
ment. Call Navy (502) 753- tanks, Kahn centrifugal pump, Call 436-2193.
52. Boats and Motors
6439 or call toll free 1-800- and hoses. New, will sell
For3 Rent Or Lease
1971 Howard Johnson, 12x64,
53, SersKes Offered
cheap! Call 753-3897.
841-8000.
54, For Trade
2 bedroom, extra nice. Call
55, Feed And Seed
Help wanted Women to work 10 Horse John Deere electric 753-6919 after 4 om.
56. Free Column
in automobile clean-up shop start lawn mower, 35" cut. 10x50 Homette, 2 bedroom, in
Wareham
57. Wanted
No experience necessary, Apply new 5 year warranty battery. good condition Call 753-8451
lowinewiemeewr in person. Smyth's Body Shop. Also good used vinyl 2 piece liv- 12x60 Mobile home, 3
Storage
Specs
ing room suite, light brochade
404 N 4th Street.
bedroom. 437-4808.
with little gold 753-5324
For Rest
Models over 18 for television,
Martin houses. 6 room, 1245 Schultz. 2 bedroom, liv753-4758
photography, trade shows, Purple 12 room $36.99. 18 ing room, den, central heat and
$23.99,
department stores, fashion, room, $49.99; 24 -!room, air, furnished, washer and
promotions. Call (212) 757- $59.99. Wallin Hardware, dryer. Call 753-3734 or 7534.87 Acres of dark red tobac8173 from 12 to 5 PM for ap- Paris,
6796.
co 1dOsraM air cured
pointment. 1756 Broadway,
Two used mobile homes. One
available 489N.Y.C. Suite 5D-GRS advertis- Plastic pipe sale. CPVC hot 65x12 and one 52x12. Call tobac
2"x10', $1.60.
1
water pipe; /
2116
ing
"x10', $3.19. Schedule 40 436-5553.
37. Livestock-Supplies
News, Society and
Own your own business plastic pipe, 11
2"x10', $3.29;
/
Unlimited earnings Part time 2"x10', $3.99; 3"x10', $8.90:, 12x55 Two bedroom, furnish- For sale 50 weaning pigs, will
753-1918.
Sports
ed,
and
Imwasher
dryer.
or full time positions available 4"x10', $11.99. Wallin Hard- mediate possession. Call 753- sell one or all fifty! $15 each
Real, D'splay adExcellent training program ware, Paris.
Call 489-2697 or 436-5812
5257 after 6 nm
vertising 753-1919.
Earn while you -learn Free
Classified Display,
bonus, cars, expense paid vacaClassified, Circulatitions, and retirement benefits
For
Write or phone Don or Joan
on and the Business
Waters, New Horizons, 2133
Solo
Office
may
be
The Calloway County Board of Education is
Wood Creek Drive, Germanreached on 753requesting bids one public address system.
town, TN 38138, (901) 755We have accumulated No 2
1916 and 753-1917
Specifications are on file in the Calloway County
blocks of oil 5411/5. Will sell al
2153 or 754-8444
Board of Education Office Building. 2110 College
less thon half price Come by
Prefer adult female help to
a
Form, Murray, Kentucky, 42071.
we will Nixie with you
work at Hitching Post Gift Shop
All bids are to be in the Calloway County Boord of
in Aurora. Call 474-2266.
Education Office, 2110 College Form Rood, Murray,
Gold
Circle
of
FIM BLOCS
Part time restaurant help,
Kentucky, 47071, on or before 1200 Noon, April 15,
&READY
Meeting. Call 753prefer mature lady in New Con1980. The board reserves the right to reject any or all
MIX
Call
cord area.
436-5496 for
9392 after 5 psi.
bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.
153-3540
Springs
Cyprus
appointment.
Restaurant.

r
NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The Murray Ledger A
es Office, 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for business
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mow
day through Friday and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
Novas • Woo WedSaturdays.
ding? Col es!
These hours include the
business office, classified
CARTER STUDIO
advertising department,
304 Main
753-129$
retail advertising department and circulation
Bible Facts. Free Store tor the
partment.
needy 759-4600
At times other than those
ted above the office is
closed for regular business
Portible buildings. "even though newsroom and
production employees may
Better built of quality
be on duty.
materials. Delivered.
We request that
Prices $495 to $695 ac'customers observe the
cording to size.
business office hours in
Phone 474-8800 after 4
placing calls to the
p.m.
newspaper.
The telephone numbers
-.k
for the newspaper departments are:
Early Bird
DEPARTMENT NUMBER
Special
753-1916
Classified Ads
Scotts Turf
753-1917
Circulation
Builder at
Display Ads
753-1919
Starks
753-1916
Accounting
753-1918
News & Sports
HardwareiS
1216 & Poplar
The Murray
753-1227
Ledger & Times
1111111.1 CALL
Tko Imperienco of
Obedience 759.4441.
Bilk Story 759-4445.

Secretary, 20 hours per week
Send resume, salary re
quirements and recent photo
to P 0 Box 32 U, Murray, KY
Two experienced waitresses,
morning or evening shifts
$1 65 per hour plus excellent
tips. Kentucky Lake Lodge
Restaurant, Aurora, KY Call
474-2259 for appointment
Upward Bound Program at
Murray State University is now
accepting applications for
teaching and resident advisor
positions. Interested persons
should apply in person at the
Gatlin House on 16th and
Hamilton Avenue. An equal opportunity employer
Wanted: experienced small
engine mechanic. Only experienced need apply. Richard
Small Engine Service, 4928519

I

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

INVITATION TO BID
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
37. livestock-Supplies 41. Public Sale

bedroom, 2
td, all elec
I 753-3171
for Chuck
1-6709

ak&

bath mobile
ral heat and
bosit $160
o pets Call

de home at
at and air,
lus deposit.
after 5 pm,

rental

Ike space
it or lease
uare Private
,. Call 753-

I 4th with air
t, gas heat,
office Call
0 til 5, 753-

op for rent in
17 or 753-

e. will rent
a 5 cars. One
753-2486.

Renu

ouple with
like to lease
of purchase
acres plus
241-7229 or

errit-

tment near
iy Call 753-

all apartment
r month, you
sat bills. Call
alnut.
droom garden
ieted, range.
>riser, private
150.
idroom garage
sr furnished,
Inly Call 753-

schoom apart
j, $75 per
isit Call 753-

aedroom, cenintercom. Call
-8130.
ipartment for
tree bedroom
snt. Call 753ough Friday.
ipartment, for
tree bedroom
ant. Call 753'ugh Friday.
apartment.
Phone 753-

vnhouse apartirpet, range,
dishwasher,
lryer hookup.
heat and air.

or Rent
st, 2 bedroom
se. one block
5 per month
one 753-3293

house, Ph
air condition/eposit. Family
)3 N 12th St.
1. Phone 753edroom brick
dwater area
d Call 328ouse for rent.
ign long term
required. Call
:30 pm.
ouse. large kit11, living room,
f room. Call
ay through Fri-

Or Lease

Registered Polled Hereford cattle, open Heifers bulls, cows,
and calves Newton Farms 1885-8771

38. Pets-Supplies
Afghan puppies tor sale championship bloodline Call 4354265 after 6 pm
Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes and private instructions Also tracking and
protection training All breeds
and ages from 2 months up
Professional instructor. 4362858
Doberman puppies for sale
Males and females. $50 Call
436-5414
Four female white German
Shepherds 8 weeks old 7594707

Eight party garage sale. 1126
Circarama Drive, Friday and
Saturday, 8 AM tit 6 PM Bed,
triple dresser other furniture:
Large amount of household
items, some like new all in
good condition. Mens. ladies.
boys, girls, and baby clothing,
maternity clothes. size 10
Toys, Paperback books. Some
antique items

ning pigs, will
itY! $15 each
436-5812.

Location is
ay County
0 College
y Board of
I, Murray,
1, April t5,
t ony or oil

m.o.11,•• dna .16..

MAWS HOMES
DUSIMIESSES
Loll *NO ItECRIATIONAl
PIII0PWITY
listings needed, Off!, ry
Coost to Coast Buyers
Everywhere 'free Cot.,. .
44 1 11•••.• BM.
1912(••••... id

753-0196
eeytee.

Call Century 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors about our VIP Referral
Service .because changing
homes is enough trauma by
itself. In a word it's called adjustment Moving from home to
41. Public Sale
JOHN SMITH home and neighborhood to
meghborhood.
After we sell your home we
ESTATE
pride ourselves on knowing the
SALE
neighborhood that awaits you
elsewhere...The schools, parks,
Closing on estate: Sofa,
shopping facilities. Now for the
choir, lamps, lawn furingenious part.VIP Referral
and
niture,
753-7411
may also find a buyer for your
CLOCK
THE
AROUND
miscellaneous. Sale
present home from another cihelp that family adjust
10:00 a.m. to 4:00
Yard sale, American Legion ty, then
p.m., Wednesday end
Building on Maple St., Satur- to your neighborhood, Sound
familiar?
Its the same thing
Thursday, 2 1 $ South
day, April 12th, 8 til 7
we do for you someplace else.
13th Street.
42. Home Loans
Call 753-1492 for helpful infor1970 mation on this service
Yard sale, 218 N 13th, Satur- 1972 Volkswagen.
489-2364
day. April 12th. 9 AM til 530 Firebird. Call
PM. Clothes, furniture, pinball 43. Real Estate
machine, wicker wall hangings.
Look us over before you look
Garage sale, 1412 Dudley, April around When you're ready to
11th and 12th, 7 AM. Men's buy a home, you need a lot of
like new suites. 42 regular, questions answered. Like what
.
leans and dress pants, size 36- kind of finartculg is best?
BOYD-MAJORS"
33. shirts, medium and large: Where are the.schools? ShoppREAL ESTATE
the
about
Mat
Centers?
ing
14.
12,
sizes
clothing,
Ladle's
I
753-8080
paperwork that's usually involvand 16, Girl's preteen and Jr ed?
Get the jump on these and
ry
.-Protessiona,
size clothing and other odds other questions by calling Cen,With Ttic Frient.L!. T.tv
and-ends.
tury 21 Loretta lobs Realtors,
Two party yard sale, Saturday, at 753-1492, We have just this
REDUCED!!!
April 12th, 9 til 5, 909 N 18th kind of information that makes
LOOK AGAIN
Street. Something for everyone. your house hunting easier. .
510N. 5th. This unique
2 bedroom, 2 bath
home.has many qualiWanted in Paducah, KY. 40 Hrs, per
ty features - great
room with fireplace,
week. Insurance and
pension
brick floored dining
program. Pay Less Drug in Paducah
room, sun porch.
Mall. Call or write:
Potential business
Padocah Drug Company
location for profes128 N. Third St.
sional office, shop, etc.
Priced to sell at
Pallacoh, Ky. 42001
34,900.00.
(502)444-9658

PHARMACIST

SAVE$$$

WANTED:
time day help. Apply in
person only!

Sirloin Stockade
Bel-Air Shopping Center

WANTED

GOLD &SILVER
PAYING CASH!

SILVER COINS
(1964 and Before)

United States
SILVER
DOLLARS
1915 and Before

Half Dollars
Quarters
Dimes
Half Dollars
(1965 thru 1969)
War Nickels 11943-451

GOLD SCRAP
Anything marked 10K. 14K, 18K
Broken nngs, bracelets, jewelry
chaina, watch., bullion, nuggets,
etc
Weddlag Bade-Dental Goad Old
Warantlap - Watch Cases - High
&bag Rip
etc.

Paying Cash for
STERLING
SILVER
We buy anything marked STERLING. Spoons,
knives,forks, plates, tea
service, candlesticks,
trays, trophies, jewelry.
If it's marked Sterling
we will buy it.

decorated,
Nicely
well-cared for, up to
the minute, 3 Bdrm., 2
bath brick home in
attractive
quiet,
Camelot Sub, Div.
Central gas heat with
R-30 factor insulation.
Saves you money on
heating and cooling.
Low county tax rate,
but only L2 mile to
Murray. Reduced to
42,600. This is the one
you've waited for.

753-8080
We're sold on your house
before we sell it...Our theory is
simple. We take the time to
know your house, price it correctly. and discover its distinctive features. Because we're
- sold on it, it's much easier to
find the right buyers and close
the sale. Then we even save you
time after the sale by helping
with time-consuming paperwork. It's all a matter of spending our time wisely so it
doesn't waste yours. This is lust
another reason you should call
Century 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors today al 753-1492.
We're the Neighborhood Professionals.

43. Real Estate

OPEN
HOUSE

?,11
Oi..=:.
clerfiu:oh 0•••----Y ,

316 N. 6911 St.
April 9tis
10... to 2 p.m.
to
Reduced
$17,000, to settle
estate, is a good
solid 3 bedroom
house with new
point, new storm
windows, hardwood
floors,
partial carpet
large
utility
room and 5 large

iitli'et..
NeweeZ
100iii

W•41.,

BONDURANT

01rapic Pim Murray

753-9954.1S3-34I

Soirthsde Court Square

43.2 Acres near Kentucky lake,
116,800. $388 per acre,
Owner financing at low rates
Call Spann Realty Associates,
753-7724.

Mvarruy, Keefiscky
753.4451

46. Homes For Sale
House for sale near College
and elementary school. 2
bedrooms, bath, family room.
storage building. Large lot,
aluminum siding, new cast iron
sewer. Excellent condition, will
consider land contract for
$30,000. Contact Martha Stone
at 7517908 between April 711.
New 3 bedroom house. 2
baths. dining room, double
garage 21420- ft, central heat
and air with heat pump, real
nice. Move-in on contract and
assume 11% loan with $4000
down. Highway 121 North in
Calloway County. Call 4892715.

One of the nation's fastest growing family steak
house chains is seeking management trainees for this
area, This is on outstanding opportunity to learn the
restaurant business, offering on exciting, rapidly
growing and well-paid future, No restaurant experience is necessary - only an eagerness to learn and
the desire to succeed.
•Formal management training program.
*Earn 59,600-S10,800 while training.
'Top Store Managers earn S 20,000-plus.
•Win incentive trips and other prizes.
•Health and life insurance benefits.
•Paid vacations from 2-to-5 weeks annually.
•5 day work week.
•Promotions ore made from within the company, with
rapid advancement based on performance.
If you are hard-working, ambitious and looking for a
rewording career opportunity apply today!
An Equal Opportunity Employer

OPY AVAILABLE
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530 pm

53. SefViCeS Offered

:ode
to you then they should be coming to us for we try hardest to
please Wayside Upholstery.
753-5361 or 753-6488
Jack's Blacktop Paving and
patching Also seal coating
Reasonable prices Phone 7531537
Ken's Lawn Mower. repairs and
sales, Overbey Road Call 753
8696
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation. heating installation
and repairs Call 753,1203
LAWNS MOVIED. Time to get
started. Reasonable rates Call
David Rogers. 753-3604.
Blacktopping.
Mitchell
driveways and small jobs a
speciality. also patching and
seal coating. 753-1537
d!t:,

New fourbedroom house in rates _prompt and efficient setCanterbury
Well iplanned, vice Custom Carpet Care 489titsim built home Call 753- 2774.
cleaning,
Carpet
Two or three bedroom house eCsatripm
sactlei safineidngreferentcieese.
near College and Five Points. Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanCurrently rented til August. ink Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
Zoned B-2. Will consider land 13:5827
contract. Call 753-4478 or 759- Concrete and block work Block
garages, basements, driveways,
4937.
walks, patios, steps. free
47. Motorcycles
estimates, Charles'Barnett.
1977 Harley Davidson Sport, 753-5476.
ster, 1000 cc, red, runs good
Call Bob's Home Improvement
Call 436-2292.
remodeling con1979 Yamaha 750 Special with Home repairs,
2 mat fling helmets. 3500 crete work 753-4501
miles 7 3-5101
PAINTING
I:. u o. ennces

DELIVERY

•

Need work on your trees? Topta
ing pruning shaping, cortnplete removal and more Call
WIER'S TREE SERVICE ter
professional tree care 753
8636
All types, tree
Roofing
estimaies. Call 759-4512 dads
759-1859 nighty
Will do plumbing and heat,m
repairs and remodeling arouad
the home. Call 753-2211 or

753-9609.
a
Will haul driveway white rot+
and Ag lime, also have any type
gravei
or
pea
white
brown
of
Also do backhoe work CI
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
753-6763.
Wet basement? We make vett
basements dry work completely guarenteed Call or write
Co
Morgan Construction
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah
KY 42001, or call day or night
1-442-7026.
Willie's interior or exterior
painting. 12 years experience
,
re
75.
elit6iTates! Call after 5 pm

55. Feed And Seed-

54I Wanted

Roommate wanted to share
Souse in Stella community
Prefer working student. 7591798

Residential. Farm

NORNBIKKILE BARBER SHOP
millahiart Shawl
NEW OFFICE NINES:
Monday-Friday 1:30-Noon
Price *I
HAIRCUT 51.25

Closed All Day Wed
Saturday 7 30 til 5:00
PRICE SHAVE 75'

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS .FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery on Prescriptions in City Limits

GOLD & SILVER
PAYING CASH!

WANTED
SILVER COINS
11964 and Beforel
Half Dollars
Quarters
Dimes
Half Dollars
1965 thru 1969)
War Nickels 11943-45)

United States
SILVER
DOLLARS
1935 and Before

Paying Cash for
STERLING
SILVER

GOLD SCRAP

Anything marked 10K,
14K, 18K. Broken rings.
bracelets, jewelry We buy anything markchains, watches. ed STERLING. Spoons,
bullion, nuggets. etc.
knives,forks, plates,tea
Wedding Bands - Dental service, candlesticks,
Gold Old Mountings. trays, trophies, jewelry.
Watch Cases - High If it's marked Sterling
School Rings - Charms, we will buy it.
etc.

LILE REAL ESTATE
Prices sihnect market
change up or down!

US 6$ Amore,Op.
next ts
Iterftwort

/At

YOU C007E HOME TO

36' Camper type topper for
standard size pickup, paneled,
roll out windows and walk-in
door. Call 753-4978.
1974 Coachman, very nice con2 ft. with awning,
/
dawn, 231
roll-up antenna Also other
camping extras Includes hitg/ t7o8 camp forr $4,000n
ReCal
39 at* 4 o
eekda .

ft 753-0984
°0 Increase April 1
Floored and ready. Up to 12 a 24. Also born style, offices, cones's, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U•
BUILD, pre-met completely ready to assemble up to 24
a 60. Buy the best for less.
52. gets and Motors
'
'
(IOW 11011,11 i.e visa. IP
For sale- 16' Fabuglas boat
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
with split windshield Adapted
for fishing or pleasure use, 85
hp Mercury with power trim.
Like new condition Call 7534978.
1977 Harris flote-bote, 28 ft .
fully equipped with 1977 ONC
54,064.04 120 hp engine. Bar. sink, and
1915441-165 Diesel Tracks
refrigerator Price reduced. Call
4 504.011 436-5380
1914-NV165 Diouf Tractor
650.10 1978 Hydro-Sport 17', trailer,
4 low Thrifty filen*
1 500.10 140 Mercury motor, twin depth
Inde11241
4 he Jobs Deem
well, built-in
IMAM finder, live bait
2 In Row Hollaed Tobacco Seiler
gas tank, and console steering
1914-NI IN (sillies Dissel-Rass let MI
Call 753-9240
197544F 24 Care Beak 2 Ise
1%6 Cass IN hum
1979 Caravel!'
ford 3 st RINI Now
Bonita
2 he CHINO*
MIN ea.
Use limme-talet This
1 OHM ea.
2•9% tells Rhin Discs
191", 260 hp, I/O,
MAW
14 h.3 ot Rita Spray
power steering, S. S.
9 NO.N
Prop., full vinyl cover,
Erni Traci
1914
custom Tandem axle
1971 Bedm Deep Trick
trailer, Shipwosh Boot
Sold as is, wet ihallvereill
and Motor. Coll 75921/2 rail.. (reit el Munn NI YON Clear, Reed. Cal Jim
1872
Egly, 753-9497.- Punnet Thomism Ins. 753-4451.

7534298

F r st seed beans Call 4354

Mowers rollers Choinsows
Fast Service
Guranteed
Will
work.
pickup sod
deliver 753-41164

SERVALL

FREE
20 MILE

beLUrTililg

COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR

Opel, Datsun. parts and repair
and Commercial
Spray brush & roller
474-2325.
15 Yrs. Experience
Two new Goodyear Suburbanite
RALPH WORLEY
snow fires with studs, mounted
4364353
on wheels. Will fit Chevrolet
Camaro, 1968-69 Chevrolet.
Size G 78x14 $90 Call 753- Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
2796.
work. Call 753-0565.
49. Used Cars
you need a carpenter? We
Do
with
white
I-bird,
1978
Brick
do paneling, additions, or what
chamois top. 16,000 actual have you! All work guaranteed.
bedroom, miles, one owner. Loaded with Call 436-2516.
extras. Will sacrafice for
1630 sq. ft.,
$4750. Call 753-8507 after 5 Driveways and parking areas
white rocked and graded. Free
one and a half 2m
Garrison.
1977 Cutlass, extra sharp color estimates! Clifford
bath home. scheme. 35.000 miles, cruise, 753-5429.
extras. Pioneer com- Ed's Workshop. Furniture repair
i n - other
Well
ponenet stereo system op- and 'refinishing, custom woodtional.
753-1336.
even
sulated,
working, finish carpentry.
Beautifully wooded
1973 Datsun 240Z, automatic. general- maintenance. (502)
floorbeneath
doumags,
354-6238.
player,
tape
AM-FM
nice
waterfront lot in
s. Electric heat ble sharp! Call 759-1157iafter Electrical and plumbing
location fronting on
5 pm
by the job or hour. Well
Kentucky Lake. Also
air. Meticulou- 1973 Ford Torino, with air, in repairs,
pumps repaired._ Call 474included is quality 2'
main- good condition. Will take best 2257.
sly
boat covered boat
For your home-care. personaldock, and 2 bedroom
tained. 1605 offet. Call 767-4052.
housewares, and multi1966 Mercury Comet, good care,
mobile home with
and mineral suppleBelmont Driv- condition, needs mechanical vitamin
large covered front
call your local Amneeds,
ment
work, $325. 407A South 8th way distributor at 753-0806
wooden deck. Get
e. Call 753- St.
.after 4 am
ready for spring and
2503 between 1976 Mercury Bobcat with air Fast, efficient plumbing, elecsummer relaxing days
and power, in good condition, trical. and all types repair
5:30 and 7:30 priced to sell at $2000 or best work. No service charge 759ahead by checking out
this good buy. $24,500.
offer. Call 437-4836.
App.m.
1950
Phone Kopperud Real1976 Monte Carlo, good condi- Guttering by Sears, Sears conpraisal value
ty, 753-1222 for all the
tion. 767-6617.
tinous gutters installed per
information.
/ $48,000 firm! \ 50. Used Ttucks
your specifications. Call Sears
1970 Chevrolet half ton 753-2310 for free estimates
pickup. Call 167-6409.
Heating and plumbing, elec1973 Chevrolet Custom 10 trical appliance work, trailer
Home window cleaning, no job too large or small,
pickup, dependable. one family. work. Call 153-0357.
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 759-1176
owned. Call 753-5676 after...5 Home building: cabinet makpm.
ing; and home remodeling. Call
day or night
. 1968 Chevrolet ;I ton - truck. Damon Lovett. 753-4449
$595 Will trade Call 436- Hopkins' Lawn mower and tiller
5660
repair. All makes repaired. Call
1965 Dodge pickup truck. Call for direction, 4374835.
753-6705 after 5 pm
Insulation blown in by Sears,
on these high heating and
1954 Ford F-100 pickup, white save
bills. Call Sears, 753spoke wheel, good tires. Call cooling
Termite & Pest Control Co.
2310. for free estimates
376-5339.
1300 E. Wood St., Paris, TN.
1966 Ford van, windows all
901-642-4461
'"•••••••C
around, 6 cylinder straight
shift good condition $850.
Free Inspection
Call 753-9288
Licensed & Insured
1970 Ford Bronco, 302 320 Tears Experience
speed. good condition. 7591943 after 5 pm.
Call us about our complete pest control ser1970 Jeep truck with topper
vice.
$2000 Call 753-5889.

II
NEW LISTING
CANTERBURY
Lovely 4 bedroom
home beautifully
decorated throughout.
Bright & cheery
wallpaper, pannelled
den with fireplace, formal dining room, and
lots of extra fine
features. Assumable
loan at 11%. Good opportunity for the costhome
conscious
buyer! Priced in upper
60's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for all
the information.
NEAR DOWNTOWN
Investment opportunity with this large older
home near downtown.
Excellent room arrangement for professional offices or apartments. Also garage
behind
apartment
main home includeclin
80w
.
r;
package, Price .
only $45,000. Owner
financing available.
Phone 753-1222.

3O4 M.

AA-I AU. TYPES home remooei
maintenance
and
ing
6
r
References Guaranteed work
iii
Free estimates Call 753-8948
"Carter's policy is slipping. Shouldn't we or 753-2501
atter 5 pm
favor him with another crisis or two?"
and
Air-conditioning
refrigeraton. service work on all
46. Homes RN Sale
43. Real Estate
brands Used air-conditioners
Three bedroom duplex. kitchen and refrigerators for sale Bill
appliances furnished. Call 753- Rollins, 75

Pordss & Thurman
Isseresce A
Reel Estes

Planswerve.
CARTER STUDIO

Vacuum cleaned from
driveway.
your
Residential, Commercial and Industrial. 753-5933.

41°411 r.1

Co

LIVE AND
EARN
A lovely well-kept
older home on a corner
lot. House has 3
bedrooms, formal dining room, sun porch, 2
baths, and a full basement. j,arge living
room with a fireplace
with gas logs. Modern
kitchen. All this plus a
nice 2 bedroom garage
apartment on the back
of the lot for potential
income to help fight inflation. 60's
PEACEFUL
RETREAT

;

‘etle:

closet

West Reertecky's finest
i•e
ii
is

ALEXANDER
SEPTIC TANK
CLEANING

1 6Ouachita7 5777)h p
motori 9it73h5.611517
w84
60
Call
;17' V I P bass boat with
•trailer 140 hp Johnson, new
carpet and cover, excellent
condition all new accessories
;$5000 Call 7519961 after

51. Campers

VERNON'S WESTERN STORE
Sunday 1 p.m.4 p.m.
Weekdays aillaturday
9a.m.4 p.m.

4 ts

Bass boat 1976 Challenger
11 with 115 hp Mercury, and
trailer $3500 Call 753-4346
•
Irwin 25 located at Ken-Lake
eiranna Inquires phone 15021
Ion
Mercuryboat

e•_11
fki

53. Services Offered

52. Boats and Motors 53. Services Offered

t%

Allowing $2041 In merchandise. Prices subject to
change due to market.

RESTAURANT
MANAGEMENT

1-Supplies

SNOUT 1164113, INC
a. lam.. am.. I NO a op,.a. .1.•
L

Street leafy
Having a yard sale'
Then pickup your free
yard sale signs from
the Gallery of Homes
office on Highway 641
N. in The Village Shopping Center just
across from the
Boston Tea Party.

Career Opportunity

*Aired tobac
fflair cured
vailable. 489-

41.11eal Estate

EVERYDAY
FULL PRICE
FINANCING
CAN BE ARRANGED

895"

TALK TO THE EXPERT

INSfAllf

/MVO

FARM EQUIPMENT
FOR SALEI

GR OUND 24' X 24' X

C,t1ER.
ONE4
DECK
rENCE
LADDEPS

4147914

INST411f0

c.

411111111111111.
INSTALLATION INCIUOID
P0015 ON if VII 611011•0

OVER 50 DIFFERENT MODELS

FROM 5399" TO 59900"

operator on
Duty 24 Hrs.

Call 7 days
a week

(502) 966-4258

I-PENGUIN POOLS or KY

CONN f TE LINE Of
INC
01,1,41Irr TARE,ClIfIlICAISI 3103 Pam Volley Read, Swift 104, Iswanwillis Ky 40213
....v.,. Co.

I IN..
WWI-

WE SIRVICE

-

OfAlff •0011
CilY
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American Women Win Emancipation
By Mary Combs
Smithsonian News Service
Even as the United States
was celebrating its first
quarter-century of independence in 1801, American
women were winning emancipation from a different sort
of bondage. Gone were the
Layers of petticoats; gone the
bustles and devices used to expand skirts during the 18th
century; gone the tight-laced
corsets. Women at last were
free to display a natural shape
and to wear as little
underclothing as their figures,
modesty - or mothers - would
allow.
Yet the novelty of being able
to breathe and move normally
seems to have paled quickly
under the tyranny of fashion,
and the rest of the 19th century'
presents a picturesque, if appalling, illustration of the
adage that ''one must suffer to
be beautiful."
During these years, women
inexplicably accepted painful,
disfiguring corsetry, heavy
metal underpinnings and
costumes so complitated that
the only way to avoid entanglement or collision was to
practice moving about in
them.
The fleeting freedom in the
early 1800s, brought about by
a vogue for delicate classical
dress and Oriental fabrics,
demanded
sacrific'es.
fashionable
Although
American women seem to
have been generally more sensible than their European
counterparts, who dampened
their flimsy "Empire" gowns
to display their charms - and
subsequently succumbed to
epidemics of consumption and
influenza - it was difficult on
both continents to be both
elegant and warm at the same
time, a delemma appreciated
by anyone who wore miniskirts a decade ago.
The history of fashion and
its chronicle of pain, inconvenience and caprice has
challenged sociologists, aranthropologists,
tists,
historians and humorists.
Women have gone to drastic
lengths, heights, breadths,
widths and weights to conform
to the dictates of fashion.
"Sensible clothing does come
into style," says Barbara
Dickstein, museum speLialist
in the Division of Costume at
the Smithsonian's National
Museum of History and
Technology, "but it doesn't
always stay around,"
One fixed point, however,
has been the desirability of the
relatively slim waist; potbellies have not been chic for
ladies) since the 16th century.
Every other aspect of the
silhouette has changed: bust,
hips, thighs and rear padded

or pushed up, the same
features mercilessly suppressed_ Skirts have swollen
to 10 yards in diameter, narrowed to make a natural step
impossible, trailed along the
ground and dwindled to a few
inches in length.
"It would appear," as
Harper's Bazaar observed in
1870, "that a woman, like a
jack-in-the-box...could swell
or collapse at the touch of
some hidden spring. Fashion
is certainly endowed with a
mysterious power of suddenly
metamorphosing the human
being."
By the mid-1820s, the Grecian goddess had become a
delicate, languishing, Romantic heroine, her readiness to
faint at the drop of a handkerchief due less to spiritual sensitivity than the reality that
her stays simply were pushing
most of her internal organs up
into her rib cage.
Once back in the grip of the
corset, women clung to it
steadfastly in the face of constant onslaughts by physicians, humorists and sensible
persons of both sexes. In spite
of the obviously mutilating effects and the illnes.ses attributed to tight-lacing, its
defenders throughout the century claimed the corset was
necessary to support the frail
backs of the weaker sex - a
self-fulfilling prophecy since
children began wearing "supporters" in infancy. By dint of
rigorous discipline, which
sometimes included wearing
stays to bed, a young woman
might achieve the fashionable
waist dimension, which ranged between 16 and 20 inches,
by her 18th birthday.
The silhouette above and
below this tiny waiit varied
considerably. By 1830, ladies,
like their grandmothers
before them, were passing
through doors sideways - not
because of the width of their
skirts, but the width of their
huge puffed sleeves. An issue
of Lady's Magazine of 1832
allowed that the ballooning
sleeves, although hazardous in
other circumstances, might be
very useful as buoys in case of
shipwreck.
As this fashion deflated,
Philadelphia - social observer
John Watson recorded his approval: "The day of 5 feet high
and 6 feet wide is gone, we
trust forever," - only to cry
with disgust in 1856 "Hoops
again!" Skirts, supported by
stiffened petticoats, crinolines
or an assortment of heavy
metal contrivances, swelled to
fill rooms, aisles and streets,
giving birth to cartoons, corqje
songs, poems and anecdotes
that ridiculed this inconvenient and sometimes
dangerous fashion.
Poets depolored the difficul-

CORRECTION
Kmart's tabloid inserted in today's
paper has a printer's error. On page
one the illustration for the jumbo hamper It florescent fixture are switched
and should be reversed.

ty of stealing a kiss, a Memplus newspaper attributed a
lady's escape when struck by
lightning to the conductive
properties of tier metal ander;mailings, and in San Francisco, one young woman
demurely popped her skirt
over her unlicensed terrier, to
the frustration of the dogcatchers and cheers of onlookers.
More serious stones included
accounts of smuggling supplies to troops during the Civil
War as well as frequent
reports of "crinoline accidents," usually tragic fires
where rescue was hampered
by the huge skirts of the victim or her would-be rescuers.
Watson considered the
fashion not only ridiculous but
indecent. Certainly, any sudden gust of wind or bending
movement set it swinging.
Young ladies practiced
achieving a gentle, bell-like
motion when walking, in addition to the ancient art of lifting
the skirt to display just the
right portion of ankle.
Pantalettes solved the problem of warmth and modesty,
but English and American
women who adopted the style
drew the line at the "rational
dress" proposed by Amelia
Bloomer, suffragette and
temperance advocate, in the
early 18.50s. Although this
costume, a three-quarterlength gown over full trousers
gathered at the ankles, was
overwhelmed by a storm of
ridicule and indignation, it immortalized its inventor in
American slang.
technological
The
achievements of the 19th century revolutionized fashion;

Nearly Al! Of Iran's
Diplomats Leave Saying
They Were Wronged
By ROBERT B. CULLEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Obeying President Carter's
order to he out of the country
by midnight, nearly all of
Iran's diplomats departed
Tuesday, insisting to the end
that they were being wronged
more than the US. hostages
captive in Tehran.
After a 45-minute delay at
nearby Dulles Airport, the
diplomats left aboard a
regularly scheduled British
Airways jet. The Iranian
charge d'affaires, All Agah,
told reporters that was like
a hostage in our embassy for
156 days. I'm glad I'm going
home."
Agah told Iranian sympathizers, "I am happy you
stay behind. lam sure you will
be able to make the American
people understand the justice
of our revolution."
The Iranians left at least one
of their number behind with
the permission of the Carter
administration to arrange for
turning over custody of the
embassy and other property to
an as yet unnamed third country which will be Iran's
"protecting power" during the

Want Great
Color TV reception?

Ray's
Tv Antenna
Service
Call
435-4165
After 6 P.M.

the textile industry produced
an unprecedented volume and
variety of fabric and trimmings, at high speed and low
cost. All this had to go
somewhere,and women ended
up literally bearing the burden
of conspicuous consumption.
The belle of the 1870s, now
trailing her burden behind her
in the shape of a flounced, ribboned, fringed, ruffled, tassled bustle, may have been
dressed in the aptly named
mode -a la tapissier" upholstery-style. A favorite
schoolboy's prank was to
deposit a mouse, frog or
perhaps the dictionary in the
schoolteacher's bustle and enjoy his hapless prey's confusion.
The industrial revolution
also saw the development of
magazines published especially for women. With the same
neutrality that today places
recipes next to the latest diet
and sun-bronzed models next
to articles on skin cancer,
magazines like Godey's
Lady's Book and Harper's
Bazaar published both sides of
the corset, hoopskirt and bustle controversies. Advertisements, meanwhile, proclaimed the benefits of
tortuous-looking garments,
solemnly endorsed by physicians and persuasively labeled "patented," an adjective
that seems to have carried all
the psychological weight that
"natural- does today.
The bustle, and the "Gibson
Girl" silhouette that followed
it, went the way of all styles;
the early decades of the 20th
century ushered in dramatic
change. Women who had

hiatus in diplomatic relations.
State Department officials
said about six diplomats had
requested permission to stay
in the United States. Most
cited humanitarian reasons
like ongoing medical treatment, but at least one asked
for political asylum. All of the
requests were rejected.
In small groups, the Iranians straggled into Dulles
Airport, 20 miles outside
Washington, bound for London, where they were to take a
flight to Tehran. They arrived
at the airport in two city buses
with a police escort.
An embassy secretary, who
identified herself as Mrs.
Mehrmah Hodai, arrived with
her husband, who is a student,
her six-year-old daughter, and
more than a dozen huge cardboard boxes, assorted suitcases and a carrying case for
the little girl's favorite doll.
Airline officials told her that
there was too much luggage,
and while they pushed it to one
side, Mrs. Hodai told
reporters, "They deal with us
worse than hostages.- She
complained about the short
time the diplomats were given
to collect their belcngings and
the FBI surveillance they
were placed under on Monday.

Sharon Ware Named
Director Of
Licensing, Regulation

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Sharon Ware has been named
director of the Division of
Licensing and Regulation in
the state Department for
Human Resources.
Ms. Ware,31, served for two
years as finance officer in the
department's Office of Policy
and Budget, where her duties
included supervising budget
development and monitoring
the budget once it was
enacted.
In her new position, Ms.
Ware will manage the division
which is responsible for licensure and certification of
health and social service
facilities around the state,
such as hospitals, nursing
homes and daycare centers.
A native of Owensboro, Ms.
Ware currently lives in
Louisville. She was formerly a
psychiatric nurse at a
Louisville hospital for three
years and served as executive
director of a private social
service agency there for two
years before joining state
government.
Ms. Ware has also served as
clinical director of drug and
alcohol programs in suburban
Philadelphia County in Penn-411111•11111111111111=1111111111111i111111171ft sylvania.

Play it safe with a
top quality color
antenna installation
from your

ChamielMaor

Installation Expert

celebrated the turn of the century trussed up, with trains
draped over their arms, sent
their daughters off to parties
in the abbreviated tunic-style
dress of the 1920s flapper.
The memory of Christian
Dior's "New Look" of 1047,
which brought back femininity with a vengeance in the
shape of long skirts, layers of
underwired
petticoats,
bustlines and "Merry Widow"
corsets, should prevent
women from being too complacent. But it does seem
reasonable to assume that
they have achieved a permanent victory over that particular form of bondage. Or
does it?
"You can't really make
predictions," says Dickstein
of the Smithsonian."We know
the eye gets bored.. there's a
psychological need for
change. And you never know
who - or what - is going to influence it."
And, it might be added,
women have no way of knowing whether this year's styles
will eventually be labeled
quaint, outlandish, risque or
intriguing nostalgia. One thing
is certain, though: Their
grandchildren will consider
these fashions -old fashion-

FIRST P
chided,
Melissa
Wynn, To
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Hausman
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Cindy Wi

NATIONAL WINNERS — Murray State University's four-member debate team recently won a national championship at the national conference of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau
Kappa Alpha held in Denver, Colo. The team, composed of Randy Hutchens, Mike
Soltys, Russell Walker and Keith Brown, finished first among 50 college and university
teams. Individual awards were won by other MSU students who attended the convention making Murray State, with 17 trophies and awards, the most honored college
or university attending the three-day meeting, according to Bob Valentine, MSU
speech and theatre instructor and team coach. Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha is
the largest national honorary society for students and professionals in the study of
forensics. Pictured are, front row, left to right, Merilee Hughes, Thompsonville,
sophomore; Brown, Shepherdsville senior; Hutchens, Murray senior and Walker,
Ashland senior. Back row, left to right, Tim Butterbaugh, Wickliffe sophomore; Tim
Reding, Elizabethtown senior Valentine; and Soltys, Wickliffe junior. Not pictured is.
Yvette Payne,Ioppa, Ill., sophomore.
4

Mozart's Opera Will Be
Broadcast On WKMS-FM
Mozart's rarely heard comic opera,"Die Entfuhrung aus
dem Serail" - -The Abduction
from the Seraglio" - will be
broadcast on WKMS-FM, the
fine arts radio station of Murray State University, on Saturday, April 12, as a feature of
the
Texaco-Metropolitan
Opera Radio Network.
To begin at 1 p.m., the opera
conducted by James Levine
will be heard on 91.3 on the FM
dial. It will end at approximately 4:25 p.m.
Singing principal roles will
be soprano Christiane EdaPierre in her Metropolitan
Opera broadcast debut as Constanza, soprano Kathleen Battle as Blonde, tenor John Alexander as Belmonte, and tenor

James Atherton in the role of
Pedrillo, as, well as bass Ara
Berberian as Osmin and guest
artist Werner Klemperer as
Selim Bassa, both making
their Metropolitan Opera
broadcast debuts.
Met conductor Richard
Woitach will return during the
first intermission, "Opera
News on the Air," to give a
musical and dramatic
analysis of Mozart's seldom•
heard opera.
Facing Quizmaster Edward
Dowries on Texaco's Opera
Quiz during the second intermission will be a panel of
opera experts - William Livingstone, Richard Mohr, and
Tony Russo.
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Shop The No Frills Way And Compare! See Why We Can
Say We Have The Lowest Prices In Town
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In Special Education Department

Work Helps MSU Student With Classes
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FIRST PLACE WINNERS — Murray Middle School Science and Math Fair winners included, first row,(from left), Todd Ross, Shawn Glavin, Allison Sears, Kim Wilham,
Melissa Gray, Kathy Freible, Becky Snow, Christy Elkins, Caroline Schoenfeldt, Lori
Wynn, Todd Lawson, second row, Stephanie Lucas, Jason Bdlington, Glen Olson, Mike
Butwell, Leslie Massey, Elizabeth Oakley, Marla Ford, Matthew Boardman, Kalani
Hausman, Kelly Boles, Sharon Hemdon,Sandra Hutchins and Tim Waco'. Absent from
photo were Missy McCutcheon,Joey Asby, Mike Foust, Kelli Crawford, Tronda Parrish,
Cindy Williams, Paula Monts, and Billy Phillips.

Working part-tune in the
Department of Special Educet1011 has actually helped me to
do better in my classes," Ruth
Morgan of Madisonville, a
junior special education major, says about the University
Work Program offered at
Murray State Uruversity.
"My free time is limited so I
know that I only have a certain amount of hours to get
everything done," she explained.
Miss Morgan spends 15
hours each week in the Special
Education Clinic where she is
responsible for various
clerical jobs. In addition, she
works in the special education
library with the filing system.
Besides putting in job hours
in the Department of Special
Education, Miss Morgan
spends a great deal of time in
the same department attending classes and working on

outside class assignments.
She is specializing in learning disabilities and behavioral
disorders which requires
several practicum DOUSE* LDV()lying student tutoring.
Under the supervision of Dr
Ralph Hausman, associate
professor of special education,
she is tutoring a 12-year-old
student this semester.
Prior to beginning her work
as a tutor, Miss Morgan gives
a diagnostic test which clearly
points out a child's strengths
and weaknesses.
"The practicum courses
which are designed to allow
the students to get a taste of
what his job will be like, convinced me that this is what I
want to do as a career," she
said.
The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Marion Morgan, Miss
Morgan made up her mind to
go into the field of special

education simply because she
enjoys children.
She soon realized that working with the emotionally
disturbed and educable mentally handicapped would offer
an even greater challenge.
However, Miss Morgan feels
that "mentally handicapped"
is a label which is
misunderstood when It has
reference to the special education students. Because of the
term's connotation, she shad,
it gives an inaccurate perception of the childrens' problems.
"These kids have the same
potential as regular students.

The major difference is bow
long It takes them to learn,"
she emphasized.
"All of us have our
weaknesses and some are just
slower learners," she added.
Liking children is the secret
to success in this field, according to Miss Morgan. "Treat
kids as people" is her advice
to anyone interested in
teaching.

believer in the theory that a
child's environment during his
formative years, ages 1-5 ),
plays a major role tit his continual mental cievelooment
Miss Morgan is one of hui,
dreds of students who receive
financial aid through the
Federal Work-Study and
University Student Employment programs
During the 1978-79 year, a
total of 1,626 students worked
under the programs. Total
earnings by the students was
$945,283.73 and the average
earning was $581

"You should respect a
child's feelings and ideas, just
like you would an adult's," she
said.
Miss Morgan is a firm
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SECOND PLACE WINNERS — First row,(from left) Robert Perrin, Lillian Olazabal, Rod.
ney Lamb, Rodney Skinner, Steve Wells, Kim Sykes, Gwen Hoover, Greta Shepard,
Susan Hutchins. Second row, Melissa George, Jennifer Kurz, Rebecca Brock, Robert
Hopkins, Wendy Parker, Mary Jo Simmons, Lisa Whitaker, Laura Greer, Mitzi Boggess.
Absent from photo were Mike Wilkins, Shannon Elliot, Patrick Rowland, Jody Burkeen
Wade Smith, David Lew, David Burris, Kurt Keeslar, Chris Young, Tommy Wagner, Andy Jobs, David Whitten, Kyle Smith, Ken Mayfield.
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(Professional Bldg.)
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Office Closing
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We request that patients come by and let us
know where to send files.
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FOURTH PLACE AND HONORABLE MENTION — First row,(from left) Kim Greene,
James Kendall, Gaye Smith, Tracy Simpson, Susie Tharpe, Sheri Swift, Alicia Munnally,
Andy Parks, Michael Johnson, Paul Daily, Jason Kupchella, Robert LaMastus, Donald
Cronen. Second row, Diana Ridley, Shawn Parker, Kelly Jameson, Caroline Conley,
Tim Glavin, Laura Montgomery, Tracy Graves, Roger Dunn, Shannon Johnston, Eddie
Buhler, Steven Shaw, Jimmy Baker, and Scott Butwell. Absent from photo were Todd
Bartlett, David Randolph, Mark McClard, Suzanne Meeks, Rusty Wright, Kim Greer,
Jerri Weatherford, Sheila Vickers, Tammy McClure, Erin Burke, Angie Hamilton, Stacey
Willett, Lynn Campbell, Marisa Nance, Cary Miller, Lanette Hopkins, Liz Fain, Jeff
Downey,Todd Bartlett,
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THIRD PLACE WINNERS — First row, from left, Brian Krizan, Dennis Thurmond,
Sabrina Smith, Mangy Burchfield, Todd Contri, Joel Latto, Jared White, Chris Clark,
Robert Kondrako, Karl Flood, Darrell Troupe. Second row, Shelley Howell, Amy Ross,
Leila Umar, Wege Rushing, Lee Ann Babb, Amy Robinson, Ben Yoo, Melani Simpson,
Mila Spurlock, Amy Ryan, Rodney Key, Shane Guthrie. Absent from photo were Gina
McCallum, Jeff Schroader, Chris Farmer, David Wallace, Robert Stout, Melinda
She rd Damon Gibson, Darren Moore,Sheri Wildey and Lisa Mikulcl.
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Area High School
Students To Take
Part In Workshop
Between 150 and 175 area
high school journalism and
broadcasting students are expected to participate in the annual one-slay journalism
workshop at Murray State
University on Friday, May 16
Dr. Robert H. McGaughey ,
chairman of the sponsoring
Department of Journalism
and Radio-Television and codirector of the workshop, said
sessions are scheduled from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m.
The workshop will include
discussion groups and work
sessions for high school
editors, news writers, feature
writers, sports writers,
photographers, yearbook
staffs, advertising managers
and salespersons, broadcasters, and advisers.
Speakers for the sessions
will be: Grey Hurt and Leo
Green, WPSD-TV, Paducah;
Berry Craig, Paducah Sun;
Rhonda Lee-James, The Pans
iTenn.
Post-Intelligencer;
Bill Farr, Taylor Publishing
Company, Paducah; John
Minto, Josten's American
Yearbook
Company,
Mayfield; Debbie Lee, Murray Ledger and Times; and
Mark Welch, Dr. L.J. Hortin,
Barry Johnson, Dr. Frank
Blodgett, Joe Rigsby, Dwain
McIntosh, M.C. Garrott, Dr.
Roger Haney, Doug Vance,
and Tom Farthing, all
members of the Murray State
faculty and staff.
Farthing, adviser to the
Murray State News and a
workshop co-director, said the
fee for the workshop is 84 for
each student, with no charge
to advisers, who will be guests
of the university.
Students and teachers interested in the workshop may
call Dr. McGaughey at 15021
762-2387 in Murray for additional information or -to
register.

LADIES
SURFERS
Reg. $1.37
Colors
Beige &
Black
Sizes 5-9

9

9Save 38'

Boys

TENNIS SHOES
Youth it Small Boys

$goo
.4,,
Ea.

UMBRELLA
TABLE

Roses' Brand
Aluminum Foil

Red Wing Stand
Reg. $59.97

Reg, 44'

4/

25 rot to stock your
kitchen Our sturdy
aluminum toil is
economy priced'

(Umbrella Not Included)-

Igloo

I 1 MO.
OM lila

Save 19' Ea.

ICE

Easy
Monday

48 Qt.

BLEACH

Reg. $24.97

1 Gal.
Reg. 87'
Limit 1"

3 Yr. Warranty
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SPRAY $

EASY
NDAY

12 Oz.
Reg.
$2.07
Save 61

fave 21'

Practical Needs
Of Singles Topic
Of Workshop
The practical needs of single
people will be the topic of a
three-day workshop for
singles and those who minister
to them May 16-18, in Mason
Hall at Murray State University.
The workshop, sponsored by
Murray State University, the
Conference Council of the
Memphis Annual Conference,
the Lexington Theological
Seminary, and several local
churches, is specifically
designed for ministers interested in the topic and
laymen interested in organizing singles programs in their
churches or communities.
The complex problems of
single
people,
whether
parents, divorced, never married, or widowed, has come to
the attention of ministers and
professional counselors and
has brought about an area of
inquiry and training specific
to the problems of singles.
The conference will be conducted by Dr. Gerald Trigg
and Dr. David Sharrard, after
a conference design by Robert
E. Farless of the United Campus Ministry at Murray State.
Dr. Trigg holds degrees
from Millsaps College and
Vanderbuilt University, and
his doctorate from DePaul
University. He has conducted
preaching workshops
,
and has
served as featured speaker for
a week on the BBC.
Dr. Sharrard currently
teaches
at
Lexington
Theological Seminary. He has
a eiwide background in local
parish work and in the private
practice of counseling.
Billie Burton of Murray
State's counseling and Testing
Center and Dr. Sondra Ford, a
counselor teaching in the
Department of Instruction and
Learning at Murray State will
help in the workshop
counseling. Both women have
experienced divorce in their
own lives and have worked
with many singles in the process of solving problems and
redirecting their lives.
Persons interested in attending the workshop may make
arrangements by contacting
Rubye Pool, Box 447, Murray,
Ky.,42071, telephone (502) 7532479.
Cost of attending the
workshop'is a $14 registration
fee plus a $4 room fee for each
night. The deadline for
registration and accommodations is May 10. After May 3
registration is 616.
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SAN ANTONIO, Teass —
Airman William D. Thompson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William F. Thompson of
1520 Kirkwood Drive,
Murray, has been assigned
to Sheppard Air Force Base,
Texas, after completing Air
Force bask training.
During the six weeks at
Lackland Air Force Base,
here, the airman studied the
Air
Force
mission,
organization and customs
and received special training
in human relations.
In addition, airmen who
complete bask training earn
credits towards an associate
degree in applied science
through the Community
College of the Air Force.
The airman will now
receive specialized instruction in the medical services field.
Airman Thompson is a
1978 graduate of Murray
High School.
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FORT JACKSON, S.C. —
Pvt. Mary A. Winchester,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hal
E. Winchester, Route 1, Hazel,
recently completed basic
training at Fort Jackson,S.C.
During the training,
students received instruction
in drill and ceremonies,
weapons, map reading, tactics, military courtesy.
military justice, first aid, and
Army hLstory and traditions.

Save
$6.20

00

'4'
8

Save 10.09

Ten Murray State University students will be inducted into the campus chapter of
Omicron Delta Kappa national leadership honor society in a ceremony scheduled for
Sunday, April 13.
An initiation scheduled for 3
p.m. in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center will be
followed by a 6 p.m. banquet
at Seven Seas Restaurant.
Students to be inducted are:
Lori Rae Adams, Middleburg Heights, Ohio; Sarah
Ann Aydt, Cairo, Ill.; Elaine
M. Bass, Whiteville, Tenn.;
Floyd K. Brown, Shepherdsville ; Diane S. Bruce,
Hopkinsville; Lisa Ann Hamby, Owensboro; Sherri D.
McDaniel, Benton; Gregory
D. Pruitt, Clinton; Jay
Frederick Sullivan, Pulaski,
N.Y.; and Philip J. Zacheretti,
Murray.
Criteria for selection for
membership in Omicron Delta
Kappa are high scholarship
and
outstanding
demonstration of leadership in
the Murray State campus
community.
Dr. Don Beeman, vice president for extension of Omicron
Delta Kappa, will be the banquet speaker.
Viola Miller, acting faculty
secretary, said anyone who is
interested is invited to attend
the initiation. Banquet reservations may be made by contacting her in the Department
of Special Education on the
campus.

Pvt. Winchester
Completes Army
Basic Training

16 Oz.
Liquid
Reg. $4.44
$327

Ten MSU Students
To Be Inducted In
Honor Society
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Book Researches Women's Role In Field Of Aviati

I

By IUSe C.Reaseereki
Saillkeeelas News Service
Think about pioneers of
flight and certain names unmediately leap to mind the
Wright brothers, Jimmy
Doolittle, Charles Lindbergh,
Harriet Quimby.
Hamel who?.
Harriet Quimby — the first
woman in the United States to
hold a, pilot's license and the
first woman to pilot her own
aircraft across the
. English
Channel. A spunky, determined, dark-eyed beauty, Harriet
Quimby. captured the admiration of men and women alike

In the early 190(n. She was
America's darling as she
looped and whirled through
the air wearing a plumcolored saun flying siut.
Yet, the daring exploits of
Harriet Quirnb) and other early female aviators have been a
little-known chapter in the annals of flight.
That is one oversight that
Claudia Oakes, assistant
curator of aeronautics at the
Snuthsoruan's National Air
and Space Museum, hopes to
rectify. While doing the
research for a book, "U.S.
Women in Aviation through

. rs.

_
A v iation pioneer Blanche Scott
thrilled spectators
round the country in the early
1900s with her aerial
maneuvers. Scott, the first woman in
the United States to
make a solo airplane flight, is shown
in the cockpit of her
plane.

THE SERMACSYSTEM
It cleans exteriors;
and removes paint, stains,
built up dirt, graffiti, and hydroc
grbons from
commercial, industrial, historical bldg.
and
homes.
For a free demonstration of how
Sermac
Cleaning System works you may watch
the Sermac crew in action at the Carr
Health Bldg.
(M.S.U.) or call Rick Lewis P.O. Box
562 Princeton Ky. 42445 - 502-388-2864.

Wald War I," Oakes spent 8 CIBCO as a publicity stunt, thus
months tracking down women becoming the first woman
to
aviation pioneers who made drive coast-to-coast
by
headlines and heads turn dur- automobile. While passing
ing the early days of flight.
through Dayton, Ohio, she
Oakes' interest in early learned of the existence of the
aviation goes back a long way, Wright School and became
ineven before her employment terested in flying. Later
that
at the Smithsonian in 1969. same year, 1910,
she became
"My father, who was born in the first America
n woman to
1905, told ow of seeing a solo.
demonstration in rural TenOr consider Bessica Raiche
nessee of what was probably a of Beloit, Wisc.
Bessica was
Curtiss Pusher when he was 6 indeed a modern
woman - for
or 7 years old," she says. That one thing, she
wore bloomers.
image, coupled with her She also drove
a car and liked
fascination with things Ed- to shoot and swim,
all of which
wardian, eventually led her to were considered
masculine
research and record the role endeavors. But what really
set
of early women aviators.
her home town buzzing was
"When aviation was in its in- the French husband
she
fancy," Oakes said, "it was brought back from
an
considered radical for a overseas trip.
woman to involve herself in
Bessica also began flying in
any aspect, be it pilot, 1910, but lost out to Blanche
passenger or even promoter." Scott as the first
woman to
But in spite of all the obstacles solo. With her husband
she
- family, friends, training, later formed the
Frenchfunds, equipment - women American
Aeroplane Comwanted to fly, and fly they did.
pany, designing and building
The first American woman her own airplane
s. Never one
to pilot her own aircraft - a to be
content with traditional
balloon - was Mary H. Myers "woman
's work," Bessica -at Little Falls, N.Y., in 1880. returne
d to school to study
Mrs. Myers, later billed pro- medicin
e after her retirement
fessionally as "Carlotta, the
from aviation and became a
Lady Aeronaut," became
known throughout the Northeast for her ballooning skills
and was often hired to perform at festivals. In 1886, she
established a new world
altitude record of four miles in
a balloon filled with natural
gas instead of hydrogen - a
record even more astonishing
because she did it without using oxygen equipment.
In the early 1900s, women
graduated from balloons to
airplanes. They were willing
passengers in the new-fangled
flying machines, though the
flights were such rarities that
they were treated as hard
news. The June 20, 1911, edition of the Detroit Free Press
carried a front-page account
of women who, without a trace
of fear in their walk, climbed
into planes and flew as
passengers at the 1911 Detroit
Air Meet. The headline proclaimed "Three Detroit
Women Venture in Biplane."
As aviation grew, so too did
women's involvement, and
records were set each step of
the way. Georgia "Tiny"
Broadwick became the first
woman to parachute from an
airplane over Griffith Park in
Los,,kngeles; Lillian Todd, of
New York City, the first
woman to design her own aircraft, and Julia Clark, the first
FOR
U.S. woman killed in an
airplane crksh, in 1912 at the
Illinois Stage Fair in Springfield.
"If any one thing can set
these women apart, it would
be their independence,"
Oakes says. "The/ women
were leading unusual lives
even before getting into aviation."
Take Blanche Stott, hired
by the Willys Overland Company to drive an Overland car
from New York to San Fran-

Now Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...

on

practicing physician.
points out,"no accounts of the existence The novelty
had continues. "'They proved
Harriet Quimby was a well- accident laid the
that
blame on the worn off Women aviators in
women were not too stupid or
known journalist of the day fact that
the pilot was a the 1920s also had one other
too fragile to learn to fly. They
and a drama critic for Leslie's woman Even
the serious big advantage over their
showed women everywhere
Weekly, a popular magazine aviation
journals of the day
predecessors role models,"
that they, too, could break
The uncertainty surrounding blamed the
aircraft and its
her past ;Harriet let on that structure
with tradition. They were sucas the cause of the
"I think that is the most Imshe was born into a wealthy tragedy
cessful; they were profesIt looked as though portant contribution of
the sionals. They were truly
California family
while women as aviatorshad arriv- early women
aviators," she pioneers of flight."
evidence indicates that she
was the daughter of a
By World War I, women had
Michigan farmer ) added to proven
they were capable,
the mystique.
dedicated, qualified flyers.
"Harriet was very am- Though they
may have been
bitious and very determined," oddities, their
skills were
Oakes says. "She used her im- recognized and
admired. Yet
agination to help her get the U.S. governm
ent steadahead, inventing, for exam- fastly refused to
allow them to
ple, a more prominent join the Air Service
s and fly in
background to promote combat, an
issue still in
herself.
dispute today, more than half
-But one thing Harriet had a century later.
was gumption. In 1910 she
Some women, though, did
decided she would learn to fly find ways
to put their special
and she did. She wanted to be skills to
use - in fund-raising
the first woman to fly across flights for
the Red Cross and
the English Channel and in Liberty
Loans, by lending
1912 she did that, too."
their famous names to the
Unfortunately, Harriet's recruiti
ng effort and by trainflamboyant flying career was ing future
military pilots at
shortlived. She and a male private
airfields.
passenger crashed during a
"After the war," Oakes
routine flying exhibition at the says,
Harriet Quimby (left) made aviation history in the
"Flying took on a difearly
1912 Harvard-Boston Aviation
1900s as the first woman in the United States
ferent aspect. There were
to hold a
Meet and both were killed.
pilot's license and the first woman to pilot her
more people flying in general;
own air"Interestingly," Oakes there were
craft across the English Channel,
more airplanes in
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